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Résumé (Français)

Notre squelette, structure essentielle du corps humain, a de multiples fonctions, parmi

lesquelles on compte la régulation du métabolisme et la protection des organes. Nous

étudions ici le remodelage osseux, processus par lequel la structure et la composi-

tion chimique de l'os évoluent au cours du temps. Les modi�cations biochimiques

et structurelles du tissu osseux sont orchestrées par les cellules osseuses, capables

de synthétiser de la matrice osseuse (ostéoblastes), résorber de l'os minéralisé (os-

téoclastes), et aussi de réguler les voies de signalisation biochimiques en fonction

de leur environnement mécanique (ostéocytes). Dans ce contexte, nous nous in-

téressons en particulier au mécanome, c'est-à-dire à la description de l'action de

la mécanique sur les tissus biologiques. Nous étudions tout d'abord le mécanome

du remodelage osseux à l'échelle cellulaire, où les voies de signalisation sont primor-

diales. Nous introduisons donc une représentation mathématique �ne du remode-

lage osseux par un système d'équations di�érentielles décrivant les interactions en-

tre les cellules osseuses des lignées ostéoclastiques et ostéoblastiques ainsi que la

régulation de l'environnement biochimique par les ostéocytes. Ce modèle reproduit

la perte de masse osseuse dans le cadre du défaut de gravité pendant un vol spa-

tial et de l'ostéoporose post-ménopausique (OPM). La mise au point d'un modèle

pharmacocinétique-pharmacodynamique couplé aux dynamiques biochimiques per-

met de relier la posologie d'un traitement anabolique de l'OPM (romosozumab) et

le gain de masse osseuse, ce qui serait béné�que pour la conception d'un traitement

spéci�que au patient. Nous proposons également une description macroscopique du

remodelage osseux fondée sur un modèle de milieu continu généralisé. Tout d'abord,

cette représentation est introduite dans le contexte du remodelage par rotation de la
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microstructure osseuse. En e�et, l'os est un matériau doté d'une micro-architecture

et constitué d'une matrice de collagène minéralisé et d'une phase �uide accueillant

les cellules osseuses actives. Dans un premier temps, nous proposons une identi�-

cation analytique des états d'équilibre stables du remodelage par rotation. Cette

théorie est ensuite utilisée dans une étude 2D par éléments �nis appliquée à la tête

fémorale humaine. En�n, nous approfondissons ce cadre théorique reliant la mé-

canique macroscopique à la mécanobiologie : la cinématique du remodelage osseux

est décrite à travers l'évolution de la déformation macroscopique, de la rotation de la

microstructure, de la fraction de minéral, de la fraction poreuse et des concentrations

de cellules. Cette description englobant chimie, biologie et mécanique fournit une

structure pour l'étude des interactions entre ces trois domaines dans le contexte du

remodelage. Les résultats prometteurs de nos simulations préliminaires permettent

une interprétation du remodelage à la petite échelle qui pourra être mise en regard

de données cliniques. En�n, nous présentons une première application clinique de

notre théorie multi-échelle dans l'étude du remodelage osseux chez les patients at-

teints de scoliose idiopathique de l'adolescent (SIA), pathologie d'origine inconnue se

manifestant par une déviation tridimensionnelle de la colonne vertébrale. L'analyse

des premiers échantillons de corps vertébraux de patients atteints de SIA prélevés en

peropératoire suggère une dépendance des propriétés du matériau aux conditions de

chargement anormales dues à la pathologie. Ces observations motivent la perspec-

tive d'une comparaison de ces résultats à des simulations fondées sur notre théorie

mécanistique. En résumé, nous présentons dans cette thèse plusieurs approches de

modélisation du remodelage osseux pour aboutir à une théorie uni�catrice, et ce dans

le but de mieux comprendre et aborder les mécanismes des pathologies osseuses, ce

qui a pour objectif à terme le développement de solutions thérapeutiques spéci�ques

aux patients.



Abstract (English)

Our skeleton, an essential structure for the human body, has multiple functions,

among which are the regulation of metabolism and the protection of organs. We

focus here on bone remodeling, a process by which the structure and chemical com-

position of bone evolve over time. The biochemical and structural changes of bone

tissue are orchestrated by bone cells, able to synthesize bone matrix (osteoblasts),

resorb mineralized bone (osteoclasts), and to regulate biochemical signaling path-

ways according to their mechanical environment (osteocytes). In this context, we

are particularly interested in mechanomics, which is the description of the action of

mechanics on biological tissues.

We �rst study the mechanics of bone remodeling at the cellular level, where signal-

ing pathways are essential. We therefore introduce a �ne mathematical representation

of bone remodeling by a system of di�erential equations describing the interactions

between bone cells of osteoclastic and osteoblastic lineages, as well as the regulation

of the biochemical environment by osteocytes. This model reproduces the bone loss

in the contexts of micro-gravity during space �ight and postmenopausal osteoporo-

sis (PMO). The development of a pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model coupled

with biochemical dynamics makes it possible to link the dosage of an anabolic treat-

ment of PMO (romosozumab) and the gain of bone mass, which would be bene�cial

for the design of a treatment speci�c to the patient.

We also propose a macroscopic description of bone remodeling based on a gen-

eralized continuum mechanics model. First, this representation is introduced in the

context of rotary remodeling of the bone microstructure. Indeed, bone is a mate-

rial with a micro-architecture, composed of a mineralized collagen matrix and a �uid
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phase which hosts active bone cells. First, we propose an analytical identi�cation of

stable equilibrium states of rotary remodeling. This theory is then used in a 2D �nite

element study applied to the human femoral head. Finally, we enrich this theoreti-

cal framework by linking macroscopic mechanics to mechanobiology: the kinematics

of bone remodeling is described through the evolution of macroscopic deformation,

microstructural rotation, mineral fraction, porous fraction and cells concentrations.

This description encompassing chemistry, biology and mechanics provides a structure

for the study of interactions between these three �elds in the context of remodel-

ing. The promising results of our preliminary simulations enable an interpretation of

remodeling on a small scale that can be compared with clinical data.

Finally, we present in this thesis a �rst clinical application of our multi-scale the-

ory with the study of bone remodeling in patients with idiopathic scoliosis of the

adolescent (AIS), pathology of unknown origin characterized by a three-dimensional

deviation of the spine. The analysis of the �rst vertebral body samples from AIS

patients taken intraoperatively suggests a dependence of the properties of the ma-

terial on the abnormal loading conditions due to the pathology. These observations

motivate the prospect of a comparison of these results with simulations based on our

mechanistic theory. In summary, we present in this thesis several bone remodeling

modeling approaches, resulting in the development of a novel unifying theory whose

purpose is to better understand and address the mechanisms of bone pathologies,

which ultimately aim at the development of patient-speci�c therapeutic solutions.



Résumé détaillé

Le squelette fournit une structure essentielle au corps humain, permettant le mou-

vement et la protection des organes. L'os est un tissu vivant poreux dont la phase

solide est hétérogène, composée de matière organique et minérale organisée selon un

arrangement hiérarchique complexe. Le tissu osseux comprend également une phase

�uide permettant le transport des nutriments et des cellules souches dont la dif-

férenciation engendre une multitude de types de cellules osseuses. Parmi la variété

de cellules osseuses, les ostéoclastes ont la capacité de résorber la matrice osseuse

minéralisée et les ostéoblastes synthétisent une matrice organique qui se minéralise

au cours du temps. Les cellules osseuses sont sensibles à leur environnement biochi-

mique qui régule leur activité. Ainsi, la prolifération, la di�érenciation, l'apoptose

des cellules et leur production de protéines sont des mécanismes qui dépendent de la

présence de molécules spéci�ques dans leur environnement. De plus, la contribution

du chargement mécanique à la régulation des voies de signalisations biochimiques est

considérable car celui-ci a�ecte particulièrement les cellules di�érenciées incluses dans

la matrice osseuse, appelées ostéocytes. Ce mécanisme de régulation du métabolisme

osseux faisant intervenir les actions cellulaires mais aussi les stimuli biochimiques et

mécaniques est appelé remodelage osseux. L'élaboration d'un cadre théorique co-

hérent pour la description de ce processus multi-physique constitue le sujet principal

de ce travail de thèse.

Notre objectif principal est le développement d'un cadre théorique de modélisation

du remodelage osseux dans un contexte multi-échelle. En particulier, cette approche

du remodelage est conduite du point de vue du mécanome, c'est-à-dire de la descrip-

tion de l'action de la mécanique sur les tissus biologiques. Ainsi, cette dissertation
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est centrée sur le rôle de la mécanique dans la régulation du remodelage osseux dans

des conditions saines ainsi que dans le contexte de pathologies osseuses.

Dans un premier temps, nous introduisons un modèle de remodelage osseux à

l'échelle tissulaire prenant en compte les interactions entre cellules osseuses. Par

conséquent, nous introduisons une théorie mathématique mécanobiologique �ne du

remodelage osseux qui prend en compte les interactions entre les cellules osseuses des

lignées ostéoclastiques et ostéoblastiques et leur environnement biochimique. Dans

ce modèle, la sensibilité des cellules osseuses aux stimuli mécaniques est intégrée en

tenant compte de la modulation de la signalisation biochimique par les ostéocytes qui

a�ecte donc l'activité de remodelage des autres cellules osseuses. Ainsi, une altéra-

tion du remodelage d'origine mécanique induit une altération des propriétés du tissu

osseux, modi�ant donc la valeur des stimuli mécaniques, ce qui crée une boucle de

rétroaction régulée par la mécanique. Ce mécanisme de régulation peut être perturbé

en cas de modi�cation des conditions biochimiques ou mécaniques. Ces situations

ont pu être reproduites par notre modèle lors de simulations de la perte osseuse due

à l'ostéoporose post-ménopausique (OPM) et de la micro-gravité pendant un vol spa-

tial. En outre, cette représentation à la micro-échelle a permis la mise au point d'un

modèle pharmacocinétique-pharmacodynamique capable de décrire l'évolution de la

masse osseuse chez les sujets OPM après le début d'un traitement favorisant la for-

mation osseusse (anabolique) avec le romosozumab, et ce pour des sites anatomiques

di�érents. Nos résultats montrent que le modèle proposé permet de relier la posologie

et le gain de masse osseuse, ce qui serait béné�que pour la conception d'un traitement

par romosozumab spéci�que au patient. Dans ce modèle, la loi d'évolution du remod-

elage est introduite ad hoc . De plus, seule la variation de porosité est modélisée, sans

considérer l'évolution de la micro-architecture osseuse.

La deuxième partie de cette thèse propose une description du remodelage osseux

à l'échelle du tissu, dans l'objectif d'obtenir une loi d'évolution du remodelage dé-

coulant des principes de la thermodynamique prenant en compte les variations de

micro-architecture. Ce point de vue est traduit dans un modèle de milieu continu

généralisé. Tout d'abord, cette représentation est introduite dans le contexte du re-

modelage par rotation de la microstructure osseuse, en fournissant une analyse de la
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variation de l'énergie libre en fonction de l'orientation microstructurale du tissu os-

seux. Nous trouvons en premier lieu un résultat attendu : les variations de l'énergie

de déformation sont étroitement liées à la réalisation d'un équilibre de remodelage

stable. De plus, nous trouvons une identi�cation analytique des états d'équilibre

stables. Ce modèle de remodelage rotatif osseux est ensuite utilisé dans une étude

2D par éléments �nis appliquée au fémur proximal. En�n, nous approfondissons ce

cadre théorique en reliant la mécanique de la macro-échelle à la mécanobiologie : la

cinématique du remodelage osseux est décrite à travers les évolutions de la déforma-

tion macroscopique, de la rotation de la microstructure, de la fraction de minéral, de

la fraction poreuse et des concentrations de cellules. Cette description englobant la

chimie, la biologie et la mécanique fournit une structure pour l'étude des interactions

entre ces trois domaines dans le contexte du remodelage. Les résultats prometteurs

de nos simulations préliminaires (carence en calcium, réduction du chargement mé-

canique) permettent une interprétation du remodelage à la petite échelle qui pourra

être mise en regard de données histomorphométriques dans le cadre d'applications

cliniques.

En�n, nous présentons dans cette thèse les premières étapes d'une application de

notre modèle multi-échelle à l'étude du remodelage osseux chez les patients atteints de

scoliose idiopathique de l'adolescent (SIA), pathologie d'origine inconnue se manifes-

tant par une déviation tridimensionnelle de la colonne vertébrale. Cette déformation

se manifeste en particulier chez les jeunes �lles durant leur poussée de croissance pu-

bertaire. Notre application clinique est fondée sur l'hypothèse que la modi�cation du

chargement mécanique sur les corps vertébraux génère une adaptation de la micro-

architecture osseuse. Dans le cadre du protocole accepté par le comité d'éthique de

Children's Health Queensland (Human Research Ethics Committee), plusieurs corps

vertébraux de patients atteints de SIA ont été prélevés en peropératoire. Le tissu

osseux des échantillons de vertèbres a été caractérisé à l'aide de plusieurs techniques

(spectroscopie Raman, microscopie électronique qBEI, micro-tomographie). Dans de

futurs travaux, les observations expérimentales seront mises en regard de notre modèle

de remodelage, appliqué à ce problème 3D à des conditions aux limites et géométrie

complexes.
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En résumé, cette thèse développe plusieurs approches de modélisation du remode-

lage osseux ainsi que des outils mathématiques a�n de mieux comprendre et aborder

les mécanismes des pathologies osseuses, ce qui a pour objectif à terme le développe-

ment de solutions thérapeutiques spéci�ques aux patients.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our skeleton has a variety of purposes, in particular protecting major organs, allow-

ing a determinate range of motion and providing a reservoir of calcium and a main

site for hematopoiesis. Bone remodeling refers to the permanent underlying biochem-

ical mechanisms that modify bone structure and composition throughout life. This

process is complex and multi-physical as it involves chemistry, biology and mechanics

from the cellular to the organ scale.

Theoretical and numerical models of bone remodeling have been developed over

the past decades, relying on the widely accepted statement that bone responds to

mechanical loading and that this adaptation proceeds towards an optimized struc-

ture. This assumption, formulated in the late 19th century by Julius Wol� [206], is

nowadays referred to as Wol�'s law.

While numerous models are available in the literature, two main challenges remain.

Firstly, the multiscale nature of bone remodeling is key. Most models only describe

events at the cellular scale, evaluating the in�uence of a mechanical stimulus or a

modi�ed biochemical environment on signalling pathways [101, 117, 110, 156], or at

the macroscopic scale, quantifying the biological regulation with a phenomenological

law [12, 83]. The evolution of bone tissue properties involves biological events at the

micro-scale that are not easily translated to the tissue scale. Conversely, mechanical

loads at the macro-scale also need to be interpreted at the cellular scale. A recent

attempt to tackle this last point was made by Scheiner et al., who constructed a

1
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micro-mechanical framework to link macroscopic stresses to the stimuli sensed by

bone cells [172]. Secondly, most theories only propose ad hoc remodeling laws that

aim at concomitantly representing diverse phenomena.

The models developed in the present thesis aim at encompassing the variety of

mechanisms present in bone remodeling in a physically sound way in order to better

address pathological situations. In particular, this thesis will focus on the e�ects

of mechanical disuse and hormonal changes on bone remodeling, and more speci�-

cally drug treatment of osteoporosis. Finally, this thesis includes the protocol of a

clinical application using a combination of experimental and theoretical methods to

assess bone microstructural changes due to altered loads distribution in the context

of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.

1.1 Aims and objectives

This thesis focuses on the following research question: what theoretical framework

could describe bone remodeling at the microscale to predict the macroscopic evolution

of bone tissue?

This global problem will be addressed through the following objectives:

1. extension of an existing mechanobiological model of bone remodeling to account

for mechanosensitivity of speci�c bone cells (osteocytes) and the in�uence of

drug treatment;

2. development of a comprehensive theory of bone remodeling at the macroscale

based continuum on thermodynamics;

3. development of a numerical algorithm translating the novel thermodynamics-

based bone remodeling theory into macroscopic bone geometries;

4. initiation of a clinical application via the development of an experimental pro-

tocal.

The �rst objective involves a review and selection of the main signalling pathways

regulating bone remodeling and cells turnover. The major aim of bone cell popu-
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lation models (BCPM) is to serve as a decision-making tool for bone clinicians and

biologists in order to identify molecular targets for drug treatments. The present

work focuses on the e�ect of romosozumab, a recently synthesized monoclonal anti-

body which stimulates bone formation, in particular in post-menopausal osteoporotic

patients. The drug based on this antibody (Evenity R©) was recently authorized in

Japan, South Korea, USA, Canada and EU. This study includes the development

of a pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) model capturing the dynamics of

the binding of the drug to its target in the body, its clearance and its e�ect on bone

metabolism. Utilizing this model, one is able to identify the most e�cient drug dose

and administration interval in terms of bone gain for this treatment of osteoporosis.

The theoretical work entailed by the second objective relies on earlier theories

of generalized continuum mechanics [71, 72] and of remodeling [43]. In particular,

this work stems from a theory developed by DiCarlo et al. [42] who focused on bone

orthotropic remodeling. DiCarlo and coworkers investigated the rotation of mate-

rial axes as a function of the mechanical environment. In the current thesis, this

theory is extended: �rstly, by accounting for remodeling in terms of porosity, miner-

alisation and cellular activity; secondly, by integrating the role of biochemistry and

mechanobiology.

The third objective was to integrate the presented tissue scale approach to a

macroscopic � i.e. organ-scale � description of bone mechanical loading. Numerical

modeling enables the connection of tissue scale theoretical developments with clinical

applications. In order to do this, a numerical algorithm was developed, coupling a

�nite-element software (Comsol Multiphysics R© 5.3a [1]) and a numerical computing

environment (Matlab R© [3]). The bone remodeling law derived from theoretical cal-

culations was implemented into Matlab R© to calculate the evolution of remodeling

state variables in function of the mechanical environment. The mechanical environ-

ment was de�ned using �nite-element analysis to compute strains and stresses, that

are also a�ected by the remodeling state. This routine was then tested on several

benchmark 2D geometries, including a human femur.

Stemming from numerical and theoretical work described in the �rst three ob-

jectives, this dissertation entails a fourth objective, a clinical application. A study
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of bone quality in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis patients started in December 2018,

following ethics approval from Children's Health Queensland. Adolescent idiopathic

scoliosis (AIS) is a three-dimensional deformity of the spine, characterized by lateral

curvature exceeding 10◦, rotation of spinal column and loss of the normal sagittal

spine pro�le. This pathology implies an abnormal distribution of loads in the spines

of the patients, among which the deformations are highly variable. In order to in-

vestigate the relationship between deformity progression in AIS and bone quality,

cylindrical samples of vertebral bodies obtained intra-operatively are assessed using

various imaging techniques. This clinical study aims at shedding light on the ef-

fect of perturbed mechanical loading associated with vertebral bone development and

metabolism that may characterize AIS.

1.2 Scope of the work

As mentioned earlier in this introduction, bone remodeling is a highly complex pro-

cess involving multiple scales and physics. Hence, theoretical modeling is a challenge,

especially when one aims at tackling the biological, chemical and mechanical phe-

nomena regulating bone remodeling. The purpose of the present thesis is to address

this problem through the development of novel theoretical frameworks.

Here, two main frameworks are developed. The �rst one stems from mechanobi-

ology and micro-mechanics. While this model stems from previous publications

[156, 172], the works presented in this thesis focus on the chemical signaling by

bone cells, its impact on bone remodeling, and how drug treatment can a�ect bone

remodeling. This model describes quantitatively the e�ect of signaling pathways on

bone cells activity. The latter directly regulates bone tissue porosity, which a�ects the

mechanical stimulus sensed by bone cells embedded in the bone matrix (osteocytes).

The biochemical regulation of bone remodeling is controlled by signaling molecules,

including molecules produced by the mechanically-sensitive osteocytes. This mech-

anistic framework enables the description of bone loss following a decrease in me-

chanical loading or a hormonal change (post-menopausal osteoporosis), as well as the

restoration of bone mass following an increase in mechanical loading, or a treatment
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stimulating bone formation (anabolic treatment).

The second framework is a novel theory based on generalized continuum mechanics

embracing the multi-physical aspect of bone remodeling. The simultaneous events

of biological, chemical and mechanical origin taking place during bone remodeling

are accounted for via their energetic contribution. To this end, each material point

not only carries information on the current macroscopic displacement, but also on

the local microscopic state of the material. Hence, the de�nition of the continuum

involves textural indications: the local micro-architecture, its porosity, its mineral

content and concentrations of cells. The evolution of the state variables relies on the

expression of the principles of continuum thermodynamics.

This work also entails a protocol for a clinical application aims at demonstrat-

ing the links between mechanics and vertebral bone microstructure in adolescents

with AIS. This �nal experimental and modeling application requires �ne data, giving

information on the microscopic state of bone in a given macroscopic mechanical envi-

ronment. To this end, a collaborative clinical study with surgeons of the Queensland

Children's Hospital in Brisbane started in December 2018 to assess bone structure

and composition in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) patients. Bone cores col-

lected during scoliosis surgery will provide novel information on the metabolism of

the pathology and the in�uence of mechanics. This thesis will present the protocol of

this study.

1.3 Outline of this dissertation

The dissertation by published articles is composed of nine chapters detailing the

di�erent aspects of the present work, three of them introducing submitted articles.

First, in Chapter 2 the properties of bone are presented, bone being at the same

time a heterogenous micro-architectured material and a living tissue. This chapter

depicts bone structure and biology, and how this knowledge impacted the understand-

ing of bone remodeling and its connection with mechanics, from the 18th century until

now.

Chapters 3 and 4 depict a mechanobiological framework for bone remodeling. In
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particular, Chapter 3 describes the in�uence of main signalling pathways on bone

turnover using a multiscale model (published article [122]). Chapter 4 applies the

theory developed to the treatment of post-menopausal osteoporosis through the sub-

cutaneous administration of a drug, romosozumab (tentatively accepted article).

In Chapter 5, the reader will �nd developments on an existing theoretical frame-

work of bone remodeling [42] focusing on the rotation of bone microstructure (ac-

cepted article). This study focuses on the stability of rotary remodeling equilibrium

con�gurations. The application of this model to 2D benchmarks using the previously-

introduced thermodynamics-based bone remodeling algorithm is developed in Chap-

ter 6. A macro-scale example is provided, based on the geometry of human femur.

With the aim of integrating the �rst objective � a mechanobiological description �

into a thermodynamics-based framework of bone remodeling (as suggested in the se-

cond objective), a novel bio-chemo-mechanical framework for bone remodeling based

on thermodynamics is developed in Chapter 7. This model describes the interactions

between bone structural changes, mechanics and the biochemical environment. This

last theoretical chapter uni�es the work presented in previous chapters by providing

links between cell population models � based on mechanobiology � and phenomeno-

logical models � which provide more global insights. Indeed, this novel theory provides

a macroscopic approach to mechanobiology and biochemistry in the context of bone

remodeling.

Finally, Chapter 8 is dedicated to the protocol of a clinical application of the

previous chapters, investigating bone remodeling in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis

patients.

The last chapter - 9 - is dedicated to the conclusions and proposes future perspec-

tives of this work.



Chapter 2

Bone remodeling and mechanomics

From understanding to modeling a complex

multiscale biological process

2.1 Bone remodeling, a multiscale biological process

2.1.1 Bone structure: micro-architecture and composition

Bone is a heterogeneous material that can be examined from various perspectives.

First of all, from a day-to-day point of view, bone is an organ providing the necessary

sca�olding and support for the preservation of major organs and the execution of

daily activities. Our bony structure is animated by muscles, tendons and ligaments.

Muscles, operated by the nervous system, are attached to the skeleton and induce

motion. This motion is limited by ligaments, which are resilient and sti� units of

�brous connective tissue joining bones. Finally, the combination of the aforemen-

tioned elements, called the musculoskeletal system, allows vertebrates a determinate

range of motion. Aging, hormonal changes and diseases are some of the parameters

that can impact the musculoskeletal system. In fact, over the course of life, muscle

�bres, connective tissue and bone tissue change properties and therefore modify the

stability, resilience, range of motion and protective properties of the skeleton. The

analysis and understanding of the change in tissue properties require to examine them

7
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at all di�erent scales. In the present thesis, the focus will be set on bone tissue and

the evolution of its micro-architecture and composition over time.

At the tissue level, bone is a composite organic tissue exchanging with the bi-

ological environment. Bone is composed of collagen �bers, non-collagenous organic

matter, inorganic salts, water and mineral [87]. While bone is built and resorbed by

cells (see Section 2.1.2), the bone matrix itself contributes to the cellular metabolism,

being a source of ligands and mineral that can be released into the �uid space

[15, 32, 138, 148, 87]. There are two main types of bone tissue: cortical and trabecular

tissue. Cortical bone, or compact bone, is a dense and sti� structure that accounts

for approximately 80% of human bone mass [87]. Compact bone forms the outer

layer of bones and is critical for the load-bearing abilities of the skeleton. As shown

in Figure 2.1, cortical bone can be found in the diaphysis of long bones, surrounding

the marrow cavity. The cortical outer shell of bones is called cortex. Conversely,

trabecular bone, also known as spongy bone or cancellous bone, is a porous structure

constituted by a network of rods and plates called trabeculae. Typically, bone tissue

is cancellous at the epiphysis of long bones, in several �at bones (skull, ribs, shoulder)

and on the inside of vertebrae.

Figure 2.1: Bone tissue types in long bones: example of the femur. Adapted from
`Bone structure� by Servier, licensed under CC BY 3.0.

Mature cortical bone is a dense and sti� tissue often composed of cylindrical col-

lageneous units called osteons. Osteons are made of concentric rings of unit layers

(lamellae) surrounding vascular channels, the Haversian canals. The latter contain

blood vessels, lymph vessels, and nerves, therefore allowing cell signalling as well

as the transport of nutrients and undi�erentiated cells from the marrow to the tis-
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sue (see Figure 2.2). The haversian porosity is connected to perpendicular canals

(Volksmann's canals) and microscopic canals called canaliculi.

Figure 2.2: Cortical bone structure: (a) simpli�ed illustration, (b) cortical tissue
section. Adapted from `Osteon� by Servier, licensed under CC BY 3.0, and from
`Compact bone with osteons� by Lord of Konrad, licensed under CC0 1.0.

Lamellae are pseudo-cylindrical layers of parallel mineralized collagen �bers. Each

adjacent lamella has a speci�c orientation, which can di�er as much as 90◦ from the

next lamella. Figure 2.3 shows the diversity of orientation patterns of the lamellae

highlighted by the use of polarized light microscopy (data from Bromage and cowork-

ers [22]). Bone being a living material, new osteons are built by bone cells throughout

life in mature cortical tissue. The remaining angular fragments are called interstitial

lamellae. Note that some cortical bone patterns do not have an osteonal structure,

such as circumferential lamellae at the outer surfaces the cortical shell.

Cancellous (trabecular) bone is a porous and lighter tissue organized in a network

of trabeculae. The trabecular network lies in a large vascular space enclosing marrow

and blood vessels. Trabeculae are composed of concentric lamellae roughly parallel

to the trabecular surface. These structures are sometimes referred to as hemiosteons

because the process leading to the formation of trabeculae is similar to the fabrication

of osteons by bone cells. In trabecular bone, instead of surrounding a vascular canal,

the bone surface (trabecular surface) borders the marrow cavity. Additionally, the

arrangement of lamellae in cancellous bone does not replicate the circular appearance

of whole secondary osteons.
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Figure 2.3: Osteonal structure. (a) Schematic illustrating the diversity of orientation
patterns in successive lamellae through 3 extreme examples. (b) Sections of osteonal
networks under polarized light (�rst row: linear; second row: circular). Left and
middle sections were obtained from a sample of modern human femoral midshaft, and
the longitudinal osteon images derive from the femoral midshaft of a brown-headed
spider monkey (Ateles fusciceps). From Bromage et al. [22], with permission.

2.1.2 Biological actors of bone remodeling

Bone remodeling is a continuous process of formation and resorption driven by bone

cells over the course of life. Two bone cell lineages have been identi�ed over the past

decades that fall respectively within the lineage of bone-forming or bone-resorbing

cells. This section describes how these cells regulate bone remodeling in cortical and

cancellous bone.

Some historical landmarks

The osteoblastic lineage was the �rst to be identi�ed and named. At the beginning of

the 19th century, many works already referred to so-called `osteoplasts ', which only

gained their current name `osteocytes' in the late 1800s. At the time, osteoplasts

were already described as star-shaped cells embedded in the bone matrix [21, 162]1.

1While the de�nition of osteoplasts appeared in dictionaries in the early 19th century, the nature, life and analysis
of osteoplasts remained a controversy for a long time. The interested reader can refer to the heated discussions at
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Figure 2.4 displays selections from Broca's drawings [21] from 1870 (a) and an excerpt

from the Nouveau Dictionnaire lexico graphique et descriptif des sciences médicales

et vétérinaires [158] (b), where osteocytes (`osteoplasts ' on the drawing) are clearly

displayed. The �rst occurence of the word `osteocyte' I could �nd dates to 1893,

when Perrier mentions osteocytes as a synonym to bone cells or cellules osseuses �

re�ecting its exact etymological translation, which he de�nes as the cells which sit

in the cavities of the bone matrix (today known as lacunae) that he calls osteoplasts

[149]2.

The word `osteoblast' �rst appeared in 1864 with the works of the German biologist

Gegenbauer [67]. The word combines the pre�x associated with bone (`osteo') and

`blast', which refers to an undi�erentiated cell. As Gegenhauer identi�ed osteoblasts

as the bone-forming cells, the lineage relationship between the two cell types was

already clear: osteoblasts were de�ned as undi�erentiated cells as they were believed

to di�erentiate into osteocytes (or, back then, osteoplasts). Later research led to the

veri�cation of this statement that is well accepted nowadays. Alfred Richet states in

1877 [162] (originally in French and translated by myself):

The cells of the medullary spaces (Gegenbaur [sic] osteoblast) become

bone cells [osteocytes]3 and surround themselves with calcareous salts, so

it becomes easy to understand the use of this limescale, prior to ossi�ca-

tion. In endosmosis the calcareous salts, dissolved with the help of the

beginning blood circulation, penetrate into the medullary spaces, and pro-

vide the solid elements which will surround the osteoblasts so that they

become osteoplasts with bone wall. [...] These osteoblasts that Gegen-

baur [sic] has the �rst well described are variable in shape: they have 20

to 30 µ [sic] in diameter; they are generally fusiform, their membrane is

thin at �rst, and their protoplasm granular; little by little they become

encrusted with calcareous salts, and become starry only at this time; then

the French Académie des Sciences [136] and to later works confusing osteoplasts alternately with lining cells and
even osteoblasts.

2 Note that previous authors mention bone cells as well. To the extent of my research, these researchers were all
referring to osteocytes.

3 The terminology `bone cells', as presented earlier, usually referred to osteocytes, or osteoplasts. However, one can
note the remaining confusion between the terms with Tome's reaction to Gegenbauer's works: `on les appelait
autrefois cellules osseuses, les allemands les appellent osteoblastes' (`we used to name them bone cells, Germans
now call them osteoblasts') [188].
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Figure 2.4: Historical work. (a) Drawing and caption from a microscopic slide of
a sheep embryo bone section mentionning osteoplasts (B) and osteoblasts (C) [21].
(b) Illustrations describing sections of a cortical bone from a glossary-graphical dic-
tionnary from 1851 (Nouveau Dictionnaire lexico graphique et descriptif des sciences
médicales et vétérinaires) mentioning canaliculi (1a, 1a', 2a) de�ned as vascular chan-
nels, bone `substance' (matrix in 2b) and bone cells/cavities (1b, 2c) [158]

the canaliculi form, and the osteoblasts become real osteoplast. They are

surrounded by a fundamental substance, and arranged circularly around

a central cavity, which gradually narrows to the point where it reaches the

diameter which it must preserve, that of a Havers canaliculus.

The interested reader will �nd the original text below, in French:

Les cellules des espaces médullaires (ostéoblaste de Gegenbaur [sic]

deviennent des cellules osseuses [ostéocytes] et s'entourent de sels cal-

caires. Il devient donc facile de comprendre l'usage de ce dépôt calcaire,

antérieur à l'ossi�cation, dans la substance fondamentale. Par endosmose

les sels calcaires, dissous à l'aide de la circulation sanguine commençante
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pénètrent dans les espaces médullaires, et fournissent les éléments solides

qui vont entourer les ostéoblastes pour que ceux-ci deviennent ostéoplas-

tes à paroi osseuse. [...] Ces ostéoblastes que Gegenbaur [sic] a le premier

bien décrites sont variables de forme : elles ont 20 à 30 µ [sic] de diamètre ;

elles sont en général fusiformes, leur membrane est d'abord mince, et leur

protoplasma granuleux ; peu à peu elles s'incrustent de sels calcaires,

et ne deviennent étoilées qu'à cette époque ; alors les canalicules se for-

ment, et les ostéoblastes deviennent de véritables ostéoplastes entourés de

substance fondamentale, et disposés circulairement autour d'une cavité

centrale qui se rétrécit peu à peu jusque au [sic] moment où elle a atteint

le diamètre qu'elle doit conserver, celui d'un canalicule de Havers.

Eventually, at the end of the 19th century, the word `osteocyte' arises, de�ned as

di�erentiated cells lying in osteoplasts (therefore, changing from the original de�nition

of osteoplasts) [149]. These cells (bone cells, etymologically) are therefore from then

identi�ed as the corpuscules lying in the ovoid cavities called osteoplasts back then,

and lacunae today.

Based on personal historical research, the word `osteoclast' was �rst de�ned around

1850 by Mr. Maisonneuve as an instrument designed by M. Robin to break bones

[185], in accordance with its etymology � `osteo-' being the pre�x for bone and `clast'

originating from the Greek word clastos for `broken'. This surgical instrument is il-

lustrated in Perrusset's thesis, as displayed in Figure 2.5 [150]. This instrument was

invented by Mr. Maisonneuve as a tool for his novel method for amputation, based

on the compression of the bone with a tightly-screwed iron crescent and the use of

a rod to lift the bone to be amputed. He was convinced that the use of a breaking

instrument was less likely to cause phlebitis than the cutting instruments of his time

and found that his snatching method avoided purulent infections and bleeding [185].

In the meantime, and until the end of the 19th century, several works identify

multinucleated cells at the surface of bone tissue, sometimes called myeloplaxes [119,

141, 164], and sometimes as giant cells [146, 177]. A couple of decades later, Kölliker,

assuming that these multinucleated cells are able to resorb bone matrix, attributes

them the name `osteoclasts' (see Klein's words in [95]).

The word `myeloplaxes' de�nes today abnormal multinucleated cells. One may
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Figure 2.5: Osteoclast, the surgical instrument designed to break bones. Drawing
from Perrusset's thesis Traitement de l'ankylose angulaire du genou par l'ostéoclasie
sus-condylienne [150].

�nd that the association of this word with bone-resorbing osteoclasts in the 19th

century results from the observation that multinucleated cells (tumor cells and osteo-

clasts) were found in bone tumors [163, 164].

Klein writes the following words in 1889, describing precisely the role and shape

of osteoclasts as we know them today [95]:

Wherever absorption [sic] of calci�ed cartilage or of osseous substance

is going on, we meet with the multinucleated huge protoplasmic cells,

called the myeloplaxes of Robin. Kölliker showed them to be important

for the absorption of bone matrix, and called them therefore Osteoclasts

[sic] [...] we �nd these myeloplaxes situated in smaller or larger pits, which

seems to have been produced by them [...].

To conclude, at the end of the 19th century, thanks to enhanced microscopy

and histology techniques, the main biological actors of bone remodeling were already

identi�ed: osteoblasts, osteocytes and osteoclasts. Additionally, the structure of bone

has been identi�ed (see Quekett's thorough description in [157]), as described earlier
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(Section 2.1.1).

Bone cells and remodeling

As previously presented in this section, two bone cells lineages were identi�ed over the

19th century. The interactions between these cells and the bone matrix as well as the

in�uence of their biochemical environment have been widely studied until today. In

the present subsection, bone cells and their activity are connected with the continuous

structural and physico-chemical evolution of bone, called bone remodeling.

The early works of Milch in 1957 on the deposition of tetracycline in bone forma-

tion sites following its injection paved the way for the �rst studies of the dynamics

of bone remodeling [59, 133]. Although changes in bone features are not obvious at

the macroscopic scale in healthy subjects, bone tissue actually undergoes a continu-

ous evolution and reorganization at the micro-scale, allowing the renewal of matter,

adaptation and self-repair through bone resorption and apposition. This process is

called bone remodeling.

Bone remodeling is achieved by so-called bone multicellular units (BMUs). A BMU

is a group of bone cells that removes and replaces one bone structural unit, being

an osteon in cortical bone or a hemi-osteon in cancellous bone (see previous Section

2.1.1 for a quick reminder on bone structure). The remodeling process undertaken

by BMUs in cortical bone is illustrated in Figure 2.6: osteoclasts (orange) resorb

bone in tunnels by forming so-called `cutting cones' that are progressively re�lled by

osteoblasts (green). The remaining channel is the vascular porosity irrigating bone

tissue. This process results in the formation of osteons. In cancellous bone, BMUs act

in discrete packets on the trabecular surface and create a hemi-osteon after completion

of the remodeling event.

On the one hand, the osteoblastic cells lineage comprehends di�erentiated cells

that produce bone matrix (osteoblasts) and that send biochemical signals in response

to mechanical and biochemical stimuli (osteocytes). The osteoblastic lineage orig-

inates from mesenchymal stem cells in the bone marrow. These multipotent cells

can di�erentiate into cells of various tissue types (�broblasts, osteoblasts, osteo-
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Figure 2.6: Cortical bone remodeling: osteoclasts (orange) resorbing ahead of the
remodeling cone and osteoblasts (green) �lling the osteon with a collageneous matrix
(grey), forming the Haversian structure. From ` Idealized structure of cortical BMU
in longitudinal section, showing cutting cone, reversal zone and closing cone.' by
Smith et al., licensed under CC.

cytes, adipocytes, chondrocytes in connective tissue, myocytes in muscular tissue).

In bone, mesenchymal stem cells di�erentiate into uncommitted osteochondroprogen-

itor cells, which, in turn, di�erentiate into committed pre-osteoblasts. Eventually,

pre-osteoblasts di�erentiate into mature osteoblasts which are bone-forming cells.

Ultimately, these osteoblasts can either become apoptotic (cell death), or di�erenti-

ate into lining cells or osteocytes [118]. Bone lining cells cover quiescent surfaces of

bone, which means that no remodeling happens on these surfaces. These cells may

regulate the passage of ions and biochemical signals, therefore regulating bone remod-

eling [200]. Moreover, evidence suggests lining cells can di�erentiate into committed

osteoblasts precursors [134, 200].

The osteoblastic lineage is highly relevant to the regulation of remodeling, in par-

ticular through the role of embedded bone cells called osteocytes. Mature osteoblasts

can di�erentiate into osteocytes, whose morphology changes progressively as they de-

velop dendritic processes [10, 18]. While early theories mentioned osteocytogenesis as

a passive process resulting from the burying of osteoblasts [57, 140], Holmbeck and
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colleagues showed that the formation of osteocytes processes was associated with the

cleavage of collagen in the matrix [82]. This result suggests that the di�erentiation

of mature osteoblasts into embedded bone cells is an active process involving the for-

mation of a cellular network. Additionally, in the osteoid (newly-formed bone), early

osteocytes regulate mineralization [10]. Eventually, mineralized bone hosts osteocytes

in microcoscopic cavities called lacunae connected by canaliculi (lacuno-canalicular

network), allowing the transport of biochemical signals and nutrients. This last point

is particularly important as it has been well accepted for a couple of decades that

osteocytes are responsive to mechanical loading [18, 96, 147] and regulate bone re-

modeling via the production of various signalling molecules [120].

Osteoclasts derive from the monocytes/granulocytes/macrophages lineage. Osteo-

clastic cells di�erentiate from hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), which are also com-

mon progenitors to lymphocytes, red blood cells, platelets and mononuclear phago-

cytes. While the exact lineage leading to mature osteoclasts is unclear, it is well

accepted that HSCs form granulocytes and macrophages, that can di�erentiate into

mononuclear pre-osteoclasts [9, 167, 168]. The latter undergo fusion to become a mult-

inucleated osteoclast precursor cell. Osteoclasts progenitor cells then di�erentiate into

mature active resorbing osteoclasts. Mature osteoclasts are large multinucleated cells

� up to 100 µm large � that have the particularity to be capable of resorbing calci�ed

bone matrix [118, 167]. Osteoclasts attach to bone surface with a specialized area of

the plasma membrane (clear zone) sealing the soon-to-be-excavated bone area. This

structure surrounds a characteristic ru�ed border made of �nger-shaped projections

of the membrane. These cytoplasmic projections mediate the mineral dissolution and

organic matrix degradation via the acidi�cation of the created enclosed space. This

operation results in the creation of a pit called the Howship's lacuna. The resorption

products are removed from the lacuna by endocytosis and then transcytosed and re-

leased into the circulation. Eventually, osteoclasts detach from the bone and either

move towards a new resorption site or undergo apoptosis.

To conclude, the main roles of bone cells in the microscopic phenomena at stake

in bone remodeling were described here. In this thesis, bone remodeling is envisaged

as a biological process that is regulated by mechanics, as it has been widely accepted
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since Wol�'s �rst observations of bone adaptation [206]. The next section provides a

review of the interactions between mechanics and bone remodeling.

2.2 Mechanics and bone remodeling

2.2.1 Evidences of bone remodeling and its link with mecha-

nics

In this section, bone remodeling is envisaged from a macroscopic perspective. At

this scale, one can not only retrieve averaged structural properties of bone (tissue

orientation, porosity...), but also analyze the surrounding mechanical environment.

The connection between these parameters has been widely studied over the past

years, stemming from the early works of Frost [60].

The close link between mechanics and stresses has been noted since the 19th

century and the early observations of Culmann, Von Meyer, Wol� and Roux [40,

169, 195, 206]. Georg Hermann Von Meyer was a German professor of anatomy

with a strong interest in the human skeleton. Bene�tting from his interactions with

the German civil engineering professor Culmann, he noticed the arched trabecular

patterns in bone sections. Culmann noted that the struts appeared to be aligned

along principal stress directions. The result of this collaboration deeply in�uenced

the work of Julius Wol�, a German surgeon convinced that Culmann and von Meyer's

�ndings could not be a coincidence [40, 195]. In 1870, Wol� introduced a theory on

bone remodeling, nowadays referred to as `Wol�'s law', stating that the mechanical

function of bone drives the evolution of its architecture [208]. In the same vein,

Whilelm Roux introduces in 1881 a broader mechanistic theory on `developmental

mechanics', suggesting that cellular activity is tailored to adapt the inner structure

of various organs � and bone in particular � to their speci�c function, and that this

process is regulated by mechanical stresses [169].

Meanwhile, Wertheim, Rauber and Messerer made the �rst investigations on bone

physical properties [166]. In 1847, Wertheim published the �rst study of mechan-

ical tensile properties of human tissues, including soft and hard tissues [4, 203].
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Wertheim's work on elastic properties of bone inspired Rauber, who designed his

own equipment to avoid di�culties with specimen holders [161, 166]. Rauber studied

the properties of compact and cancellous bone in tension, compression, shear and

torsion. To the best of my knowledge, Rauber was the �rst scientist to bring to light

several features that biomechanical experimenters know well nowadays, such as the

in�uence of humidity and temperature on strength and elasticity and the sensitivity

of bone behavior to the loading direction (anisotropy). Later on, Messerer performed

the �rst mechanical tests on fresh human whole bones (500 bones) that he obtained

from 90 cadavers [132], providing the largest series of data available during a whole

century [126]. One can also note the importance of the works of Koch from the

beginning of the 20th century, who performed extensive mechanical testing on the

femoral head. Based on contemporary works and his experimental observations, he

formulated in 1917 a mathematical theory based on the idea that the anatomy of

bones is designed for a maximal mechanical e�ciency [99].

While a few experimental works on bone physical properties arose after the begin-

ning of the 20th century (see [13] (1941), [41] (1952) and [126] (1967)), the analysis of

the link between mechanics and bone mechanical properties stayed a quiescent �eld

until a regain of interest roughly between 1950 and 1970 (see [41] (1952), [52] (1969)

and [166] (1987, review)). Figure 2.7 illustrates Mather's 1967 3-point bending ex-

periment on over 200 femoral shafts developed in the Departments of Surgery and

Civil Engineering at the University of Queensland in the late 1960s.

This renewed interest towards bone mechanics research may be explained by in-

creased needs in regards to modern techniques allowing earthbound, airbound and

spacebound tra�c and to advancing techniques in competitive sports [53, 166]. The

intensive study of bone physical properties came along with the rising development of

imaging techniques4. For instance, at the end of the 20th century, Whitehouse pub-

4 Standard in vivo and ex vivo measurements of bone `quality' as an averaged measurement of disease or healing
progression tend to involve computed tomography (CT) techniques. The CT scanner was invented in 1972 by
Godfrey N. Houns�eld, allowing already the quanti�cation of density data (Houns�eld units). Moreover, note that
scanning electron microscopes were �rst commercialised in 1965. Another device widely used in bone mechanics,
for in vivo and ex vivo experiments is the strain gauge, allowing to measure the strain experienced by the tissue.
This device was invented in 1938 by Arthur Ruge.
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Figure 2.7: Mather's bending test setup with a specimen in place. From Mather et
al. [126], with permission.

lished novel works analyzing the anisotropy of bone tissue using low magni�cation

scanning electron microscopy [204]. It is in this time period that the �rst experimen-

tal in vivo works on the impact of mechanical environment on bone remodeling were

carried on. Experiments on animals [74, 210] and human [104] showed a bone gain in

response to increased exercise, as well as the stronger in�uence of dynamic loading as

opposed to static loading [142]. Meanwhile, researchers also showed that the decrease

in mechanical stimulation resulted in loss of bone mineral [47, 103, 187].

The revival of interest towards experimental bone mechanics in the mid-20th cen-

tury also led the path for the �rst theories of bone adaptation introduced by Cowin.

In 1976, Cowin introduced the �rst theories including bone porosity [38] and, later

on, bone anisotropic micro-architecture [34] and their evolution according to mechan-

ical principles. In order to describe the connection between bone remodeling and

mechanics, Frost introduced a novel formulation called `mechanostat theory' [60, 61].

His theory relies on the de�nition of a mechanics-based setpoint criterion that regu-

lates the cellular activity, in line with the precursor ideas of Roux [169]. This theory

was recently extended by Jee et al. to include hormonal and pathological e�ects on

setpoint strain regulation [88].
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These pioneer works paved the way for decades of research on the characterization

of bone remodeling and its link with mechanics. Since then, there has been exten-

sive experimental research on the mechanosensation of bone cells, and osteocytes in

particular. The links between mechanics and bone biology are outlined in the next

subsection.

2.2.2 Bone remodeling and mechanomics

The term `mechanomics' originates from the gathering of the word `mechanics' and

the su�x `-omics'. Numerous words ending in `-ome' and `-omics' have been coined

over the past decades, using the terms genome and genomics as a model. Such

�elds of study, also referred to as omics, embody the description of pools of biological

molecules and their function in an organism. A couple of decades ago, Lang described

mechanomics as the scienti�c area focusing on the description of the `general role of

force, mechanics, and machinery in biology'5[106, 196].

As mentioned previously in Subsection 2.2.1, the physico-chemical environment,

and, in particular, mechanics regulates bone cells behavior [19, 175]. Osteocytes, the

most numerous cells in bone tissue (more than 90% of bone cells [17]), are thought

to be responsible for the sensation of mechanical loads and transduce the mechanical

signals into biochemical signals orchestrating recruitment and activity of osteoblasts

and osteoclasts. Theories attempting to explain the mechanosensation of macroscopic

loads by osteocytes rely on experiments and calculations involving physico-chemical

mechanisms at the cellular scale. Main assumptions emphasize the role of interstitial

�uid �ow, direct cell strain, streaming potentials or hydrostatic pressure as the most

likely mechanisms for mechanosensation [96, 109, 159, 170, 173].

Osteocytes regulate bone formation and mineral metabolism through the expres-

sion of speci�c molecules. In particular, osteocytes express DMP1 (Dentin Matrix

Protein 1), FGF23 (Fibrobast Growth Factor 23) and Pex (Phosphate Regulating

5 The �rst mention to the mechanome is attributed to Professor Kamm, during a presentation at the World Congress
of Biomechanics in Munich in 2006 [90]. Lang quotes Kamm's de�nition in his 2007 presentation at the Frontiers
of Engineering Symposium as the `study of how forces are transmitted and the in�uence they have on biological
function' [106].
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Figure 2.8: Schematic overview of the role of osteocytes in the process of bone re-
modeling. From Klein-Nulend et al. [96], with permission.

Neutral Endopeptidase on Chromosome X) that regulate phosphate homeostasis

[17, 50]. Additionally, osteocytes produce a range of biomolecules including nitric

oxide, prostaglandins and sclerostin that regulate bone formation and resorption

through their action on osteoblasts and osteoclasts (see Figure 2.8) [96]. Note that

osteocytes are capable, to a lesser extent, of resorbing bone and increasing their lacu-

nar space as a response to hormonal changes or calcium restriction through a process

called osteolysis [212].

In summary, this section highlighted that bone tissue is able to modify its material

properties through the remodeling action of bone-resorbing osteoclasts and bone-

forming osteoblasts. Remodeling cells activity is regulated by osteocytes, which are

also able to regulate mineral homeostasis.

A main goal of this thesis is to describe the evolution of bone structure and

composition in healthy and diseased states. The following sections will provide the

reader with an overview of existing macroscopic frameworks for the description of

bone remodeling.
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2.3 Theoretical models of bone remodeling

There exists a wide variety of theoretical models of bone remodeling. Such frameworks

use the understanding of bone biology acquired over the past century to better explain

or predict the e�ect of certain diseases, treatments, environments on bone properties.

While the theories of Wol� [206] and Roux [169], and, later on, Frost [60] built the

roots of most recent biomechanical models of bone remodeling, these frameworks are

not quantitative. Therefore, the models developed over the past decades, still based

on these ideas, aim at providing quantitative estimates. Hence, with the exponential

developments in computational power, numerical works on bone remodeling increased.

Mechanistic theories on bone remodeling rely on Wol�'s idea of a functional adap-

tation of bone. As pointed out earlier in this thesis (Subsection 2.2.1), Frost proposed

in 1987 the idea of a feedback loop with the concept of mechanostat [60], a regulation

process that results in the adaptation of bone mass in function of what he calls the

`mechanical usage'. A positive or negative deviation from the system `setpoint' would

trigger a corresponding net remodeling activity.

From this time point onwards, numerous models have been created based on

Frost's mechanostat by implementing a quantitative remodeling law. The mechanos-

tat `setpoint' is identi�ed with the equilibrium value of a mechanical quantity that

drives bone remodeling [84, 137, 201]. Some models also include a `lazy zone', where

bone remodeling is either null [46, 202] or strongly diminished [12]. Note that Schulte

et al. recently proposed a Frost-type exponential remodeling law in mice thanks to

vertebral bone in vivo micro-computed tomography and high-resolution �nite element

analysis [174]. An example of a lazy zone model is given in Figure 2.9, where the bone

apposition/resorption rate is given as a function of the tissue stress stimulus. The

evaluation of the mechanical stimulus varies among the works. Most studies assume

bone remodeling to be driven by strain energy density [6, 83] or a strain-energy-related

stimulus (e�ective stress σenergy =
√

2EU , with E the apparent elastic modulus and

U the strain energy density) [12, 46]. Note that, in their pioneer publication in

1987, Carter and coworkers already identi�ed three di�erent relevant quantities for

bone density evolution: e�ective stress, fatigue damage accumulation density and
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strain energy density [28]. Several models also use a spatial integration of the signal

while assuming a decay in in�uence with increasing distance to the evaluation point

[83, 116, 193]. Hart classi�es the models presented so far as phenomenological [78]

� one of the three existing model types, the others being optimization-based and

mechanistic. Phenomenological models are engineering based, quantifying stimulus

and response towards the goal of predicting bone adaptation. They bear a particular

importance in the context of remodeling around implants, which is determinant to

their stability through osseointegration [127, 194].

Figure 2.9: Idealized, piecewise linear rate relation describing bone apposition/re-
sorption rate as a function of tissue stress stimulus. From Beaupre et al. [12], with
permission.

Other models translate the idea of functional adaptation into the concept of struc-

tural optimization. These algorithms do not rely on an actual time scale and instead

provide insights on how the tissue structure may evolve towards a potential steady-

state. Carter and coworkers introduced an algorithm driving the evolution of bone

apparent density [28, 25]. This property was used to calculate the sti�ness and

stresses, given certain loads and boundary conditions. Apparent density, also de�ned

as a function of the daily load, was then recalculated at each step, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.10 for the example of the proximal femur. In particular, several theories used an
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optimization approach in the context of anisotropic remodeling, using strain energy

as an objective function [36, 63]. In the same vein, Fernandes and coworkers proposed

in 1999 a global optimization model based on a cost function accounting for both the

structural sti�ness and metabolism of the bone tissue, capturing optimal densities

and microstructure orientation [55].

Figure 2.10: Remodeling solutions for the multiple-load-direction stress. From Carter
et al. [25], with permission.

A third model type arose at the beginning of the 21st century with the increase of

knowledge in bone biology. Mechanistic models link biological activity in bone to the

mechanical environment. The corresponding �eld of study, mechanobiology, was born

at the end of last century and aims at understanding the behavior of load-bearing

tissues [191]. In particular, research in mechanobiology provides insights as to the sig-

nalling pathways involved in bone remodeling and the in�uence of mechanics [19, 49].

With the advances in experimental biology and computer science, several mechanistic

models for bone remodeling have been proposed. For instance, computational biology

allows a quanti�cation of the e�ects of a disease or hormonal imbalance or nutrients

availability on bone remodeling and cells turnover [29, 56, 68, 100, 110, 117, 156, 145].

This microscopic point of view allows a �ner representation of the mechanisms at

stake. Moreover, the quanti�cation of the roles of the pathways also allows to better

understand the dynamics of drug treatment [76, 154]. The translation of mechanobi-
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ological concepts to the organ structural evolution is complex. A couple of works

have addressed this question, connecting a macro-scale stimulus to biological activity

[117, 172]. In summary, computational mechanobiology provides a much higher in-

sight in the actual intrinsic mechanisms of bone remodeling and therefore enable the

use of more physical and measurable parameters and including the in�uence of drugs

or biochemical/biophysical cues in a much more representative and reliable way.

We know today much more about the biology of bone remodeling than in the

eighties and nineties of the last century when most phenomenological models were

introduced. However, the latter are still useful for a rapid understanding of a general

problem or for a better design of prostheses, since they allow a fast view of the long

term macroscopic in�uence of changes in the external stress �eld into the overall

trend of bone material properties, despite the actual causes are hugely averaged and

therefore simpli�ed. One may also note that, while many of the remodeling evolution

laws are written down in an ad hoc manner, several works do derive these laws from

general theoretical frameworks [42, 124, 160].

The next chapter introduces a comprehensive numerical mechanobiological ap-

proach describing the cross-talk between bone cells turnover and tissue-scale mechan-

ics via a quanti�cation of osteocytes feedback.



Chapter 3

Mechanobiological osteocyte feedback

drives mechanostat regulation of bone

in a multiscale computational model

This chapter presents an article published in Biomechanics and Model-

ing in Mechanobiology [122].

The present chapter introduces a mechanobiological model of bone remodeling.

As explained earlier (Chapter 2, Section 2.3), bone mechanobiology focuses on the

mechanical regulation of signalling pathways a�ecting bone cells activity. In particu-

lar, osteocytes are essential to bone remodeling, as they sense mechanical loading and

respond with a modulation of their biochemical signalling [19]. In order to account

for the key role of osteocytes, a computational model was developed and is presented

in the following published article corresponding to this chapter.

This model stems from previous works of Pivonka, Scheiner and coworkers [154,

172] that proposed a multiscale framework for bone remodeling while integrating the

action of main regulating pathways (see Figure 3.1 for an illustration of the pathways

in the model presented in this chapter, where the actions of sclerostin and nitric oxide

were added):

• RANK-RANKL-OPG catabolic pathway (pathway (a) in Figure 3.1): regulates

27
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the di�erentiation of osteoclasts;

• action of TGF-β (pathway (b) in Figure 3.1), which is released through the

resorption of bone matrix implemented according to earlier studies [110, 156]:

up-regulation of the di�erentiation of uncommitted osteoblasts (Obu) di�eren-

tiation into osteoblast precursor cells (Obp), inhibition of the di�erentiation of

osteoblast precursor cells (Obp) and promotion of the apoptosis of active osteo-

clasts (Oca);

• action of PTH: increased levels of PTH raise RANKL concentration, while si-

multaneously reducing the OPG production.

In the mentioned previous models, bone remodeling is depicted with deterministic

ordinary di�erential equations which govern the evolution of cell numbers and bone

matrix volume fraction in a given representative volume element. Cell di�erentiation,

proliferation, apoptosis and ligand production are regulated by a number of binding

reactions. The action of the latter on cells behavior is modeled via the introduction

of multiplicative regulatory Hill functions based on receptor occupancy.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the pathways of the mechanostat model.

In the mechanical multiscale approach developed by Scheiner et al. [172], the

principle of mechanostat introduced by Frost [60] (see Chapter 2, Subsection 2.2.1) is
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applied via the evaluation of a mechanical stimulus Ψbm that is de�ned as the strain

energy density in the bone matrix. In their paper, Scheiner et al. de�ne a macroscopic

load that generates a stimulus Ψbm which regulates osteoblast precursors proliferation

and their RANKL production. Figure 3.2 depicts the variation of the functions rep-

resenting the mechanical regulation of bone cells activity: for values of the stimulus

under the de�ned setpoint, the production of RANKL is increased (Figure 3.2(b)),

which stimulates osteoclastogenesis and therefore bone resorption. Conversely, above

the setpoint, the proliferation of osteoblasts precursors increases (Figure 3.2(a)), even-

tually promoting bone formation. The regulation of bone formation and resorption

by mechanics introduces a mechanostat: for a given macroscopic stress, a low bone

mass will result in a high strain energy and therefore bone formation, and vice versa.

Figure 3.2: Scheiner et al.'s mathematical functions for mechanical regulation of
osteoblasts proliferation (a) and production of RANKL (b). From [172], with permis-
sion.

The paper presented here has three main novel features. First, as explained ear-

lier, the model integrates osteocyte mechanical feedback. Osteocytes signalling is

acknowledged via the role of two molecules they express, which regulate bone remod-
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eling: nitric oxide (NO, pathway (c) in Figure 3.1), driving the catabolic regulation

[54, 31, 213] and sclerostin (Scl, pathway (d) in Figure 3.1), driving the anabolic

regulation [93].

Another novel feature of this model is the co-regulation of RANKL production by

NO and PTH. In order to model this combined action, a coregulation function was

implemented, integrating the activating action of PTH and the repressive action of

NO.

The third and last novel feature is the implementation of the competitive binding

of Wnt proteins and sclerostin (Scl) to LRP5/6 receptors on Obp: high levels of scle-

rostin due to a diminished mechanical stimulus decrease Wnt signalling and therefore

osteoblastogenesis and bone formation (pathway (d) in Figure 3.1).

In the article presented hereafter, the model is calibrated in terms of the catabolic

and anabolic pathways, respectively referring to the metabolic cascades leading to

bone resorption and formation. A disuse is simulated by lowering the macroscopic

stress, resulting in bone loss mediated by osteocytes nitric oxide expression (catabolic

pathway). Reuse (by a reinstatement of the initial loading conditions) triggers bone

volume increase towards its initial value. The anabolism was tested in simulations of

post-menopausal osteoporosis for several bone sites of varying average bone volume

fraction (femoral neck, lumbar spine, distal radius). Hormone-induced bone loss was

simulated via an increase in RANKL and reduced sclerostin degradation, leading to

a stimulation of the anabolic Wnt pathway and an increase in bone formation. It

is worth noting that, while mitigating bone loss to reach a steady bone mass, the

anabolism orchestrated by osteocytes does not compensate for the total bone loss.

These encouraging �rst results of this mechanobiological bone remodeling model were

also the �rst steps towards the clinical application to anabolic anti-sclerostin therapy

developed in Chapter 4.
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Abstract
Significant progress has been made to identify the cells and signaling molecules involved in the mechanobiological regulation 
of bone remodeling. It is now well accepted that osteocytes act as mechanosensory cells in bone expressing several signaling 
molecules such as nitric oxide (NO) and sclerostin (Scl) which are able to control bone remodeling responses. In this paper, 
we present a comprehensive multiscale computational model of bone remodeling which incorporates biochemical osteocyte 
feedback. The mechanostat theory is quantitatively incorporated into the model using mechanical feedback to control expres-
sion levels of NO and Scl. The catabolic signaling pathway RANK–RANKL–OPG is co-regulated via (continuous) PTH 
and NO, while the anabolic Wnt signaling pathway is described via competitive binding reactions between Wnt, Scl and the 
Wnt receptors LRP5/6. Using this novel model of bone remodeling, we investigate the effects of changes in the mechanical 
loading and hormonal environment on bone balance. Our numerical simulations show that we can calibrate the mechanostat 
anabolic and catabolic regulatory mechanisms so that they are mutually exclusive. This is consistent with previous models 
that use a Wolff-type law to regulate bone resorption and formation separately. Furthermore, mechanical feedback provides 
an effective mechanism to obtain physiological bone loss responses due to mechanical disuse and/or osteoporosis.

Keywords Mechanostat · Bone remodeling · Osteocytes · RANK–RANKL–OPG pathway · Nitric oxide · Wnt pathway · 
Sclerostin · Co-regulation · Bone cell population model

1 Introduction

Bone modifies its composition and structure as a response to 
mechanical demands. While this ability has been observed 
and studied since the 1800s, Frost formulated in 1986 a so-
called mechanostat theory (Frost 1987, 1996) describing 
this mechanism. This theory proposes that bone responds 

to changes in the minimum effective strain (MES) by trig-
gering modeling and/or remodeling responses depending on 
the applied mechanical loads, hormonal and/or genetic regu-
lations. Frost’s proposal relies on the action of basic multi-
cellular units (BMUs) constituted of bone forming (osteo-
blasts) and resorbing (osteoclasts) cells, which typically 
have a net negative impact on bone mass (Frost 1987). Frost 
argued that increased mechanical usage tends to conserve or 
increase bone mass, as overuse would lead to a decrease in 
the number of BMUs and make the balance between resorp-
tion and subsequent formation of each BMU less negative. 
Conversely, disuse prevents the global net resorption from 
decreasing, leading to an increased remodeling activity and 
therefore to thinning of the trabeculae, loss of trabeculae 
and increased cortical porosity (Frost 1987; Langdahl et al. 
2016). Frost suggested an analogy of the mechanostat theory 
with a thermostat (regulating temperature). The mechanostat 
theory is useful for interpreting a variety of experimental 
data in orthopedic applications, basic bone biology and clin-
ical research. Furthermore, this theory has been extended to 
include hormonal and pathological effects on setpoint strain 
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regulation (Jee and Tian 2005). While this conceptual theory 
is useful for a qualitative understanding of bone tissue level 
responses to mechanical loading, no quantitative estimates 
of changes in bone cell numbers and bone volume [or bone 
mineral density (BMD)] can be made. Also, no details of 
the underlying cellular mechanisms can be incorporated into 
such a theory.

In this paper, we aim to translate Frost’s mechanostat 
theory into a mathematical quantitative theory of bone 
remodeling based on current knowledge of biochemical and 
biomechanical regulatory mechanisms. To do so, we start 
with a brief overview of the most important regulatory fac-
tors that have been identified in the bone biology literature 
in the recent years and which need to be included in such a 
model. We then apply this multiscale computational model 
of bone remodeling to investigate a variety of mechanisms 
deregulating bone remodeling, including mechanical unload-
ing and re-loading experiments and age-related osteoporosis.

Over the last decade, significant progress has been made 
to identify the cells and signaling molecules involved in the 
mechanical adaptation of bone [see Bonewald and Johnson 
(2008) for a comprehensive review]. It is now well accepted 
that osteocytes act as mechanosensory cells in bone (Bone-
wald 2011). Osteocytes embedded in the bone matrix form 
a highly connected network (i.e., lacunae–canaliculi system) 
which maintains gap junctions between neighboring osteo-
cytes and bone lining cells (Bonewald and Johnson 2008; 
Bonewald 2011). In particular, the latter connection (osteo-
cytes-lining cells) seems to provide an efficient mechanism 
for osteocytes to directly influence bone remodeling. On the 
other hand, signaling molecules produced by osteocytes due 
to mechanical loading can be transported out of the lacu-
nae–canaliculi system and so indirectly act on bone cells to 
modify bone remodeling. Application of mechanical loading 
to bone leads to bone matrix deformation. This deforma-
tion of the bone matrix (surrounding osteocytes) induces 
hydrostastic pressure in the osteocytes lacunae and shear 
stress in the canaliculi (Scheiner et al. 2016). These stimuli 
act on osteocytes and contribute to mechanosensation and 
mechanotransduction (Bonewald and Johnson 2008; Duncan 
and Turner 1995). Depending on the time scale of osteocyte 
cellular response, the following molecular mechanisms can 
be distinguished: rapid signaling response including changes 
in intracellular Ca2+ , nitric oxide release, release of prosta-
glandin E2 (PGE2), increase in cAMP levels and decrease 
in sclerostin expression affecting Wnt signaling (Bonewald 
2011). Below, we briefly summarize some of the most com-
monly reported actions of mechanical loading on bone cel-
lular response.

Osteocytes produce high levels of nitric oxide (NO) in 
response to mechanical loading both in vitro and in vivo 
(Zaman et al. 1999). Rahnert and coworkers point out that 
both mechanical loading and NO have positive effects on 

bone mass (Rahnert et al. 2008). NO production is induced 
rapidly by mechanical loading via up-regulation of eNOS 
mRNA and protein, eNOS being the predominant nitric 
oxide synthase (NOS) in adult bone. Because of the short 
half-life of NO, its effects are primarily mediated locally. At 
the same time, loading causes decreased expression of recep-
tor activator nuclear factor kappa beta ligand (RANKL), 
a critical factor to osteoclastogenesis. Depending on the 
animal model, NO may also cause an increase in osteo-
protegerin (OPG), a decoy receptor for RANKL inhibiting 
osteoclast formation (Fan et al. 2004). More generally, NO 
decreases the RANKL/OPG ratio, which is a major driver 
for osteoclast formation independent of species. Further-
more, involvement of NO in bone’s adaptive response to 
mechanical loading has been demonstrated by two in vivo 
studies showing that nonselective inhibitors of NOS activity 
L-NMMA and L-NAME abrogated the osteogenic response 
to a short period of loading in rat tail vertebrae (Chow et al. 
1998) and rat tibiae (Zaman et al. 1999), respectively.

Based on the discovery of sclerostin as a major potent 
mechanosensory signal, recent studies have focused on 
effects of mechanical loading/unloading on Sost/scle-
rostin expression (Gaudio et al. 2010; Moustafa et al. 2012; 
Nguyen et al. 2013; Robling et al. 2008; Spatz et al. 2015). 
Several studies investigated regulation of Sost/sclerostin by 
the mechanical environment using different models of mech-
anotransduction: dynamic axial stimulation [rodent ulnar 
(Robling et al. 2008) or tibial (Moustafa et al. 2012; Nguyen 
et al. 2013; Zaman et al. 2010) loading] and reduced loading 
[mouse hindlimb unloading (Robling et al. 2008), simulated 
micro-gravity on osteocyte cell lines (Spatz et al. 2015) or 
human bed rest (Gaudio et al. 2010)]. Immunohistochemistry 
and PCR (polymerase chain reaction) gene expression quan-
tification coupled to strain gauge measurements (Robling 
et al. 2008) or computed tomography imaging and finite 
element analysis (FEA) (Moustafa et al. 2012) enabled the 
correlation between sclerostin expression levels and the local 
strain. While initial studies looking at mechanical unloading 
could only demonstrate increased SOST expression without 
increased sclerostin concentration (Robling et al. 2008), later 
studies both in vitro and in vivo demonstrated that mechan-
ical unloading leads to increased sclerostin concentration 
(Galea et al. 2017). Furthermore, Spatz and coworkers found 
that sclerostin is up-regulated by mechanical unloading in 
osteocytes in vitro (Spatz et al. 2015) and Gaudio et al. 
showed an increase in sclerostin serum concentration in bed-
ridden patients (Gaudio et al. 2010). Conversely, mechanical 
loading is associated with bone anabolism and a decrease 
in sclerostin expression in rodent models (Moustafa et al. 
2012; Nguyen et al. 2013; Robling et al. 2008; Zaman et al. 
2010). Hence, skeletal unloading induces osteocyte and 
osteoblast apoptosis, reduces osteoblast proliferation and 
inhibits osteoblast differentiation. Moreover, at least two 
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of these effects are induced by sclerostin’s action on Wnt 
signaling (inhibition of osteoblastogenesis) (Bodine and 
Komm 2007). Consequently, activated Wnt signaling is a 
mechanism for increased bone formation during enhanced 
mechanical stimulation.

Despite the importance of Ca2+ in the signaling cascade 
following mechanical loading, its response is a prerequisite 
for all other biochemical responses to take place. Here, we 
are not concerned with the Ca2+ responses due to mechanical 
loading, but assume that these take place. Consequently, we 
will model only effects downstream from the Ca2+ response.1

Parallel to the extensive experimental research investi-
gating bone’s ability to adapt to changes in the mechanical 
environment, there have been many efforts to develop math-
ematical models describing bone adaptation. The majority 
of these models are based on mechanical rather than bio-
logical concepts and usually employ structural engineering 
approaches combining FEA with structural optimization 
(Beaupré et al. 1990; Doblaré and García 2001; Huiskes 
et al. 2000). On the other hand, several researchers have 
proposed biological models of bone remodeling to inves-
tigate biochemical feedback (Lemaire et al. 2004; Pivonka 
et al. 2008; Pivonka and Komarova 2010). A next step in the 
development of models for bone remodeling was to include 
mechanobiological feedback. This is based on directly 
linking a mechanical quantity (e.g., strain energy density) 
to cell proliferation or regulation of ligand concentration. 
While some of these models are useful in studying particular 
aspects of bone adaptation and bone remodeling, no insight 
into the underlying biochemical changes caused by mechani-
cal loading can be made.

There have been only a few attempts to include bio-
chemical signals identified with mechanical loading into a 
bone cell population model (Maldonado et al. 2006). Mal-
donado et al. included the action of mechanical loading on 
osteocytes to produce prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and NO. 
Indeed, studies have shown that PGE2 release is regulated 
by mechanical loading (Bonewald and Johnson 2008; Raw-
linson et al. 1991). In turn, PGE2 promotes the �-catenin 
signaling pathway triggered by the Wnt binding to the LRP 
and Frizzled receptors (see Sect. 2.1). The mechanical anab-
olism through PGE2 is therefore coupled to Wnt signaling. 
In their study, Maldonado and coworkers developed a local 
remodeling law where NO regulated OPG and RANKL 
levels and the anabolic feedback was orchestrated through 
PGE2. While the dynamics of the crosstalk between the �
-catenin pathway and PGE2 remains unclear, the Wnt path-
way has been widely studied over recent years and shown to 

be strongly anabolic (Bodine and Komm 2007; Bonewald 
and Johnson 2008). Therefore, in our study, we chose to 
focus on Wnt signaling and its interactions with sclerostin.

The most comprehensive approach to date has been devel-
oped by Pivonka and coworkers (Scheiner et al. 2013) who 
constructed a multiscale bone remodeling framework cou-
pling the macroscopic mechanical loading and the effects 
on cell populations. They described the evolution of the tis-
sue mechanical properties with respect to the bone matrix 
fraction resulting from remodeling at the microscale utiliz-
ing a micro-mechanical framework. Note that, in the afore-
mentioned model and in the present study, bone tissue is 
assumed to be a two-phase medium made of a solid bone 
matrix and a macroscopic porosity (irrespectively of the 
bone site). The volume fraction of the former is referred to 
as bone matrix fraction f�� throughout the rest of this paper 
and keeps the same definition in both cortical and trabecular 
bones.

Based on the current knowledge of mechanobiological 
regulation and computational models of bone remodeling, 
we propose the following new model features to account for 
mechanobiological feedback:

1. osteocytes taken into account as an individual cell popu-
lation regulating mechanical feedback;

2. anabolic feedback via sclerostin which modulates Wnt 
signaling in osteoblast precursor cells and so regulates 
osteoblasts proliferation;

3. catabolic feedback via NO, which associates underuse 
with an increase in RANKL expression and in turn leads 
to bone resorption.

In addition, the model includes the following features:

• competitive binding reactions between sclerostin, Wnt 
and LRP5/6;

• functional co-regulation of RANKL by PTH and NO;
• RANKL production both by osteocytes and by osteoblast 

precursor cells;
• consistent formulation of the RANK/RANKL/OPG bind-

ing reactions, leading to a system of differential algebraic 
equations (DAEs).

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we extend a 
recently developed coupled bone cell population micro-
mechanical model of bone remodeling. This model explic-
itly takes into account osteocytes acting as mechanosensory 
cells which regulate both anabolic and catabolic feedback 
responses. Unlike the previous phenomenological represen-
tation of mechanical stimuli on bone cells (Scheiner et al. 
2013), we assign specific biochemical regulatory molecules 
as detailed in the bone biology literature. Anabolic feedback 
is regulated by Wnt signaling via adjustment of sclerostin 

1 For applications where it is necessary to simulate a perturbation 
of the Ca2+ response, a model which considers shorter time scales of 
Ca2+ exchange is required. This is beyond the scope to this paper.
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concentrations. The catabolic feedback loop is regulated via 
NO expression which regulates the RANKL/OPG ratio. The 
mechanostat theory is quantitatively incorporated into our 
model using a setpoint strain energy density criterion (together 
with the principle of cellular accommodation), but is actuated 
through known bone biology. To the authors’ knowledge, this 
is the first model which incorporates the mechanostat theory 
based on osteocyte mechanobiological feedback mechanisms.

2  Mathematical model of bone remodeling 
including biochemical mechanostat 
feedback

2.1  Model structure

In the following, a description of our extended mechano-
biological computational model of bone cell interactions in 
bone remodeling is provided with emphasis on the newly 
introduced model features. This model takes into account 
catabolic and anabolic signaling pathways including the 
RANK–RANKL–OPG pathway and the Wnt–Scl–LRP5/6 
signaling pathway together with the action of PTH, NO and 
TGF-� on bone cells [for details on original models (see Piv-
onka et al. 2008; Buenzli et al. 2013; Pastrama et al. 2018; 
Pivonka et al. 2013; Scheiner et al. 2013)]. This new model 
has been developed in such a way that the original model 
structure has been preserved and only additional model fea-
tures relevant to the formulation of the mechanostat have 
been taken into account. The above described mechanisms 
of bone cell interactions in bone remodeling are schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 1.

The bone cell types (i.e., state variables) considered 
in this model are: (1) osteoblast precursor cells ( ��p ), 

(2) active osteoblasts ( ��a ), (3) osteocytes ( �� ) and (4) 
active osteoclasts ( ��a ). Figure 1 displays an overview of 
the cell populations included in the model. The cell pools 
of uncommitted osteoblasts ( ��u ) and osteoclast precur-
sors ( ��p ) are assumed to be much larger than the other 
cell pools and thus are not included explicitly into the 
model (Fig. 1). After identification of cell types involved 
in bone remodeling, we now identify essential signaling 
pathways and regulatory factors linking these various cell 
types (Fig. 2).

We introduce the Wnt–Scl–LRP5/6 anabolic signal-
ing pathway as a first new model feature (see Fig. 2d). 
As depicted in Fig. 3, Wnt signaling, activated through �
-catenin, is an anabolic pathway promoting osteoblasts pro-
liferation and bone formation (Fig. 3a). Extracellular Wnt 
ligands (produced by bone marrow stromal cells) bind to 
Frizzled receptor proteins and lipoprotein receptor-related 
proteins (LRP5/6), triggering intracellular activation of �
-catenin. As shown in Fig.  3, sclerostin modulates the 
signaling pathway by interacting with LRP5/6 receptors 
(Fig. 3b), therefore preventing the formation of a Wnt–Friz-
zled–LRP5/6 complex.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to model the Wnt/�
-catenin signaling pathway in full detail. As described in 
introduction, there exist many Wnt ligands and receptors 
and we choose here not to differentiate Wnt protein types 
nor LRP5/6 receptors between them. Hence, as an approxi-
mation, we introduce the action of sclerostin via its com-
petitive binding to LRP5/6. In this model, we assume that 
Wnt is produced by uncommitted osteoblasts ( ��u ), while 
LRP5/6, i.e., a Wnt receptor, is expressed on osteoblast pre-
cursor cells ( ��p ). Scl is produced by osteocytes respond-
ing to changes in mechanical loading and competes with 
Wnt to bind to LRP5/6. In other words, the action of Scl 

Fig. 1  Overview of the bio-
chemical mechanostat feedback
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is incorporated via regulation of proliferation of osteoblast 
precursor cells.

We incorporate the RANK–RANKL–OPG catabolic 
signaling pathway as previously described (Pivonka et al. 
2012) (see Fig. 2a). The receptor RANK is expressed on 
osteoclast precursor cells. RANKL, a membrane bound 
ligand, is expressed by osteoblast precursor cells, while OPG 
is produced by active osteoblasts. Catabolic action of con-
tinuous PTH administration is incorporated in the model by 
increasing the RANKL concentration, while simultaneously 
reducing the OPG production.

The second new model feature is the co-regulation of 
RANKL (expressed on osteoblast precursor cells) by NO 
as part of the biochemical mechanostat feedback which is 
depicted in Fig. 2c. NO is produced by osteocytes respond-
ing to changes in mechanical loading.

Action of TGF-� on bone cells is taken into account as 
previously described (Lemaire et al. 2004; Pivonka et al. 2008) 
(see Fig. 2b): TGF-� increases osteoblast precursor cells con-
centration ( ��p ) by up-regulating differentiation of uncom-
mitted osteoblasts and down-regulating the differentiation of 

osteoblast precursor cells. The action of TGF-� exerted on 
osteoclasts is to up-regulate apoptosis of active osteoclasts.

Using the above described regulatory mechanisms, the 
mechanobiological model of bone remodeling can be formu-
lated as cell balance equations describing in- and outflow of 
cells of the respective cell pools (see Table 1 for numerical 
values and initial concentrations):

(1)

d��p

dt
=D��u

��u�
���-�
���,��u

+ P��p
��p�

���
���,��p

− D��p
��p�

���-�
���,��p

(2)
d��a

dt
=D��p

��p�
���-�
���,��p

− ���a
��a

(3)
d��a

dt
=D��p

��p�
����
���,��p

− A��a
��a�

���-�
���,��a

(4)d��

dt
= �

df��

dt

Fig. 2  Mechanobiological regulatory pathways involved in bone remodeling: a biochemical RANK–RANKL–OPG regulation (catabolic), b bio-
chemical TGF-� regulation (coupling), c mechanical NO regulation (catabolic), d mechanical Scl–Wnt regulation (anabolic)
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where D��u
 , D��p

 , D��p
 are differentiation rates of uncom-

mitted osteoblast progenitor cells and osteoblast/osteoclast 
precursor cells, respectively. P��p

 denotes the proliferation 
rate of osteoblast precursor cells, ���a

 is the rate of clearance 
of active osteoblasts through apoptosis or differentiation and 
A��a

 is the apoptosis rate of active osteoclasts. Equation (4) 
indicates that we assume that the change in osteocyte popu-
lation is proportional to the change in bone matrix fraction 
df��

dt
 . The factor � indicates the average concentration of 

osteocytes embedded in the bone matrix and was evaluated 
through the data of Metz et al. (2003), applied to the 1-mm-
large representative volume element (RVE). In the previous 
set of Eqs. (1)–(4), the populations are accounted as concen-
trations (numerical values in pM, as shown in Table 1) in the 
RVE.

In the following, all concentrations of regulatory factors 
and cell numbers are evaluated with respect to the RVE. 
Note that the present formulation of the evolution of the 
osteocytes is the combination of the differentiation of osteo-
blasts into osteocytes (increase in �� ), and the clearance by 
osteoclasts (decrease in �� ), as exposed in Appendix 1.

Similar to previous model formulations, we assume that 
the change in bone matrix fraction ( f�� ) depends on the 
number of active osteoclasts and osteoblasts [Eq. (5)] and 
their respective bone resorption and formation rates (Piv-
onka et al. 2012, 2008; Scheiner et al. 2013):

where k��� and k���� are, respectively, the rates of bone 
resorption and formation (see Table 1).

Furthermore, differentiation, proliferation and apoptosis 
are regulated by several ‘activator’ ( �Y

���,X
 ) and ‘repressor’ 

functions ( �Y
���,X

 ), i.e., functions which promote or inhibit 
differentiation, proliferation or apoptosis of cells, as well as 
ligand production. These regulating functions are described 
in the following section.

2.2  Mathematical formulation of activator 
and repressor regulations

In this section, we derive the mathematical formulation 
of the influence of the listed binding reactions on the cell 
population evolution and how it deviates from the original 
formulation of Lemaire et al. (2004). In order to account for 
the influence of receptor–ligand binding on the system, we 
make a steady-state assumption: we postulate that the kinet-
ics of the binding reactions are very fast compared to the 
processes they influence (namely the cell population’s evolu-
tion and ligand production). Therefore, in line with Pivonka 
et al. (2008), we find that the production rate PL of a ligand 

(5)
df��

dt
= −k�����a + k������a,

Fig. 3  a Wnt ligands bind to Frizzled and LRP5/6 receptors, trigger-
ing Wnt signaling; b Dkk1 and Scl bind to LRP5/6 receptors, there-
fore inhibiting Wnt signaling

Table 1  Values of parameters  for differentiation ( D
X
 ), proliferation 

( P
X
 ) and apoptosis ( A

X
 ) rates of bone cells

K
X

D,−
 are the dissociation constants for the activator/repressor func-

tions �Y

���∕���,X
 appearing in Eqs. (1)–(4). � is the concentration of 

osteocytes in the bone matrix

Symbol Value Unit

��0
a

8.939 10−4 pM

��0
p

1.129 10−3 pM

��0
u

1.000 10−2 pM

��0
a

1.788 10−5 pM

��0
p

5.592 10−3 pM
D��u

8.300 10−2 day−1

P��p
2.203 day−1

D��p
1.850 10−1 day−1

���a
2.120 10−1 day−1

D��p
1.958 10−2 day−1

A��a
10.00 day−1

� 1.000 –
k��� 2500 pM−1 day−1

k���� 50.00 pM−1 day−1

K
���-�
D,���

5.633 10−4 pM

K
���-�
D,���

1.754 10−4 pM

K����
D,���

16.70 pM
� 4.143 10−8 ( 4.143 10−2) pmol mm−1 (pM)
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L must be balanced with its degradation DL , which itself 
can be assumed to be proportional to the concentration of L:

where D̃Y is the degradation rate of the species Y and [L − S] 
represents the concentration of ligand L bound to S, a species 
in solution that can bind to L.

The production rate can be decomposed into a term 
accounting for body production PL,b and an additional term 
corresponding to the external dosage PL,d [see Eq. (8)]. The 
expression of the endogenous term stems from the assump-
tion that the production of the ligand L is regulated by its 
own concentration [L], which cannot exceed a limit [L]��� 
[see Eq. (7)]:

where X is the concentration of the cell type X producing L, 
with a production rate �L,X regulated by the species Y by 
means of the regulating activator or repressor function 
�Y
���∕���,X

.
Note that, in order to account for the degradation of the 

ligand in all its forms, the degradation DL also comprises the 
degradation of the bound complexes L − S.

TGF-� levels were calculated as derived in Pivonka et al. 
(2008). Using the observation that TGF-� is stored in the 
bone matrix and released during resorption by osteoclasts, 
Pivonka and coworkers postulated that TGF-� levels were 
proportional to osteoclasts concentration: [���-�] = ���a , 
where � is a parameter listed in Table 1.

As described in Pivonka et al. (2012), the activation of the 
proliferation, differentiation or ligand production of a cell 
population X caused by the formation of the complex L − R 
is defined by the ratio between the occupied receptors R by 
ligands L and the total number of receptors. Its mathematical 
formulation reads:

where [L − R] is the concentration of ligands bound to the 
receptor R and L’ is any ligand that can bind to the receptor 
R (therefore including L).

In the same way, the repressor action of the recep-
tor–ligand binding reads:

(6)PL + DL = PL −

(
D̃L[L] +

∑
S

D̃L−S[L − S]

)
= 0,

(7)PL,b =
∑
X,Y

�L,X�
Y
���∕���,X

X

(
1 −

[L]

[L]���

)
,

(8)PL,b + PL,d = D̃L[L] +
∑
S

D̃L−S[L − S],

(9)�L
���,X

=
[L − R]

[R]���
=

[L − R]

[R] +
∑

L� [L
� − R]

,

In the case of a single ligand (absence of competitive bind-
ing), under the previously defined steady-state assumption, 
we find the first-order Hill activator and repressor functions:

where the coefficient KL−R
D,���∕���

 is the dissociation constant of 
the ligand–receptor binding reaction.

These functions are exactly the � factors accounting for 
receptor occupancy used by Lemaire et al. (2004) to account 
for the influence of the biochemical environment on cell dif-
ferentiation. In the present model, the first-order Hill activa-
tor and repressor functions are used to describe the action of 
simple ligand–receptor binding:

• TGF-� binding to its receptors: ����-�
���,��u

 , ����-�
���,��p

 , ����-�
���,��a

;
• Antagonistic influences of PTH and NO on RANKL pro-

duction and action of PTH on OPG production: ����
���,�����

 , 
���
���,�����

 , ����
���,���

.

Some binding schemes are more complex as they involve 
competition with other ligands or receptors, namely:

• Wnt binding to Frizzled2: ����
���,��p

;
• RANKL binding to RANK: ������

���,��p
.

Additional functions regulate the production of Scl and 
NO by osteocytes to account for the influence of mechani-
cal loading on osteocytes ligand production. In turn, these 
functions regulate the RANKL and Wnt signaling pathways. 
Instead of using a piecewise linear function to describe the 
response of the system to mechanical stimuli (either over-
use or disuse), we here extended the existing formulation 
(Scheiner et al. 2013) by creating smooth functions embrac-
ing the whole range of stimuli:

• Up-regulation of osteocytes’ nitric oxide production by 
the mechanical stimulus ��� : ����

���,��
;

• Down-regulation of osteocytes’ sclerostin production by 
the mechanical stimulus ��� : ����

���,���
.

(10)�L
���,X

=
[R]��� − [L − R]

[R]���
=

[R] +
∑

L�≠L[L
� − R]

[R] +
∑

L� [L
� − R]

(11)�L
���,X

=
[L − R]

[R] + [L − R]
=

[L]

KL−R
D,���

+ [L]

(12)�L
���,X

=
[R]

[R] + [L − R]
=

1

1 +
[L]

KL−R
D,���

,

2 See Sect. 2.1 for details on this ligand–receptor binding.
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The above listed activator/repressor functions are detailed in 
Sect. 2.5 [see Eq. (26, 27) and Table 4]. Here, the mechani-
cal stimulus ��� is the strain energy density in the bone 
matrix. While strain energy is widely used in the literature as 
a stimulus to bone remodeling and adaptation (Huiskes et al. 
1987; Van Rietbergen et al. 1993), Scheiner et al. (2013) 
proposed to evaluate this quantity in the bone matrix, imply-
ing a dependency on bone’s microstructure and macroscopic 
porosity.

The strain energy in the bone matrix is calculated thanks 
to a micro-mechanical model developed by Scheiner et al. 
(2013) representing bone as a porous material saturated by 
water. The homogenization is performed with the Mori-Tan-
aka method based on Eshelby’s classical matrix-inclusion 
problem. The properties of the matrix and fluid are listed in 
Appendix 3 [Eqs. (32, 33)].

Using the above functions, the mechanobiological feed-
back loop is complete: osteocytes sense the mechanical stim-
ulus, leading to a change in ligand production, namely Scl 
and NO. The latter factors act on different cells in the BMU, 
therefore changing the BMU remodeling response which 
then modifies bone matrix fraction. The change in material 
properties directly influences the mechanical stimulus ��� 
via the micro-mechanical representation.

2.3  Competitive Wnt–Scl–LRP5/6 binding

As described in Sect. 2.1, the ligand–receptor competitive 
binding on the LRP5/6 osteoblastic receptors is complex. A 
comprehensive description of the competitive binding reac-
tions between all ligands and receptors is beyond the scope 
of the current paper. As depicted in Fig. 3, Wnt signaling 
is an anabolic pathway promoting osteoblasts proliferation 
and bone formation (Fig. 3a). Extracellular Wnt ligands 
(produced by bone marrow stromal cells) bind to Frizzled 
and lipoprotein receptor-related proteins (LRP5/6), trigger-
ing intracellular activation of �-catenin. As shown in Fig. 3, 
sclerostin modulates the signaling pathway by interacting 
with LRP5/6 receptors (Fig. 3b), therefore preventing the 
formation of a Wnt–Frizzled–LRP5/6 complex.

In the present study, we simplify the dynamics and 
assume that Scl and Wnt bind directly to LRP5/6 (Fig. 2d). 
Utilizing this receptor–ligand binding model, Wnt signaling 
can be quantified (similarly to previous bone cell population 
models) by the receptor occupancy ����

���,��p
 , defined as the 

ratio between ���–����∕� complexes and the total concen-
tration of LRP5/6 receptors [����∕�]��� , including the ones 
binding to sclerostin:

(13)����
���,��p

=
[���−����∕�]

[����∕�]���
,

where

[����∕�] is the concentration of free LRP5/6 receptors, 
whereas [���−����∕�] and [���−����∕�] are, respectively, 
the concentration of ���−����∕� and ���−����∕� com-
plexes expressed on osteoblast precursors.

Using the steady-state assumption, the total number of 
receptors [����∕�]��� can also be expressed as the sum of 
free and bound receptors as follows:

where K���−����∕�

D
 and K���−����∕�

D
 are the dissociation con-

stants of the Wnt–LRP5/6 and Scl–LRP5/6 complexes, 
respectively.

Additionally, given that we assume that the binding 
reactions are much faster than the processes they regulate 
(steady-state assumption), there is a balance between the 
production and degradation of LRP5/6, leading to:

We assume that the concentration [���] of available Wnt 
proteins stays constant, given as a basal concentration of free 
Wnt proteins in the medium. This assumption is based on 
the assumption that the degradation of the complex 
Wnt–LRP5/6 is negligible and on the fact that bone marrow 
mesenchymal stem cells (uncommitted osteoblasts ��u ) are 
producing Wnt, while the latter population is assumed con-
stant in our model. Note that Wnt antagonists such as Dkk1 
and Scl can also bind to LRP5/6 receptors and Kremen co-
receptors, which leads to the internalization of LRP5/6 
receptors and therefore a diminution of the number of 
LRP5/6 receptors per cell. Nonetheless, in the present study, 
we assume that the total number of LRP5/6 receptors per 
osteoblast  precursor cell  N

����∕�

��p
 is  constant3: 

[����∕�]��� = N
����∕�

��p
��p.

(14)
[����∕�]��� = [����∕�]

+ [���−����∕�] + [���−����∕�].

(15)

[����∕�]��� = [����∕�](
1 +

[���]

K
���−����∕�

D

+
[���]

K
���−����∕�

D

)
,

(16)

[����∕�]

=
P����∕�

D̃����∕� +
D̃���−����∕�

K
���−����∕�

D

[���] +
D̃���−����∕�

K
���−����∕�

D

[���]

.

3 The effect of the co-receptor binding to Kremen could be taken into 
account by acknowledging the dependency of the number of LRP5/6 
receptors on osteoblast precursor cells N����∕�

��p
 via a decreasing func-

tion f�� such that N����∕�

��p
= f��([��]).
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The sclerostin balance is a function of the local sclerostin 
production by osteocytes which is regulated via the mechani-
cal repressor function ����

���,���
 , as follows:

where P���,d is an external sclerostin dosage term, which is 
set to zero throughout the rest of this paper, and the other 
terms are as previously defined (see Sect. 2.2). The concen-
tration of Scl obtained from the previous equations (17,18) 
regulates the Wnt binding to LRP5/6 [Eqs. (14,16)], there-
fore driving the osteoblast precursors proliferation.

Moreover, the balance of LRP5/6 receptors [Eq. (16)] 
shows that setting the degradation of the bound ���−����∕� 
complex D̃���−����∕� to 0 (no degradation by endocytosis) 
would lead to a constant number of free LRP5 receptors, 
which means that the total number of receptors would vary 
as a function of the number of bound sclerostin proteins. In 
other words, in order to ensure the consistency of the model, 
one needs to account for the ���−����∕� ’s degradation rate. 
With this consideration, the expression of the concentration 
of free sclerostin [���] can be written as a second-order poly-
nomial equation deriving directly from Eq. (8) (see Appen-
dix 4 for more details):

Finally, we show in Appendix 4 that Eq. (19) has one and 
only one physiologically meaningful solution, i.e., the pos-
itive root of this equation, allowing us to find the values 
of the concentration of free sclerostin, and therefore the 
LRP5/6 receptor occupancy.

The competitive binding described in Eqs. (13,14) is 
characterized by the reaction parameters as well as the 

(17)
P���,b + P���,d = D̃���[���]

+ D̃��� −����∕�[��� − ����∕�]

(18)P���,b = ����,���
���

���,���
[��]

(
1 −

[���]

[���]���

)

(19)A[���]2 + B[���] + C = 0

production and degradation rates summarized in Table 2. 
Several studies investigated the kinetics of receptor bind-
ing reactions involved in the Wnt pathway. Holdsworth 
and collaborators measured the dissociation constant of 
sclerostin binding to LRP6-E1E2-Fc (Holdsworth et al. 
2012). In the present study, we do not differentiate the 
receptor types within the LRP5/6 family. Additionally, in 
line with Li et al. (2005), we postulate that Dkk1 and Scl 
have a similar affinity to the LRP5/6 receptors, and there-
fore only account for the binding affinity of sclerostin. 
Moreover, Li and collaborators showed that the presence 
of Wnt3a did not affect the binding of sclerostin-AP to 
LRP5R12, which is consistent with Bourhis et al.’s find-
ings that the dissociation constant of Wnt protein is sig-
nificantly higher than that of Dkk1 (Bourhis et al. 2010). 
Hence, we set the binding constant K���−����∕�

D
 100-fold 

higher than that of sclerostin, as displayed in Table 2.

2.4  Co‑regulation of RANKL via parathyroid 
hormone and nitric oxide concentration

In most previous models of mechanobiological regulation 
of bone remodeling, the ligand and receptor concentration 
is regulated via a single factor (Lemaire et al. 2004; Piv-
onka et al. 2008). One exception is the model of multiple 
myeloma (Wang et al. 2011), where multiple myeloma cell 
proliferation was regulated via two factors. This phenome-
non is referred to as co-regulation. Increasing model com-
plexity is likely to result in occurrence of co-regulation 
phenomena given that many intracellular signaling path-
ways interact with each other (Fig. 4).

Table 2  Parameters of the competitive binding in the anabolic Wnt 
pathway

Symbol Value Unit

N
����∕�

��p

50 –

K
���−����∕�

D
1.000 103 pM

K
���−����∕�

D
10.00 pM

D̃���−����∕�
50.00 day−1

D̃���, D̃
0
���

1.000 day−1

[���]��� 70.00 pM Scl
����,�� 3.000 108 pM Scl/

pmol 
cell/day

[Wnt] 170.0 pM

Fig. 4  Co-regulatory function ����,��

���∕���,�����
 accounting for antago-

nistic influences of the parathyroid hormone (PTH) and nitric oxide 
(NO) on RANKL production
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In our model, we account for both the up-regulation of 
RANKL transcription by the parathyroid hormone (PTH) 
and its inhibition by nitric oxide (NO). These antagonistic 
influences were merged into a co-regulatory function 
�
���,��

���∕���,�����
 capturing both effects. The competition 

between the two actions is accounted for by the definition 
of the co-regulatory function as a weighted sum of the 
total of the activator and repressor actions and a term 
accounting for the combined influence:

where �s and �c are constants, respectively, describing single 
and combined influences of respective activator/repressor 
functions. Note that, unlike the classical Hill functions, this 
competitive regulatory function ����,��

���∕���,�����
 can take values 

higher than 1 ( ����,��

���∕���,�����
∈ [0, 1.3514]).

The balance between NO production and degradation 
reads as follows:

with the previously defined notations and the external dos-
age term set to P��,d = 0 . The concentration of NO obtained 
from the previous equation drives the repressive action on 
RANKL through the Hill repressor function ���

���,�����
.

Meanwhile, the RANK–RANKL–OPG pathway involves 
a competitive binding between OPG and RANK on RANKL. 
Hence, as derived by Pivonka et al. (2012) and Pastrama 
et al. (2018), the RANKL concentration reads as follows:

where P����� is the sum of the body production rate of 
RANKL (total from osteoblast precursors ��p and osteo-
cytes �� production P�����,b ) and an external dosage 
P�����,d (set to zero here, unless otherwise stated). This for-
mulation accounts for the role of osteocytes in bone homeo-
stasis through RANKL production. Appendix 2 gives the 
mathematical definition of P����� , as well as an illustration 
of the osteopetrotic phenotype observed in osteocyte-spe-
cific Tnfsf11-deficient mice (disrupting RANKL expression) 
(Nakashima et al. 2011).

The RANK and OPG concentrations are functions of the 
RANKL concentration:

(20)
�
���,��

���∕���,�����
= �s

(
����
���,�����

+ ���
���,�����

)

+ �c �
���
���,�����

���
���,�����

,

(21)P��,b + P��,d = D̃��[��],

(22)P��,b = ���,���
���

���,��
��

(
1 −

[��]

[��]���

)
,

(23)

[�����]

=
P�����

D̃����� +
D̃����−�����[����]

K����−�����
D

+
D̃���−�����[���]

K���−�����
D

, where N����
��p

 is the number of RANK receptors per osteo-
clast precursor and P��� is the OPG production rate by 
active osteoblasts ��a . The last equations (24,25) can be 
incorporated into Eq. (23), leading to one algebraic equation 
giving the numerical value of the RANKL concentration. 
The parameters involved in the catabolic RANKL pathway 
are shown in Table 3.

2.5  Mechanobiological feedback driven 
by osteocyte signaling

In the present section, we describe how the mechanical stimu-
lus drives nitric oxide and sclerostin concentration, which 
themselves regulate the remodeling processes. We present here 
the mechanostat feedback from the osteocytes, based on a set-
point strain energy criterion. The feedback activator function 

(24)[����] =
N����
��p

��p

1 +
[�����]

K����−�����
D

(25)[���] =
P���

D̃��� +
D̃���−�����[�����]

K���−�����
D

,

Table 3  Parameters of the competitive binding in the catabolic 
RANKL pathway

Symbol Value Unit

k���
D,���

0.6500 pM
k���
D,���,���

0.2226 pM

k��
D,���

5.344 103 pM

D̃���
86.00 day−1

D̃�� 2.100 10−3 day−1

����� 2.000 108 pM NO
���� 2.500 102 pM PTH/day
���,�� 2.852 107 pM NO/pmol cell/day
�s 0.4505 –
�c 0.9009 –
N����
��p

1.000 103 –

K���−�����
D

1.511 10−2 pM
K����−�����
D

10.00 pM

D̃��� 5.326 105 day−1

D̃�����
10.13 day−1

D̃���−�����
10.13 day−1

D̃����−�����
10.13 day−1

[�����]��� 3.051 103 pM RANKL
������,��p 2.360 104 pM RANKL/pM cell/day
������,�� 5.660 106 pM RANKL/pM cell/day
����,��a 1.625 108 pM OPG/pM cell/day
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�
���

���,��
 takes the mechanical stimulus (strain energy in the bone 

matrix ��� ) as an input and drives the osteocytes NO produc-
tion. In the same manner, ����

���,���
 represents the influence of the 

value of the strain energy density on osteocyte sclerostin pro-
duction. Both actions are represented via sigmoidal Hill func-
tions as suggested by Peterson and Riggs (2010):

where �∼ , �∼ , �∼ , �∼ are, respectively, the minimum antici-
pated response, the maximum anticipated response, the sig-
moidicity term influencing the steepness of response and the 
value of the stimulus that produces the half-maximal 
response (Peterson and Riggs 2010) and were calibrated (see 
Sect. 2.7). Here, in order for the modulation of osteocytes’ 
production to be comprised between 0 and 1 similar as the 
Hill functions �Y

���∕���,X
 described previously, we set the same 

parameters for the mechanical activator and repressor func-
tions so that ���� = ���� = 0 and ���� = ���� = 1 . Moreover, 
the value of both mechanical feedback functions for a home-
ostatic stimulus is set to 95% of their maximal value, in the 
aim of ensuring that both actions do not overlap (see Discus-
sion and Fig. 11): ����

���,���
(���(���)) = �

���

���,��
(���(���)) = 0.95 , 

where ��� is stress value leading to the homeostatic strain 
energy in the bone matrix �̆��� = 𝛹��(𝜎��) . Here, we only 
calibrated the strength of the response, given by the param-
eters ���� and ���� . The values of the parameters defining the 
activator and repressor mechanical functions are shown in 
Table 4.

The stimulus corresponding to a steady-state osteocytes’ 
response 𝛹��(𝜎��) = �̆��� was defined as listed in Table 4. 
This stimulus corresponds to the strain energy density in the 
bone matrix when the a piece of bone is subjected to a uni-
axial load 𝛴(t) = 𝜎�� e3 ⊗ e3 . The compressive load ��� was 
calibrated for a forearm bone tissue ( f�� = 20% ) to obtain a 
strain in the bone matrix such that �33 = 800�� , which is 
within the in vivo typical range reported in the literature 
(Rosa et al. 2015). The homeostatic stimulus �̆��� hereby 
defined (corresponding to the steady-state osteocytes feed-
back ����

���,���
(���(���)) = �

���

���,��
(���(���)) = 0.95 ) is assumed 

to be the same for any bone matrix fraction as our assump-
tion is that osteocytes sense the load in the bone matrix and 
respond accordingly via biochemical signaling.

(26)�
���

���,��
= ���� +

(���� − ����)���
����

�
����
���

+ ���
����

(27)�
���

���,���
= ���� −

(���� − ����)���
����

�
����
��� + ���

����
,

2.6  Numerical implementation

As detailed in Sect. 2.1, we described the bone response 
due to changes in the biochemical and/or mechanical envi-
ronment through the regulation of bone cells in the RVE. 
Therefore, the bone density evolution is obtained by solving 
a system of five differential equations [Eq. (1)–(5)] account-
ing for the changes in bone cells ( ��a , ��p , ��a , �� and 
f�� ) , as well as one algebraic equation for the concentration 
of RANKL [Eq. (23)]. These equations were solved with 
MATLAB R2017b Stiff Differential Algebraic Equations 
solver subject to suitable initial conditions (see Table 1). 
In Sect. 2.7, we apply the above described model to inves-
tigate changes in the mechanical environment. Based on 
the formulated setpoint strain energy density criterion, we 
can investigate the dynamics of bone adaption, i.e., how the 
bone remodeling process adjusts to changes in mechanical 
loading.

2.7  Model calibration

While most model parameters are based on previous model for-
mulations, the introduction of the biochemical osteocyte feed-
back required additional model calibration. Based on the fact 
that osteocytes regulate both anabolic and catabolic pathways, 
applications are chosen accordingly. To calibrate the catabolic 
pathway, we chose a mechanical disuse scenario, while for the 
anabolic pathway we chose a post-menopausal osteoporosis 
(PMO) simulation (see Fig. 6). Note that, while post-menopau-
sal osteoporosis is a catabolic disease, the mechanical feedback 
regulates bone remodeling toward anabolism, therefore counter-
acting the hormonal bone loss.

We simulated the mechanical unloading inherent to 
spaceflight by decreasing the applied load from a habitual 
(i.e., homeostatic) loading state ��� to ���� = 80% ��� (see 
Table 4). These values were estimated based on the study of 
Genc et al. (2009). Figure 5 shows a parametric study of the 

Table 4  Parameters of the 
mechanical regulation

Symbol Value Unit

���� 0.000 –
���� 0.000 –
���� 1.000 –
���� 1.000 –
���� 7 –
���� 9 –
���� 4.368 10−6 –
���� 9.226 10−6 –
��� − 3.350 MPa
���� − 2.479 MPa
�̆��� 6.652 10−6 MPa
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steepness of NO activator function ����

���,��
 which depends on 

the Hill coefficient ���� . Looking at the changes of trabecular 
bone matrix fraction ( f�� ) over time under micro-gravity 
conditions, one can appreciate that the value of ���� regu-
lates the catabolic pathway, i.e., the amount of bone lost4. 
The mechanical activator NO regulation function ����

���,��
 [Eq. 

(26)] and its effect on RANKL concentration were calibrated 
such as to obtain a 1-1.5% bone loss per month (see blue 
curve in Fig. 5a), to adequately represent experimental data 
(LeBlanc et al. 2007).

We calibrated the anabolic mechanobiological feedback 
pathway according to a longitudinal experimental study by 

Nordin et al. (1990) on evolution of the BMD in the forearm 
of post-menopausal women. Here, we do not account for 
variations in mineral content and assume the bone matrix 
fraction to evolve in the same way as the BMD. Using this 
piece of data, we investigated the effect of ���� on changes 
in f�� . In the following numerical simulations, we used the 
example of the forearm (and the subsequent bone matrix 
fraction and corresponding stress), unless otherwise stated. 
In previous studies, increased RANKL/OPG ratios have 
been reported in post-menopausal osteoporotic patients (Jab-
bar et al. 2011; Lerner 2006; McClung 2007), which might 
be resulting from the decreasing levels of estrogen which 
stimulates both osteoclast proliferation and activity (Lerner 
2006). Hence, we simulate here post-menopausal osteoporo-
sis by means of an external injection of RANKL ( P�����,d ). 
As shown in Fig. 6b, the initial slope of the decrease in bone 
density is determined by the value of the injection, which 

Fig. 5  Effect of steepness of NO activator function on changes in 
bone matrix fraction f�� : a f�� vs time t for different values of ���� 
(dashed lines indicate constant rate of bone loss, and solid lines indi-
cate model results); b ����

���,��
 activator function vs time for different 

steepnesses of ���� values; c bone matrix strain energy density ( ��� ) 
vs time; and d ����

���,��
 activator function vs bone matrix strain energy 

density ( ���)

4 Note that although we represented the influence of mechanical 
loading via a Hill function, the function ( ����

���,��
 ) does not merely rep-

resent a chemical binding reaction but rather summarizes the highly 
complex phenomenon of osteocytes mechanosensation.
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was here calibrated to P�����,d = 2.000 �����−� to simulate 
osteoporosis.

Furthermore, studies have shown an increase in serum 
sclerostin in post-menopausal subjects (Ardawi et  al. 
2011; Jastrzebski et  al. 2013), while sclerostin expres-
sion (local mRNA levels) was found to decrease in animal 
models of menopause (Jastrzebski et al. 2013). We chose 
to acknowledge this discrepancy between the serum lev-
els and the local expression of sclerostin by assuming an 

exponential decay of the degradation rate of sclerostin: 
D̃���(t = tmenop + 𝜏) = D̃���,���(𝜏) , where D̃���,��� is the func-
tion defined in Eq. (28) and illustrated in Fig. 7a:

where �PMO = 20 ��� is the characteristic time of the decay. 
We calibrated �PMO according to experimental data from 
Nordin et al. (1990) (Fig. 6e). One can observe that this 

(28)D̃���,���(𝜏) = D̃0
���

���

(
−

𝜏

𝜏PMO

)
,
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Fig. 6  Effect of various parameters of PMO and mechanobiological 
feedback on the evolution of bone matrix fraction f�� : a f�� vs time 
for different values of ���� ; b f�� vs time for different injection rates of 
P�����,d simulating PMO, indicating that 2 pM/day matches the Nor-

din et al. data best (Nordin et al. 1990); c repressor function ����

���,���
 vs 

strain energy density ��� ; d ����

���,���
 repressor function vs time and e 

f�� vs time for different characteristic times �PMO of sclerostin deg-
radation
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characteristic time �PMO determines the rate of bone loss in 
the later years after the start of menopause ( 𝜏 > 5 ��� ). The 
dynamics of the regulation of the sclerostin levels in our 
model are illustrated in Fig. 7, which displays the evolu-
tion of the degradation rate of sclerostin after the start of 
the menopause (a) and the expression and serum levels of 
sclerostin (b). Additionally, the steepness of the osteocyte 
anabolic response to loading is influenced by the parameter 
���� (see Fig. 6a), which directly impacts the osteocyte scle-
rostin production rate.

We tested the sensitivity of our model with respect to 
various parameters against experimental data from Nordin 
et al. (1990). This study is illustrated in Fig. 6, where we 
investigated the influence of ���� (a,c,d), P�����,d (b) and 

�PMO (e). In particular, in Fig. 6(c,d), we observed the ana-
bolic mechanobiological feedback in function of the strain 
energy density in the bone matrix ��� (c) and over time (d).

3  Results

3.1  Validation of the post‑menopausal osteoporosis 
model

We compared our model of post-menopausal osteoporosis 
to several existing longitudinal studies in human at differ-
ent bone sites (Ahlborg et al. 2003; Folkesson et al. 2011; 
Guthrie et  al. 1998; Harris and Dawson-Hughes 1992; 

Fig. 7  Evolution of a sclerostin degradation rate D̃���,���(𝜏) and b sclerostin expression (measured with the quantity P���,b ) and serum levels with 
respect to time after the menopause ( t = tmenop + �)
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Fig. 8  Evolution of the bone matrix fraction ( f�� ) with time: comparison of the simulations in a distal radius, b lumbar spine and c femoral neck 
with experimental results on the evolution of BMD in post-menopausal osteoporosis
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Nordin et al. 1990; Pouilles et al. 2009). Note that each bone 
site is characterized by a different value of the bone matrix 
fraction f�� and therefore a specific value of the habitual 
stress ��� . While acknowledging that the experimental meas-
urements of BMD do not reflect the exact evolution of the 
bone matrix fraction, we assume here that they are close 
enough for us to compare their trend to our simulations. The 
values of the stresses in Table 4 relate to the mechanical 
environment in the forearm ( f�� = 20% ). Now, based on data 
from the literature, we assumed, respectively, for the femo-
ral neck and the lumbar spine that their steady-state bone 
matrix fractions were f�� = 25% (Nazarian et al. 2007) and 
f�� = 12.5% (Legrand et al. 2000), which corresponds to 
habitual stresses ��� = − 4.405��� and ��� = − 2.041��� . 
Figure 8 displays the literature experimental results for the 
evolution of BMD with time in post-menopausal osteoporo-
sis at different bone sites [(a) distal radius, (b) lumbar spine 
and (c) femoral neck], along with our simulation results 
(solid lines). While the experimental data exhibit large 
standard deviations, the model is able to predict the mean 
trends providing confidence in our model formulation.

3.2  Respective contributions of the pathways

We investigated the contribution of different signaling 
pathways involved in mechanobiological feedback on 

changes of the trabecular bone matrix fraction ( f�� ) 
(Fig. 9). For this purpose, we activated/inactivated the NO 
production term and/or the Wnt activator function. For 
instance, in order to disable the NO pathway, we artificially 
kept the osteocyte NO production rate constant (no regula-
tion: ∀t, 𝜋𝛹��

���,��
(𝛹��(t)) = 𝜋

𝛹��

���,��
(�̆���) ), corresponding to 

the initial homeostatic state. This allowed to visualize what 
part the catabolic NO regulation played in the remodeling. 
In the same way, we were able to disable the Scl pathway 
by maintaining the regulatory function ����

���,���
 constant, in 

order to analyze the role of Wnt signaling in the mechano-
biological feedback. This strategy was applied to two simu-
lations, i.e., mechanical disuse for 12 months followed by 
reuse (Fig. 9a) and post-menopausal osteoporosis (Fig. 9b).

In Fig. 9, the thin solid line represents the absence of 
mechanical feedback, i.e., no model response to changes 
in mechanical loading. The thick solid line represents both 
the anabolic and catabolic pathways active in the bone 
remodeling model, which corresponds to the complete 
model. The dashed–dotted and dashed lines represent, 
respectively, the cases where the Wnt pathway feedback 
and the NO pathway feedback are disabled. In the dis-
use–reuse simulation, one can note that when the homeo-
static mechanical loading is reinstated, the bone matrix 
fraction increases toward its original value. This bone gain 
is significantly slower than the bone loss induced by load 

Fig. 9  Influence of active/ 
inactive signaling pathways reg-
ulating mechanobiological feed-
back in remodeling response: 
a simulation of mechanical 
disuse for 12 months, followed 
by reuse and b simulation of 
post-menopausal osteoporosis 
(PMO)
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reduction. When artificially setting the osteocyte produc-
tion of NO constant to its initial value (dashed curve), the 
system only weakly responds to the lack of mechanical 
stimulus. In this case, the catabolic response is driven via 
�
���

���,���
 only which indicates that the NO contribution is key 

to the catabolic mechanical feedback to simulate excessive 
bone loss in mechanical disuse scenarios. Conversely, 
when ����

���,���
 is set constant (dashed–dotted curve), the 

catabolic model response still represents the excessive 
bone loss under mechanical disuse. However, the anabolic 
bone response is strongly impaired indicating that the ana-
bolic feedback is mostly due to the ����

���,���
 function. In the 

simulation of post-menopausal osteoporosis, the impact of 
NO production on the overall bone response due to osteo-
porosis is small, which indicates that the catabolic feed-
back is secondary in the mechanostat feedback in an osteo-
porotic state. On the other hand, when setting the sclerostin 
expression to a constant value, bone loss increases signifi-
cantly (see Fig. 9b), meaning that the mechanical feedback 
is weaker. This suggests that osteocyte sclerostin produc-
tion drives the anabolic feedback response.

4  Discussion

Disuse–Reuse simulation Several years after the start of 
disuse, the system approaches a new homeostasis, driving 
the system toward a new strain energy (see Fig. 10). As 
suggested by Frost (1987), a change in bone’s environment 
shifts the mechanostat setpoint. Here, the disuse creates a 
loading environment that decreases the homeostatic strain 
energy ( �̆� ���

��
< �̆��� ). Hence, when reinstating the initial 

loading conditions, neither the bone matrix fraction nor the 
stimulus is in accordance with the setpoint. This discrepancy 
induces an anabolic remodeling, decreasing the strain energy 
toward the initial setpoint. Note that, at the start of the disuse 
and at the start of the reuse, there is a discrepancy between 
the homeostatic strain energy and the current stimulus. The 
difference is negative the first time, causing bone resorption 
to overtake bone apposition, and positive the second time, 
resulting in bone gain. Although the discrepancy is the same, 
the rate of bone gain is much slower than that of bone loss, 
which is consistent with experimental findings.

Post-Menopausal Osteoporosis When introducing an 
external RANKL injection term to model osteoporosis, the 
osteoclasts’ action is stimulated. As bone loss occurs, the 
mechanical loading is higher than the habitual homeostatic 
loading. As a result, osteocytes create an anabolic feed-
back leading to new bone formation until a new remodeling 
equilibrium is reached. Our simulations replicated trends 
of bone loss in post-menopausal osteoporosis experimen-
tally reported for numerous bone sites (distal radius, femoral 
neck, lumbar spine). This result (Fig. 8) gives confidence 
that our model can represent in vivo pathological conditions, 
which is the first step to the simulation of different possibili-
ties of treatments.

Separation of anabolic and catabolic mechanobiological 
feedback pathways As explained in Sect. 2.5, where the Scl 
and NO regulatory functions have been introduced, the 
mechanobiological feedback proposed in this paper is an 
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Fig. 10  Simulation of mechanical disuse for 120 months, followed by 
reuse: evolution of bone matrix fraction (left axis, solid) and strain 
energy density (right axis, dashed).The horizontal line gives the value 
of the original setpoint �̆���

Fig. 11  Separation of the mechanical feedback pathways: mechani-
cal activator and repressor functions as functions of the strain energy 
density ( ��� ). Blue dashed curve is the anabolic sclerostin repressor 
function ����

���,���
 while red dashed–dotted curve represents the cata-

bolic NO activator function ����

���,��
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extension of the original formulation of Scheiner et  al. 
(2013). In the original model, the anabolic and catabolic 
regulatory pathways (i.e., ����

���∕���
 and P�����,d ) were sepa-

rated by setting the regulatory function values constant in 
the respective catabolic and anabolic regions. However, in 
the present study, mechanobiological regulations via bio-
chemical feedback are 1 continuous functions depending 
on ��� . Consequently, ����

���,���
 not only has a anabolic region, 

but also a catabolic region (Fig. 11). The same is true for 
�
���

���,��
 , which has a catabolic region for disuse state 

( 𝛹�� < �̆��� ) and an anabolic region for overloading states 
( 𝛹�� > �̆��� ). One interesting question to address was 
whether the respective anabolic and catabolic regulatory 
functions are also effective for opposite loading states, i.e., 
whether ����

���,���
 is also effective in simulating catabolic load-

ing states and whether ����

���,��
 is also effective in simulating 

anabolic loading states. As shown in the simulation of space-
flight (Fig. 9a), ����

���,���
 does not significantly contribute to the 

catabolic response which is largely due to ����

���,��
 . On the 

other hand, the PMO simulations (Fig. 9b) demonstrated that 
the anabolic response is largely due to ����

���,���
 , while NO only 

has a minor contribution. These results illustrated in Fig. 11, 
together with the findings in Fig. 9, indicate that these two 
pathways are mostly separated, with Scl ( ����

���,���
 ) regulating 

the anabolic responses and NO ( ����

���,��
 ) regulating the cata-

bolic responses.
The above considerations only account for the osteocyte 

response to loading, which is dominated by one pathway or 
the other. The outcome of the osteocytic feedback in terms 
of species in solution and cell population is seen as a global 
concentration as we do not describe here the behavior of 
single BMUs. Moreover, the separation of the pathway in 
t h i s  m o d e l  i s  g o v e r n e d  b y  t h e  v a l u e 
𝜋
𝛹��

���,���
(�̆���) = 𝜋

𝛹��

���,��
(�̆���) = 0.95 . One could account for a 

coupling of the two pathways by setting this value lower and 
therefore allowing a competition between the NO and Wnt 
pathways with respect to anabolic and catabolic 
regulations.

RANKL competitive binding formulation One of the main 
features of the present study is the proposal of a consistent 
formulation of the RANK–RANKL–OPG pathway. Instead of 
considering the RANKL concentration to be proportional to 
the number of osteoblasts (Komarova et al. 2003) or assuming 
a constant concentration of receptors RANK (Lemaire et al. 
2004; Pivonka et al. 2008), we wrote the binding reactions and 
linked the concentration of receptors to the concentration of 
cells that bear RANK receptors. This allows to account quan-
titatively for the role of OPG and RANKL in bone catabolism, 
and in particular when simulating post-menopausal osteo-
porosis (Fig. 6), or an anti-catabolic treatment acting on the 
RANK–RANKL–OPG pathway (Scheiner et al. 2014).

Note that, in the present study, we only model a subset of 
RANKL’s actions and not all osteoclast lineage cell types 
it acts on. For instance, we do not account for the role of 
RANKL in the fusion of uncommitted osteoclasts into multi-
nucleated cells.

Other models of mechanical feedback Note that pre-
vious models included sclerostin (Van Oers et al. 2011) 
and nitric oxide (Maldonado et al. 2006) to drive bone 
adaptation based on mechanical loads, including osteo-
cytes as mechanotransducers. While Van Oers and cow-
orkers did not include the description of the biochemical 
regulation (Van Oers et al. 2011), Maldonado et al. (2006) 
did include the regulation of the RANKL pathway by NO 
and the promotion of bone formation by PGE2 . However, 
although there is experimental evidence that PGE2 enables 
Wnt signaling (Bonewald and Johnson 2008), the inter-
action between the latter remains unclear. Additionally, 
in their study, Maldonado and coworkers implemented a 
local law and therefore did not account for the multiscale 
nature of bone. Finally, the present model, by acknowledg-
ing the role of sclerostin in a constistent way, gives the 
opportunity to study the potential of anabolic monoclonal 
antibody treatments targeting the Wnt pathway.

5  Summary and conclusions

To investigate skeletal adaptation, we extended an ear-
lier model of bone cell populations that describes bone 
remodeling. This new model incorporates additional cell 
types such as osteoclast precursor cells and osteocytes. In 
particular, osteocytes are crucial for the formulation of 
mechanical adaptation via the production of sclerostin and 
nitric oxide that, respectively, inhibit osteoblastogenesis 
and the catabolic RANK–RANKL–OPG pathway. Based 
on our numerical simulations, the following conclusions 
can be made:

• The bone cell population model describes the dynamics 
of bone remodeling in the case of a change in mechani-
cal loading, as well as hormonal changes (post-meno-
pausal osteoporosis).

• Separation of anabolic and catabolic bone remodeling 
responses was achieved in the model based on two 
separate signaling pathways.

• Catabolic model responses were linked to the nitric 
oxide (NO) pathway. This model feature was capable 
of driving resorptive osteoclastic activity. Hence, NO 
production by osteocytes was connected to bone loss 
as well as achievement of a new steady state.

• Conversely, anabolic model responses were linked to 
the Wnt signaling pathway. The latter model feature is 
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a key factor for the observed bone formation response. 
Furthermore, it helps stabilizing the bone matrix frac-
tion in PMO as it counters the enhanced resorptive 
action of the RANKL pathway.

While our results indicate that the proposed model is able 
to capture essential features of bone remodeling, fur-
ther testing of the model on various experimental data is 
required. One important model extension could be toward 
assessing the effect of sclerostin antibody treatment on 
PMO. Recent clinical trials on the latter treatment have 
shown it to be highly effective in restoring bone mass in 
osteoporosis (Keaveny et al. 2017; Langdahl et al. 2017; 
Padhi et al. 2014).
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Appendix 1: Formulation of the evolution 
of the osteocytes population

As written in Eq. (4), we chose here to represent the 
change in osteocytes concentration �� as a function of 
bone matrix fraction f�� . It is well accepted that osteocytes 
are differentiated osteoblastic cells buried in the bone 
matrix. As a result, one could argue that the evolution 
of the osteocytes population could be written as follows:

where one can note that the sink term is proportional to the 
concentration of osteoclasts ��a . Osteoclasts resorb bone 
and trigger osteocyte apoptosis by means of a local acidi-
fication. This action is quantified through the factor R��a

��
 

in Eq. (29). If we set the osteoblasts differentiation coef-
ficient to D��a

= �k���� and the resorption coefficient to 
R
��a
��

= �k��� , we obtain readily the formulation given in Eq. 
(4) in Sect. 2.1.

Appendix 2: Formulation of the RANKL 
production

We made the assumption that RANKL is expressed by 
osteocytes and osteoblasts precursors, following experi-
mental evidence (Nakashima et  al. 2011; Xiong et  al. 

(29)
d��

dt
= D��a

��a − R
��a
��

��a,

2015). Therefore, the body production term for RANKL 
reads as follows:

where the total concentration of RANKL (bound and free) 
[�����]��� is defined as follows:

The parameters used in Eqs. (30), (31) are displayed in 
Table 3. When knocking out numerically the expression of 
RANKL by osteocytes ( ������,�� = 0 ), we obtain the osteo-
petrotic phenotype observed experimentally (Nakashima 
et al. 2011). This result is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the 
steady state (dashed line) is compared to the RANKL-defi-
cient state (solid line).

Appendix 3: Properties of matrix and fluid 
in the micro‑mechanical model

The stiffness tensor of the bone matrix reads as follows (Kel-
vin notation):

(30)
P�����,b = ������,����

(
1 −

[�����]���

[�����]���

)

+ ������,��p�
���,��

���∕��,�����
��p

(
1 −

[�����]���

[�����]���

)
,

(31)

[�����]��� = [�����](
1 +

[����]

K����−�����
D

+
[���]

K���−�����
D

)
.

Fig. 12  Influence of osteocytes’ RANKL production on bone home-
ostasis: we compare the steady state (dashed–dotted line) to the 
RANKL-deficient state (solid line)
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The stiffness tensor of the saturating fluid is:

where the bulk modulus and the shear modulus are, respec-
tively, k���

= 2.3 GPa and ����
= 0 GPa , and � is the volu-

metric part of the fourth-order unit tensor � , and � is its 
deviatoric part, � = � − �.

Appendix 4: Derivation of free sclerostin 
concentration

The following equation describes sclerostin balance:

with

After inserting Eqs. (18) and (35) into Eq. (34), we uncover 
a second-order polynomial equation on the concentration of 
free sclerostin [���]:

where

(32)

��� =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

18.5 10.3 10.4 0 0 0

10.3 20.8 11.0 0 0 0

10.4 11.0 28.4 0 0 0

0 0 0 12.9 0 0

0 0 0 0 11.5 0

0 0 0 0 0 9.3

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

GPa

(33)���� = k���
� + ����

�,

(34)
P���,b + P���,d = D̃���[���]

+ D��� −����∕�[��� − ����∕�]

(35)

[��� − ����∕�] =
[����∕�][���]

K
����∕� −���

D

=
[���][����∕�]���

K
����∕� −���

D
(1 +

[���]

K
���,����∕�

D

+
[���]

K
���,����∕�

D

)
.

(36)A[���]2 + B[���] + C = 0,

A = D̃��� +
𝛽���[��]𝜋

𝛹��

���,���

[���]���

B =K
���−����∕�

D
(D̃���

+ (𝛽���[��]𝜋
𝛹��

���,���
)∕[���]���)

(1 + [��]∕K
��−����∕�

D
)

+ D̃���−����∕�[����∕�]��� − P���,d𝛽���[��]𝜋
𝛹��

���,���

C = − P���,d𝛽���[��]𝜋
𝛹��

���,���
(1 + [��]∕K

��−����∕�

D
)

The term A is a sum of positive quantities, one of them 
being strictly positive, and the term C is the opposite of 
the product of strictly positive quantities except for the con-
centration of osteocytes that we can assume to be non-null. 
From linear algebra, we know the product of the solutions 
is equal to C

A
< 0 . Thus, provided solutions are in the real 

space, there are exactly two roots of opposed signs satisfy-
ing this equation. Hence, as the solution of the equation is a 
concentration, the only acceptable root is:

Appendix 5: Nomenclature

The abbreviations used in the present paper are summarized 
in Table 5.

[���] =
−B +

√
B2 − 4AC

2A

Table 5  Nomenclature

Symbol Description

Cells
��u Osteoblast uncommited precursor cells
��p Osteoblast precursor cells
��a Active osteoblasts
��p Osteoclast precursor cells
��a Active osteoclasts
�� Osteocytes
� Osteocytes concentration in the bone matrix
Ligands, hormones
LRP5/6 Lipoprotein receptor-related proteins 5/6
NO Nitric oxide
OPG Osteoprotegerin
PGE2 Prostaglandin E2
PTH Parathyroid hormone
RANK Receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B
RANKL RANK ligand
Scl Sclerostin
TGF-� Transforming growth factor beta
Mechanics
��� Strain energy density
�̆���

‘Homeostatic’ strain energy density
f�� Bone matrix fraction
BMD Bone mineral density
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Chapter 4

Insights of a mechanobiological

model: dynamics of bone turnover

during sclerostin antibody

administration in post-menopausal

osteoporosis

This chapter presents an article tentatively accepted in BONE.

The following chapter presents an application of the mechanobiological model

presented in Chapter 3 in a clinical context. A major clinical question in bone en-

docrinology is �nding an optimal treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis with a

chosen drug. This type of questions is typically addressed using pharmacokinetic-

pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) models of the biological system. In this chapter, a PK

model is developed for a sclerostin monoclonal antibody, romosozumab, which binds

with sclerostin with high a�nity. The mathematical model of bone remodeling devel-

oped in Chapter 3 is applied here to describe the e�ects of anti-sclerostin therapy on

bone turnover via the quanti�cation of the action of romosozumab on sclerostin levels,

and therefore Wnt signalling. The aim of numerical simulations is to help identify a
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drug treatment regimen most e�cient to halt bone loss in PMO, and ideally increase

bone mass.

This introduction �rst develops the discovery of sclerostin in 1999 and the investi-

gation of its role in bone remodeling in the following years. A second section presents

post-menopausal osteoporosis and its inherent challenges. Section 4.3 presents a novel

treatment targeting sclerostin based on a humanised antibody, romosozumab. Then,

Section 4.4 introduces an application of the model proposed in the following article

based on the bone cell population model presented in the previous chapter (Chapter

3). This extension is based on a competitive binding scheme and pharmocokinetics

of romosozumab.

4.1 Sclerostin, a recently-discovered key protein in

bone mass regulation

Sclerostin and its e�ects on bone mass and composition were �rst discovered by

Brunkow and coworkers [23]. The latter �led a patent in 1999 where they acknowl-

edged a rare genetic mutation on chromosome 17 in sclerosteosis patients. Scleros-

teosis is a medical condition involving severe sclerosing skeletal dysplasia. A�ected

individuals typically exhibit bone overgrowth and very high bone mass. Brunkow

and collaborators identi�ed a `Human BEER' gene encoding a novel protein of the

TGF-β family regulating bone homeostasis. In 2001, Brunkow, Balemans and their

respective colleagues named this newly-discovered gene `SOST' and found that the

SOST gene product mediated bone formation [7, 23]. Brunkow and coworkers named

this novel protein `sclerostin'.

The SOST gene is critical to bone remodeling, and its e�ects have been assessed

in numerous studies in the past decades. In particular, sclerosteosis models in human

and rodent models helped understanding the role of sclerostin in bone biology. In their

human study, Van Lierop and coworkers showed that the absence or decreased syn-

thesis of sclerostin in a�ected patients lead to an increase in bone formation markers

[192]. Additionally, SOST knockout rodent models showed that the absence of scle-
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rostin enhanced bone mass and reduced mineralisation [112, 153], which is a similar

�nding to what has been reported in human patients.

Osteocytes produce sclerostin, and the latter binds to low-density lipoprotein

receptor-related protein (LRP), therefore inhibiting Wnt signaling and the anabolic

β-catenin pathway [19]. Therefore, sclerostin levels are directly connected to bone

turnover and are negatively correlated to bone formation.

In the past decade, several studies assessed the in�uence of sclerostin monoclonal

antibody, inhibiting sclerostin regulation of bone formation. Warmington and collab-

orators led in 2004 the �rst research testing the therapeutic potential of sclerostin

neutralizing antibodies [198]. They found that a sclerostin monoclonal antibody me-

diated blockade led to a signi�cant BMD increase in adult mice and rats, including

up to 64% in tibial metaphysis trabecular bone. Since then, various studies investi-

gated the administration of a sclerostin monoclonal antibody as a means to counter

osteoporosis-induced bone loss [93, 144] or promote bone fracture healing [93, 105].

The next section details the challenges associated with a disabling bone disease, os-

teoporosis, which is the focus of this chapter.

4.2 Osteoporosis, a major bone disease

Osteoporosis is a bone disease characterized by a low bone mass and micro-architectural

deterioration associated with a negative net balance between bone formation and re-

sorption during bone remodeling [107]. This imbalance results in bone fragility and

an increased risk of bone fracture, as stated in the de�nition given at the Consensus

Development Conference in 1991 [33].

While a small bone loss probably occurs since the thirties in men and women

in a similar extent, women are likely to experience a signi�cant bone loss around

and after the menopause (around 1-2% per year) until stabilization [77, 211]. This

phenomenon, called postmenopausal osteoporosis (PMO), is of major concern as it

a�ects approximately one-tenth of women in their sixties [91]. In particular, a Swedish

study demonstrated that approximately 6% of men and 21% of women aged 50-84

years could be classi�ed as having osteoporosis using a DXA criterion (bone density
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measurement) based on female-derived reference ranges at the femoral neck [92].

The cost of osteoporosis to health systems is tremendous as the disease can involve

long-term treatment after diagnosis. Moreover, long hospital stays, surgeries and

even nursing homes for disabled patients can be indicated in the case of osteoporotic

fractures [189]. As an example, costs attributable to osteoporotic fractures in the

European Union have been estimated at 37 billion euros in 2010 [81]. With the rising

global elderly population, the burden on the budget is expected to increase [81, 91]

(Hernlund et al. reported an expected increase of 25 % in 2025), which motivates the

development of e�ective medical therapies.

There are two categories of existing medications to treat osteoporosis. Anti-

resorptive treatments (denosumab, bisphosphonnates, hormonal therapies) aim pri-

marily at decreasing bone resorption [189]. Conversely, the only available anabolic

therapies are based on the administration of parathyroid hormone (PTH) analogues

as they stimulate bone formation via the stimulation of the osteoblastic activity.

4.3 Anabolic anti-sclerostin treatment to counter

osteoporosis-induced bone loss

This chapter focuses on a novel anabolic treatment for osteoporosis that has been

developed in the recent years which is based on the development of an anti-sclerostin

antibody commercialized under the name Evenity R© [5]. This drug treatment is ap-

proved for marketing in Japan, South Korea, US and Canada, and recently in EU.

As explained earlier, Evenity R© treatment relies on a humanized anti-sclerostin

antibody, called romosozumab. While the antibody injections have a short-term

signi�cantly positive impact on bone mass [128, 143], the in�uence of the treatment

on bone mass and turnover markers [181, 205] as well as its interaction with other

pathways [186] are not fully understood.

Target-mediated drug disposition models help understand how drugs interact with

the biological systems, in particular in the case of monoclonal antibodies [24, 48].

Therefore, they have the potential to shed light on the dynamics of bone resorption
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and formation during a treatment. To the best of my knowledge, only two studies

have developed pharmacokinetic models of sclerostin antibody so far [51, 184]. While

these two studies do aim at recovering the dynamics of the bone mineral density, the

scope of their models is limited as they do not consider the dynamics of the pathways

a�ected by and governing bone remodeling.

4.4 Modeling the e�ects of anabolic treatment of

post-menopausal osteoporosis with romosozumab

on bone turnover

Numerical modeling provides a way to quantify the e�ects of drug treatment, in

particular on bone turnover. In this application of the model presented in Chapter

3, the humanized sclerostin antibody romosozumab is introduced as a ligand binding

to sclerostin, and, thus, inhibiting sclerostin's down-regulation of bone formation.

Mathematically, osteoblasts precursors proliferation is regulated by a Hill activator

function based on its LRP5/6 receptor occupancy by Wnt proteins. Using a balance

of production and degradation of sclerostin, free and bound sclerostin levels can be

calculated. As a result, the receptor occupancy increases with increased levels of

romosozumab.

A pharmacokinetic one-compartment model is developed for subcutaneous injec-

tions of romosozumab. This framework describes the absorption of the drug into the

serum and its clearance dynamics based on Michaelis-Menten kinetics. As described

earlier (Section 4.1), the evolution of romosozumab levels directly a�ects sclerostin

levels, and therefore bone remodeling. Pharmacokinetics, which involves the descrip-

tion of the action of the drug on the target site (here, sclerostin) and its consequences

on the biological system, are described here with the bone cell population model

presented in Chapter 3.

This work describes the role of osteocytes expression of sclerostin in the anabolism

subsequent to anti-sclerostin treatment. Site-speci�c results were obtained which

were in good accordance with clinical data, therefore con�rming the model's ability
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to represent the complex dynamics of bone turnover in romosozumab treatment. Fur-

ther, the model highlights the non-linear relationship between monthly romosozumab

dosage and bone density changes. Results suggest that the use of quantitative phar-

macodynamic models such as the one proposed would allow a more e�cient calibration

of treatments.
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Abstract

Romosozumab is a humanised monoclonal antibody targeting sclerostin which

has recently been developed for the treatment of osteoporosis. Approval of

this drug, based on promising results from phase III clinical trials, is currently

pending in the European Union and was recently granted in Japan, South Korea,

Canada and the United States.

In order to study efficacy of romosozumab, we developed a comprehensive

mechanistic pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) model of the effect

of drug on bone remodeling in postmenopausal osteoporosis (PMO). We uti-

lized a one-compartment PK model to represent subcutaneous injections of ro-

mosozumab and subsequent absorption into serum. The PD model is based

on a recently-developed bone cell population model describing the bone remod-

eling process at the tissue scale. The latter accounts for mechanical feedback

via incorporating nitric oxide (NO) and sclerostin (Scl) as biochemical feedback

molecules. Utilizing a competitive binding model, where Wnt and Scl compete

for binding to LRP5/6, allows to regulate anabolic bone remodeling responses.
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Here, we extended this model with respect to romosozumab binding to scle-

rostin.

For the currently approved monthly injections of 210 mg, the model pre-

dicted a 6.59%, 10.38% and 15.25% increase in BMD at the lumbar spine after

6 , 12 and 24 months respectively. These results are in good agreement with

the data reported by McClung et al. [1] of 8.41 ± 1.24%, 12.10 ± 1.29% and

15.71 ± 1.57%. Our model is also able to distinguish the bone-site specific drug

effects. For instance, at the femoral neck, our model predicts a BMD increase of

3.85% after 12 months of 210 mg injections, which is consistent with literature

observations from Langdahl et al [2] (3.20 ± 0.60%) and Ishibashi et al [3] (3.76

± 1.08%). Finally, our simulations indicate rapid bone loss after treatment dis-

continuation, as observed by McClung et al. [1], indicating that some additional

interventions such as use of bisphosphonates is required to maintain bone.

Keywords: romosozumab, bone remodeling, sclerostin, Frost’s mechanostat,

postmenopausal osteoporosis, mechanistic PK-PD, pharmacokinetics,

pharmacodynamics, multiscale modeling

1. Introduction

Bone remodeling is the concerted action of bone resorption and bone forma-

tion taking place throughout life. Cells involved in the bone remodeling process

are osteoclast (bone resorbing cells), osteoblasts (bone forming cells) and osteo-

cytes (cells embedded in the bone matrix) [4]. In particular, osteocytes have5

been identified as the conductors of bone remodeling. A key regulatory molecule

in anabolic bone remodeling, sclerostin, has been shown to be almost exclusively

produced by osteocytes [5, 6]. Imbalanced bone remodeling is linked to bone

pathologies with the most serious one being osteoporosis (OP). In OP, bone

resorption outweighs bone formation which, consequently, induces a negative10

bone balance [7]. This leads to a gradual decline in bone mass and ultimately

results in bone fractures. Clinical bone research is concerned with developing

new drugs or combining different drugs able to halt or even reverse bone loss.

2
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Sclerostin, encoded by the SOST gene, is an inhibitor of the canonical Wnt

signaling pathway which has a pivotal role in skeletal development, adult skele-15

tal homeostasis, and bone remodeling. Osteocytes produce sclerostin, and the

latter binds to low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 5/6 (LRP5/6)

expressed on osteoblasts and osteocytes, which inhibits Wnt signaling and the

anabolic β-catenin signaling pathway [8]. Sclerostin levels are directly linked to

bone turnover and are negatively correlated to bone formation. Consequently,20

targeting sclerostin has great potential for controlling the anabolic axis of bone

remodeling [9].

In the past decade, several studies assessed the therapeutic potential of scle-

rostin neutralizing antibodies on bone mass. A first study led by Warmington

et al. in 2004 identified that utilizing a sclerostin monoclonal antibody gives25

rise to significant BMD increase in adult mice and rats, including up to 64% in

tibial metaphysis trabecular bone [10]. Since then, various studies investigated

the administration of a sclerostin monoclonal antibody as a means to counter

osteoporosis-induced bone loss [11, 9] or promote bone fracture healing [9, 12].

A humanized monoclonal antibody against sclerostin, called romosozumab30

is currently under phase 3 clinical trial. This drug has been developed by Am-

gen and UCB and is known under its commercial name EVENITYTM. Ro-

mosozumab has been shown to have a significantly positive impact on bone mass

[13, 1], which led to approval of the drug in Japan, Canada, South Korea and

the US and is under regulatory review as a post-menopausal osteoporosis treat-35

ment for patients at high fracture risk in the European Union. The approved

adult dosage of romosozumab is 210 mg administered subcutaneously (SC) once

a month for 12 months. Results of the effect of long-term romosozumab treat-

ment on bone mass and turnover markers as well as its interaction with other

signaling pathways are still lacking.40

The efficacy of the anabolic treatment of PMO through the injection of ro-

mosozumab is not yet fully understood. Numerical modelling aims at filling

this gap, as well as providing a long-term vision of the treatment. In particular,

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics (PK-PD) help understand how drugs

3
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are released into the system (pharmacokinetics) and interact with pharmaco-45

logical target sites (here, the target is sclerostin) in order to exert an effect on

biological systems (pharmacodynamics). PK-PD models have a great potential

to better understand the effects of monoclonal antibodies on disease progression

[14, 15]. Only a few studies have so-far developed PK-PD models for analyz-

ing sclerostin antibody efficacy on disease progression in osteoporosis [16, 17].50

While these two studies accurately reproduce the dynamics of bone turnover

markers (BTMs) and bone mineral density (BMD), the scope of their models is

limited. In particular they do not consider any mechanical aspects of bone, but

treat bone tissue as a separate “compartment” to the BTMs. Different bone

sites such as lumbar spine and femoral neck are modeled with different sets55

of parameters that are fitted to the experimental data. In contrast, work by

Pivonka and co-workers have highlighted that it is relevant to link bone cellular

activities to respective BMD or bone volume fraction [18, 19, 20, 21]. Further-

more, we have recently shown that it is not necessary to treat different bone sites

as different compartments in order to simulate differential drug effects [22] or60

hormonal changes [21]. One requires only a consistent mechanical formulation

of bone tissue.

The present paper aims at development of a comprehensive mechanistic PK-

PD model of the effects of romosozumab on bone remodeling in PMO. In par-

ticular, we are interested in drug efficacy. The model consists of a recently65

developed multiscale model of bone remodeling which quantitatively takes into

account Frost’s mechanostat theory [4]. The latter concept is translated into

a biochemical feedback loop in which osteocytes respond to changes in me-

chanical environment by regulating production on sclerostin (Scl) and nitric

oxide (NO). The sclerostin-driven anabolic feedback regulates osteoblast pro-70

liferation via Wnt signaling. On the other hand, NO catabolic feedback regu-

lates RANKL expression on osteoblast precursor cells. A simplified competitive

binding model including Wnt proteins, sclerostin and LRP5/6 receptors (Scl-

Wnt-LRP5/6 pathway) was used in this model to drive osteoblast proliferation

[21]. We further develop here a one compartment PK model of romosozumab.75

4
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Utilizing binding affinities between Scl and romosozumab, we then extend our

Scl-Wnt-LRP5/6 competitive binding model towards another binding partner.

The developed pharcodynamic model is first calibrated on monthly injections of

210 mg as per the lumbar spine trial data from Langdahl et al [2] to determine

the elimination rate of the bound complex of sclerostin to its antibody. Model80

validation is then performed on a complementary set of data involving various

bone sites and injection dosages [3, 1, 2] (see Subsection 3).

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, Section 2 introduces the mecha-

nistic PK-PD model of romosozumab effects on PMO. This section consists of a

detailed description of a one-compartment model of subcutaneous injections of85

romosozumab (Subsection 2.1), a bone cell population model (BCPM) able to

simulate PMO (Subsection 2.2), a competitive binding model of the Scl-Wnt-

LRP5/6 pathway and romosozumab (Subsection 2.3), and an overview of the

numerical model implementation (Subsection 2.4). Numerical results are pre-

sented in Section 3 together with experimental data. The results are discussed90

and compared with findings in the literature in Section 4. A summary and

conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Mechanistic PK-PD model of bone remodeling simulating the ef-

fect of romosozumab on PMO

2.1. PK-PD modelling of sclerostin antibody anabolic therapy95

Pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic models are frameworks capturing the

dynamics of the binding of a drug to its target in the body and the clear-

ance of that drug. We define here a PK-PD model for romosozumab as a

one-compartment PK model where the subcutaneous injection is accounted for

by adding a depot (D), from which the drug is absorbed into the central com-100

partment (i.e., serum). Fig. 1 describes the framework of our pharmocokinetic

model. To our knowledge, there is currently no evidence that romosozumab

binding to plasma proteins would prevent it from reaching bone tissue, which

would motivate the need for an additional compartment.

5
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Figure 1: Schematic of the pharmacokinetic (PK) one-compartment model with depot for

sclerostin antibody.

The kinetics of the drug concentration in the depot CD
SclAb are described as105

follows:
dCD

SclAb

dt
= −kaCD

SclAb, (1)

where ka is the absorption coefficient of the monoclonal antibody into the serum.

Our model is a quasi-equilibrium model derived from Michaelis-Menten kinet-

ics. Hence, we assume that the formation of the complex of sclerostin with its

specific antibody has a characteristic time that is negligible compared to ab-110

sorption and elimination processes. This leads to the assumption that that the

antibody binding reaction is at equilibrium. Furthermore, the Michaelis-Menten

model implies that the sclerostin concentration is small relative to that of the

antibody [15]. The evolution of the sclerostin antibody concentrations in the

6
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depot (CD
SclAb) and in the central compartment (CC

SclAb) are as follows:115

dCC
SclAb

dt
= kaC

D
SclAb −

(
Vmax/(Vc/F )

KM + CC
SclAb

+ D̃SclAb

)
CC

SclAb, (2)

CC
SclAb(t = t0) = CC,res

SclAb, (3)

CD
SclAb(t = t0) = CD,res

SclAb +
Dose

Vc/F
, Dose =

Dosemg

MSclAb
, (4)

where Vmax is the maximum binding reaction velocity achieved by the system,

KM is the Michaelis constant, D̃SclAb is the elimination rate of romosozumab

(SclAb) and Vc/F is the volume of the central compartment adjusted for bioavail-

ability. Vc is the central compartment volume and the factor F is the bioavail-

ability approximated from literature [23, 24]. The latter is equal to 1 when the120

drug is administered intravenously. The administered dose is generally given in

unit mass (we will use milligrams here), implemented here with the parameter

Dosemg. We note that all ligand receptor binding reactions and ligand levels pre-

sented in the following sections are evaluated with units pmol/L (pM). Hence,

Eq. (4) classically uses the molar mass of romosozumab MSclAb given in Evenity125

FDA Prescribing Information [25] (see Table 1) for the conversion of the dose

Dosemg. The initial concentration of drug in the central compartment and the

depot are respectively accounted for via CC,res
SclAb ≥ 0 and CD,res

SclAb ≥ 0, indicating a

potential remainder of drug resulting from previous injections.

The solution of Eq.(2) provides the romosozumab concentration in serum.130

The latter interacts with the osteocyte derived sclerostin concentration intro-

duced in the next section (Equations (5)-(9)). Due to the fact that Eq.(2) is

independent of the bone cell population model (BCPM), the equations governing

drug kinetics (Equations (1)-(4)) can be solved independently. The concentra-

tion of drug in the depot at a given time point t is calculated by the algorithm135

explained in Appendix B.

The parameters defined in Table 1 are determined to reproduce the pharmo-

cokinetic behavior of romosozumab, and therefore its effects on bone metabolism.

While these parameters are specific to this drug, the model structure would al-

low to simulate the pharmacodynamics of any other anti-sclerostin monoclonal140
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Table 1: Typical parameter values for the one compartment PK model of romosozumab

according to [25]. Values were either calculated from clinical data (CALC), obtained from an

optimization based on clinical data (OPTI) or retrieved from manufacturer data (MANU).

Symbol Value Unit Source

ka 0.450 day−1 OPTI, from [23]

Vmax 1.50 106 ng.day−1 OPTI, from [23]

Vc 3.92 L MANU, from [25]

F 0.692 - CALC, from [23]

KM 1.70 103 ng.mL−1 OPTI, from [23]

D̃SclAb 6.00 10−2 day−1 OPTI, from [23]

MSclAb 149 kDa MANU, from [25]

antibody, once PK parameters have been carefully adjusted against clinical data.

2.2. Bone cell population model (BCPM) of bone remodeling

The present work is based on the bone cell population model (BCPM) devel-

oped by Martin et al. [21]. The aim of the BCPM is to mechanistically describe

the bone remodeling process at the tissue scale. Furthermore, the BCPM al-145

lows to simulate the influence of biochemical and mechanical environment on

bone remodeling together with imposing bone pathologies such as PMO onto

the system. While previous attempts have been made to connect mechanical

loading and biochemistry at the cellular scale [26, 27, 28, 29, 18, 20], our model

is unique in the sense that it places the osteocytes as conductors of mechanical150

feedback which is biochemically actuated via nitric oxid (NO) and sclerostin

(Scl). Furthermore, this model incorporates competitive binding reactions be-

tween Wnt, Sclerostin and LRP5/6 which regulates proliferation of osteoblast

precursor cells. This comprehensive model is schematically shown in Fig. 2.

Below, we briefly describe the main features of the model. A detailed de-155

scription and mathematical formulation of all model features is presented in

[21]. As seen in Fig. 2, four main signalling pathways are considered in order
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Figure 2: Overview of the bone cell population model (BCPM) containing both biochemical

and mechanical feedback. In this model Wnt and Scl compete for binding to LRP5/6 expressed

on osteoblast precursor cells which regulates OBp proliferation. Romosozumab interacts with

the latter binding reactions to modify osteoblast precursor proliferation.

to describe the interactions between various bone cells and ligands involved in

bone remodelling:

• RANK-RANKL-OPG catabolic pathway: regulates differentiation of os-160

teoclasts;

• action of TGF-β implemented according to earlier studies [30, 18, 21]:

up-regulation of the differentiation of uncommitted osteoblasts (Obu) dif-

ferentiation into osteoblast precursor cells (Obp), the inhibition of differ-

entiation of osteoblast precursor cells (Obp) and promotion of apoptosis165

of active osteoclasts (Oca);

• osteocyte mechanical feedback: described via nitric oxide (NO) catabolic

regulation [31, 32, 33] and via sclerostin (Scl) anabolic regulation [9];

• Competitive binding of Wnt proteins and sclerostin (Scl) to LRP5/6 recep-

tors on Obp: sclerostin is produced by osteocytes in response to mechanical170

loading [34, 35]. A comprehensive description of these binding reactions
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is given in Section 2.3.

As described in Martin et al. [21], macroscopic physiological loading of bone

gives rise to stresses and strains in the bone matrix which are sensed by osteo-

cytes. In our model, we use the strain energy density in the bone matrix (Ψbm)175

as a mechanical signal for osteocyte feedback (see Figs. 2,3). Osteocytes trans-

late the mechanical loads into a biochemical feedback, i.e. catabolic feedback via

nitric oxide (NO) and anabolic feedback via sclerostin (Scl). NO regulates the

RANKL expression on Obp and affects the RANKL/OPG ratio. On the other

hand, sclerostin interacts with Wnt-LRP5/6 to regulate Obp proliferation. For180

a detailed description of the micromechanical model for computing the strain

energy density in the bone matrix (Ψbm), one can refer to [20]. Osteocytes pro-

duction of NO and Scl relies on two sigmoidal regulatory functions defined in

Appendix A, and the properties of the bone matrix and pores of the tissue (see

Appendix C).185

Figure 3: Overview of the regulation of the mechanobiological feedback by osteocytes through

Scl and NO signalling. Scl regulates osteoblast precursors proliferation by inhibiting Wnt

signalling (see Subsection 2.3). romosozumab inhibits the anti-anabolic action of sclerostin

by binding to sclerostin proteins.

The above described features of the BCPM can be presented by the following
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evolution laws for bone cells [21]:

dObp
dt

= DObuObuπ
TGF−β
act,Obu

+ PObpObpπ
Wnt
act,Obp −DObpObpπ

TGF−β
rep,Obp

(5)

dOba
dt

= DObpObpπ
TGF−β
rep,Obp

−∆ObaOba (6)

dOca
dt

= DOcpOcpπ
RANK
act,Ocp −AOcaOcaπ

TGF−β
act,Oca

(7)

dfbm
dt

= kformOba − kresOca (8)

dOt

dt
= η

dfbm
dt

(9)

where DObu , DObp , DOcp and DOca are differentiation rates of uncommitted

osteoblast progenitor cells, osteoblast/osteoclast precursor cells, and active os-

teoclasts respectively. PObp denotes the proliferation rate of osteoblast precursor190

cells. ∆Oba is the rate of clearance of active osteoblasts through apoptosis and

differentiation. AOca is the apoptosis rate of active osteoclasts. Eq. (9) indi-

cates that we assume that change in osteocyte population is proportional to the

change in bone matrix volume fraction dfbm
dt . The factor η indicates the average

concentration of osteocytes embedded in the bone matrix. The aforementioned195

parameters are listed in Table 2.

The various regulation mechanisms inherent to bone remodeling controlling

the proliferation, differentiation or ligand production of cell populations are im-

plemented classically via Hill functions: πYact/rep,X . These functions are described

in more detail in Appendix A.200

2.3. Competitive binding Scl-Wnt-LRP5/6 interactions with romosozumab

In this section, we develop the implementation of the Scl-Wnt-LRP5/6 sig-

nalling pathway and its interactions with romosozumab. The competitive bind-

ing of Wnt and sclerostin proteins to the LRP5/6 receptor is complex. As

depicted in Fig. 4(a), Wnt signaling is an anabolic pathway triggered by the205

binding of extracellular Wnt ligands to Frizzled and lipoprotein receptor-related

proteins (LRP5/6) co-receptors on osteoblastic cell surfaces. This event trig-

gers the intracellular activation of β-catenin, which promotes proliferation of
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Table 2: Values for differentiation (DX), proliferation (PX) and apoptosis (AX) rates of bone

cells from Martin et al [21]. KX
D,− are the dissociation constants for the activator/repressor

functions πY
act/rep,X

appearing in Equations (5)-(9). η is the concentration of osteocytes in the

bone matrix.

Symbol Value Unit

DObu 1.660 10−1 day−1

PObp 2.203 day−1

DObp 1.850 10−1 day−1

∆Oba 2.120 10−1 day−1

DOcp 1.958 10−2 day−1

AOca 10.00 day−1

α 1.000 -

kres 2500 pM−1.day−1

kform 50.00 pM−1.day−1

KTGF−β
D,act 5.633 10−4 pM

KTGF−β
D,rep 1.754 10−4 pM

KRANK
D,act 16.70 pM

η 4.143 10−8 (4.143 10−2) pmol.mm−1 (pM)

osteoblast precursor cells (among others). The formation of a Wnt-Frizzled-

LRP5/6 complex is inhibited by the presence of sclerostin (Fig. 4(b)). Sclerostin210

(Scl) binds to LRP5/6 receptors, forming a complex with Kremen proteins and

preventing Wnt signaling. Note that literature suggests that sclerostin has a

significantly higher affinity to LRP5/6 than Wnt [36, 37]. The latter fact was

accounted for in our model via the values of the dissociation constants of the

complexes Scl-LRP5/6 and Wnt-LRP5/6 (see Table A.4). This property high-215

lights that, in presence of Scl, LRP5/6 receptors will be likely to bind faster to

Scl than Wnt proteins. Note that, in the present study, the binding of Frizzled,

Kremen and Dkk1, is not explicitly taken into account. We only consider the

dynamics of Scl binding as a first approximation, which has a similar affinity to
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Figure 4: (a) Wnt ligands bind to Frizzled and LRP5/6 receptors, triggering Wnt signaling;

(b) Dkk1 and Scl bind to LRP5/6 receptors, therefore inhibiting Wnt signaling; (c) The mono-

clonal antibody romosozumab (SclAb) binds to Scl, therefore preventing it from competitively

binding to LRP5/6 receptors. Adapted from Martin et al [21].

the LRP5/6 receptors as Dkk1, according to experimental data [36]. We sim-220

plify the dynamics of the Wnt pathway: we do not account for the diversity of

Wnt proteins and assume that Scl and Wnt bind directly to LRP5/6 as depicted

in Fig. 2.

As explained earlier, the sclerostin antibody (SclAb) romosozumab has the

potential to counteract bone loss by binding to sclerostin (see Fig. 4(c)). Based225

on the structure of our competitive binding model it is straight forward to

include the action of romosozumab on Wnt-signaling. Romosozumab has a

significantly higher affinity to sclerostin than sclerostin to LRP5/6 receptors

[36, 37, 38], therefore promoting the Scl-SclAb binding over Scl-LRP5/6 binding.
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In the present model, Wnt signaling affects osteoblast precursors prolifer-230

ation via a multiplying factor πWnt
act,Obp

(Eq. (5)). This regulating function ac-

counts for the LRP5/6 receptor occupancy, which translates the strength of

Wnt/β-catenin signaling. Hence, one can calculate the ratio between Wnt −
LRP5/6 complexes and the total concentration of LRP5/6 receptors [LRP5/6]tot

– including the ones binding to sclerostin – as follows:235

πWnt
act,Obp =

[Wnt− LRP5/6]

[LRP5/6]tot
=

[Wnt][LRP5/6]

K
Wnt−LRP5/6
D [LRP5/6]tot

, (10)

where

[LRP5/6]tot = [LRP5/6] + [Wnt− LRP5/6] + [Scl− LRP5/6] (11)

= [LRP5/6]

(
1 +

[Wnt]

K
Wnt−LRP5/6
D

+
[Scl]

K
Scl−LRP5/6
D

)
. (12)

[LRP5/6] is the concentration of free LRP5/6 receptors, whereas [Wnt−LRP5/6]

and [Scl − LRP5/6] are respectively the concentration of Wnt − LRP5/6 and

Scl − LRP5/6 complexes expressed on osteoblast precursors and K
Wnt−LRP5/6
D

and K
Scl−LRP5/6
D are their respective dissociation constants. Note that we as-240

sume here that the binding reactions are much faster than the evolution of the

bone cell populations (steady-state assumption), which allows us to use the

equilibrium constants in Eq. ((12)). We assume here that the degradation

of the complex Wnt-LRP5/6 is negligible and that bone marrow mesenchymal

stem cells (uncommitted osteoblasts Obu, whose concentration is assumed to245

be constant in the model) are producing Wnt. Hence, we postulate here a

basal concentration [Wnt] of available Wnt proteins in the medium (see Table

A.4). Additionally, the total number of LRP5/6 receptors per osteoblast pre-

cursor N
LRP5/6
Obp

is assumed to be constant (Table A.4), as we do not account for

receptor internalization phenomena (e.g., Scl binding to Kremen).250

The only variables in Eq. (10) is the concentration of unbound LRP5/6

receptors [LRP5/6] and the concentration of osteoblasts precursors, embedded

in the total concentration [LRP5/6]tot = N
LRP5/6
Obp

Obp. The concentration of

unbound LRP5/6 receptors [LRP5/6] can be calculated as a function of the
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total concentration [LRP5/6]tot and the concentration of free sclerostin proteins255

[Scl] (see Eq. (12)). Moreover, the steady-state assumption implies a balance

between the production and degradation of sclerostin, leading to:

PScl = D̃Scl[Scl] + D̃Scl ·LRP5/6[Scl · LRP5/6] + D̃Scl ·SclAb[Scl ·SclAb], (13)

= D̃Scl[Scl] + D̃Scl−LRP5/6
[Scl][LRP5/6]

K
Scl−LRP5/6
D

+ D̃Scl−SclAb
[Scl]CC

SclAb

KScl−SclAb
D

, (14)

where the production of sclerostin PScl can be decomposed into a term account-

ing for body production PScl,b and an additional term corresponding to the

external dosage PScl,d as follows:260

PScl = PScl,b + PScl,d (15)

PScl,b = βScl,Otπ
Ψbm

rep,Scl[Ot]
(

1− [Scl]
[Scl]max

)
(16)

In the above equations, D̃X is the degradation rate of X, and [Scl]max is a

saturation sclerostin concentration. Note that, in the expression of the body

production of sclerostin (Eq. 16), the mechanical repressor function πΨbm

rep,Scl

regulates the local sclerostin production by osteocytes. As explained above, the

concentration of unbound LRP5/6 receptors [LRP5/6] can be expressed as a265

function of the concentration of free sclerostin [Scl] (see Eq. (12)). As a result,

the balance equation (13) can be written as a quadratic equation of unknown

[Scl] as follows:

A[Scl]2 +B[Scl] + C = 0, (17)

where:

A = D̃Scl + D̃Scl−SclAb
CC

SclAb

KScl−SclAb
D

+
βScl [Ot] π

Ψbm
rep,Scl

Sclmax
> 0, (18)

B = A ·KScl−LRP5/6
D (1 + [Wnt]

K
Wnt−LRP5/6
D

) + D̃Scl−LRP5/65[LRP5/6]tot

−(PScl,d + βScl[Ot]π
Ψbm

rep,Scl) (19)

C = −(PScl,d + βScl[Ot]π
Ψbm

rep,Scl) (1 + [Wnt]

K
Wnt−LRP5/6
D

) < 0 (20)

We showed in a previous study that that Eq. (17) has one and only one270

physiologically sensible solution [21]. Therefore, the only admissible root to
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Eq. (17) allows to find the values of the concentration of free sclerostin, and

consequently the LRP5/6 receptor occupancy.

Note that, in Equation (13), the complex degradation D̃Scl−SclAb cannot be

determined directly from a single injection PK study. A parametric study in-275

volving bone metabolism dynamics is therefore necessary (see Section 3).

2.4. Numerical implementation of the model of treatment of PMO with ro-

mosozumab

Numerical implementation. We used Matlab Stiff Differential Algebraic Equa-

tions solver to solve a system of differential equations consisting of the evolution280

laws of bone cells (Eqs. (5)-(9)) and that of the sclerostin antibody in the serum

(Eq. (2), as well as one algebraic equation governing the balance of RANKL

(see Eq. A.7 and Appendix A).

Simulation of post-menopausal osteoporosis. We use a RANKL injection term of

PRANKL = 2 pM to simulate post-menopausal osteoporosis, and an exponential285

decay law for sclerostin degradation rate (see Appendix D) as implemented

and validated by Martin and coworkers [21]. This strategy is supported by

experimental evidence of increased RANKL/OPG ratios in post-menopausal

subjects [39, 40, 41]. Additionally, studies showed an increase of serum sclerostin

in post-menopausal subjects [42, 43] while its expression (local mRNA levels)290

decreased in animal models [43]. The increase in RANKL ratio alone is not

able to reproduce the biomarker profile of sclerostin, therefore justifying the

assumption of a gradual modification of sclerostin degradation.

Bone density gain. Simulations give the evolution of the bone volume fraction

fbm as a consequence of the differential equations (2) and (5)-(9). We assume295

here the changes in bone matrix volume fraction fbm from our model to be

equal to the changes in the bone mineral density (BMD). Therefore, in order to

compare our model results with literature, we computed the bone density gain

at an instant t using the following equation:

BDG% =
fbm(t)− fbm(τtreat)

fbm(τtreat)
, (21)
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where τtreat is defined as the instant when the simulated anabolic treatment with300

romosozumab starts.

Calibration of the PK-PD model. The pharmacokinetic (PK) model was cali-

brated against clinical data from Padhi et al. [23] for a subcutaneous injection

dose of 3 mg/kg (see Figure 5). We assumed an average subject weight of 70 kg

as per Evenity prescribing information [25]. The calibration of the PD model305

consisted in determining the complex elimination constant D̃Scl·SclAb. To this

end, we used one set of the lumbar spine trial data from Langdahl et al.[2],

corresponding to 210 mg monthly injections for 12 months (Figure 7).

Validation of the model. We compare our numerical bone volume fraction (fbm)

results to experimental data from monthly romosozumab injections of 70 mg,310

140 mg and 210 mg at the lumbar spine and the femoral neck [1, 3, 2]. As

discussed in Martin et al., at homeostasis, each bone site is characterized by a

different value of the bone matrix volume fraction and therefore a specific value

of the habitual stress σ [21]. This relation between loading and the bone matrix

volume fraction fbm determines the bone turnover, i.e. the number of bone315

cells in the representative volume element (RVE). We assign different values for

baseline bone volume fractions, i.e., f0
bm = 12.5% for lumbar spine (LS) and

f0
bm = 25% for the femoral neck (FN), which are within ranges suggested in lit-

erature [44, 45]. and compute the respective tissue-scale stress σ and associated

cell numbers in steady state (see Table 3).320

3. Simulation results

Validation of the PK model. We used the trial data from Padhi et al. [23] to

calibrate and validate our PK model. Note that the model was calibrated for

a subcutaneous injection dose of 3 mg/kg (approved dose), while the 1, 5 and

10mg/kg injections doses served for validation. Note that the 3 mg/kg injection325

dose represented the approved recommended dosage for a 70 kg woman, assum-

ing an average subject weight of 70 kg as per Evenity prescribing information
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Table 3: Steady state values of bone cell numbers and tissue-scale stress σ for bone site-specific

remodeling simulations. Baseline bone matrix volume fractions are f0bm = 12.5% for lumbar

spine (LS) and f0bm = 25% for femoral neck (FN).

Symbol Value Unit

Lumbar spine

Ob0
a 9.382 10−4 pM

Ob0
p 1.190 10−3 pM

Ob0
u 1.000 10−2 pM

Oc0
a 1.876 10−5 pM

Oc0
p 5.592 10−3 pM

σLS −2.041 MPa

Femoral neck

Ob0
a 8.831 10−4 pM

Ob0
p 1.114 10−3 pM

Ob0
u 1.000 10−2 pM

Oc0
a 1.766 10−5 pM

Oc0
p 5.592 10−3 pM

σFN −4.405 MPa

[25]. In Fig. 5, we used the parameters listed in Table 1 to simulate the injec-

tions and observed the evolution of the serum sclerostin antibody concentration

CC
SclAb.330

The sclerostin antibody concentration increases as the drug is absorbed from

the depot, and is then degraded or bound to sclerostin, respectively via the elim-

ination coefficient D̃SclAb or via the Michaelis Menten kinetics with the constant

KM (see Figure 6).

Subcutaneous romosozumab injection as a treatment for osteoporosis. In order335

to simulate the effects of a single sclerostin monoclonal antibody injection, we

used our PK model to account for subcutaneous injections. In this study, we
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Figure 5: Evolution of sclerostin antibody levels in the central compartment (serum), for

subcutaneous injections of 1, 3, 5 and 10 mg/kg: comparison of simulations (model) with

experimental results (exp) from [23].

account for an advanced PMO state and the start of the treatment arbitrarily

takes place 15 years after the start of PMO, corresponding approximately to

the average age of the trial cohorts (around 70) [2, 3, 1].340

In Figure 6, we start with an initial bone matrix fraction of 25% to simulate

the drug dynamics in the femoral neck, and we model a single 210 mg injection.

Figure 6 displays the evolution of sclerostin levels and bone volume fraction

after the start of PMO (a), and sclerostin antibody levels in the depot and

central compartments after injection (b). One can note that after one injection,345

the concentration of sclerostin antibody in serum is much higher than that of

sclerostin (several orders of magnitudes higher (see Fig. 6 (a)).

Calibration of the bound complex elimination constant. We performed the cali-

bration of the bound complex elimination constant as displayed in Fig. 7. We

simulated 12 monthly injections of 210 mg of sclerostin monoclonal antibody as350

per the trial data from Langdahl et al [2]. We ran this simulation for various
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Figure 6: Simulation of PMO and a 210 mg single injection after 180 months (15 years) of

PMO. Evolution of (a) sclerostin concentratino and bone volume fraction (fbm) (simulation,

experimental data from Nordin et al. [46]) in the femoral neck (f0bm = 25%) and (b) sclerostin

antibody levels in the depot and central compartments from the start of PMO in the femoral

neck.

values of the complex elimination constant D̃Scl·SclAb, observing the changes in

bone volume fraction at the lumbar spine (LS).

In light of the results of the calibration study depicted in Fig. 7, we set the

bound complex elimination constant to D̃Scl·SclAb = 3.2 day−1.355

Monthly romosozumab injections: model validation. We confronted our model

to other clinical trial data in the literature [3, 2, 1], as displayed in Fig. 8. We

simulated the evolution of bone volume fraction in the femoral neck (FN) with

monthly injections of 70 mg, 140 mg and 210 mg of romosozumab, and 210 mg

for lumbar spine (LS).360

We note that simulation results for the lumbar spine are in excellent agree-

ment with the data of Langdahl et al. and McClung et al. [1, 2], while the

BMD results for the Japanese population lies somewhat higher [3], especially

when considering lumbar spine. The model is also able to reproduce the bone

loss after discontinuation of romosozumab treatment [1].365
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Figure 7: Evolution of bone volume fraction after the first injection in lumbar spine: simulation

of monthly injections over a 14-month period, for different values of the bound complex

elimination constant D̃Scl·SclAb.

4. Discussion

Description of the pharmacodynamics of romosozumab. The efficacy of romosozumab

treatment is well represented by our model, as it can be observed in Fig. 8. One

may notice that the results from Ishibashi et al. are different from the other

studies we accounted for here. Ishibashi and coworkers focused their study on370

Japanese post-menopausal women, while Langdahl et al. and McClung et al.

considered European and North American sites. 1

Finkelstein et al. studied in 2002 the ethnic variation in bone mineral density

in lumbar spine and femoral neck in premenopausal and early perimenopausal

American women (mean age, 46.2 years) [47]. Their study demonstrated signif-375

icant differences in bone mineral density and apparent density between ethnic

groups. In particular, unadjusted lumbar spine BMD was 5% higher in the

1McClung et al.’s study also comprised Latin American centres.
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Figure 8: Simulations of PMO treatment with monthly injections of romosozumab: bone

volume fraction fbm (%) versus time (months): (top) femoral neck (FN) response (doses: 70

mg, 140 mg and 210 mg), and (bottom) lumbar spine (LS) response (dose: 24 monthly 210

mg injections, followed by placebo). Experimental data from Langdahl et al., McClung et al.

and Ishibashi et al. [2, 1, 3].

Caucasian than in the Japanese subjects, and when adjusting for covariates,

the lumbar spine BMD was 3% lower in Caucasians than in Japanese. Un-

adjusted femoral neck BMD was 9% higher in Caucasians than in Japanese,380

and the adjusted values were very similar between those groups. These find-

ings could explain the difference in evolution of BMD in the lumbar spine when

comparing Ishibashi et al.’s data (Japanese population) with the results from
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McClung et al., Langdahl et al as well as our model results.

Moreover, one may also note that the Japanese subjects may have a smaller385

volume of distribution, leading to different kinematics of the drug. Actually,

in their FDA briefing document of the Bone, Reproductive and Urologic Drugs

Advisory Committee states that “Romosozumab exposure is higher in subjects

with lower body weight”, which supports our hypothesis.

On romosozumab pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. Our PK-PD model390

retrieves the dynamics of the drug absorption and elimination depicted in the

literature and retrieves the expected impact on bone mass and sclerostin serum

concentration (Fig. 5). On the other hand, our model uses Michaelis Menten

kinetics assumption which required the assumption that the concentration of

sclerostin antibody is much higher than that of sclerostin at time of injection.395

Fig. 6 shows that this is indeed the case, as the concentration of sclerostin

does not exceed about 102 pM, while the sclerostin antibody concentration does

not get lower than about 104 pM during the treatment, which is two orders of

magnitude higher.

On treatment planning. Our model allows to simulate and therefore study the400

effects of romosozumab treatment on bone porosity. As an application, we

investigated the changes in bone volume fraction after a certain time (6 months,

1 year, 2 years or 5 years), as a function of the monthly dose. This study is

depicted in Figure 9.

Firstly, one can observe that the bone gain at a given time point does not405

evolve linearly with the dosage. Hence, one interest of pharmacodynamics mod-

elling is to better predict the long-term effect of the treatment, and aim at

a patient-specific therapy. In Figure 9, we take two examples. We assume a

physician desires a 2.5% or a 5% bone density gain after 1 year of treatment.

The values of the corresponding dosage of the treatment can be easily recovered410

graphically (145 mg and 267 mg, respectively). With our model, we can see

that the dose necessary to achieve a 5% bone density gain is smaller than the

double of the dose necessary to achieve a 2.5% bone density gain (267¡145x2).
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Figure 9: Influence of the dosage on the bone volume after 6 months, 1 year, 2 years and 5

years.

This means that PK modelling allows to minimize doses by being quantitative,

and therefore to minimize side effects.415

Note that the treatment does not seem to compensate the bone loss due to

postmenopausal osteoporosis when the dosage is not sufficiently high. This is

highlighted in Figure 9. Under a 50 mg monthly dose, the bone gain after 5

years is below 1%. Additionally, one can see that for very small dosages (¡ 20

mg), the bone gain is negative, meaning that the treatment does not override420

bone loss.

Antibody injection and bone metabolism. One of the benefits of the present

model is that it allows to follow changes in cell numbers. Therefore, we are

able to get a more comprehensive understanding of the remodeling process, in

particular during the anabolic romosozumab treatment.425

More specifically, Figure 10 depicts the changes subsequent to monthly ro-

mosozumab 210 mg injections in terms of (a) osteoclasts and osteoblasts cell

numbers (directly linked to resorption and formation rates), (b) percentage of
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LRP5/6 receptor occupancy by Wnt proteins (evaluated through the Hill func-

tion πWnt
act,Obp

), (c) sclerostin and nitric oxide expression and (d) serum levels.430

Figure 10: Evolution of osteoblasts and osteoclasts concentration (a), LRP5/6 occupancy by

Wnt proteins πWnt
act,Obp

(b), percentage of maximum nitric oxide and sclerostin expression by

osteocytes (c) and their serum levels (d), after the first injection of a 24 months treatment of

210 mg monthly subcutaneous injections (femoral neck).

As expected, osteoblast numbers increase following the first injection (a),

as the receptor occupancy increases (b) while sclerostin serum levels decrease

significantly (d). Bone gain arising from the treatment modifies the mechanical

environment, resulting in an anti-anabolic osteocyte feedback reflected in an

augmentation of sclerostin expression (c). Meanwhile, the variations in nitric435

oxide in terms of expression by osteocytes and serum levels stay small (¡ 5%) in

comparison to that of sclerostin (c,d).

Stolina et al. studied bone histomorphometry in ovariectomized rats receiv-

ing sclerostin antibody or vehicle [48]. They noticed a clear increase in bone
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formation markers and reduction of bone resorption parameters at 6 weeks.440

However, at 26 weeks, they noticed that, in comparison to controls, the increase

of bone formation rate due to the antibody dropped (130% at 6 weeks, versus

74% at week 26), if adjusted with respect to bone surface (BFR/BS). This value

corresponds to the actual cell bone forming activity. In Figure 10(a), we also

see clearly a diminished osteoblastic activity after a few months, in parallel with445

the decrease in LRP5/6 receptor occupancy.

We find here that the decrease in osteoblast numbers also coincides with

an increase in osteocytes expression of sclerostin as a result of the feedback

regulation. This observation is consistent with Stolina et al’s observations and

hypotheses. Conversely, the changes in nitric oxide expression are very small (a450

few percents) compared to sclerostin expression by osteocytes, which increases

significantly.

As highlighted in Subsection 2.1, our study reflects the pharmacodynamics

of romosozumab based on its specific profile. However, the pharmacokinetics

parameters listed in Table 1 could be modified in order to account for another455

sclerostin monoclonal antibody if necessary.

5. Conclusions

In the present paper, we introduced a target-mediated drug disposition

model for sclerostin monoclonal antibody therapy and connecting it to a bone

remodelling model relying on osteocytes mechanosensation.460

After calibration, the model was able to reproduce with good adequation the

bone gain induced by sclerostin antibody treatment reported in the literature.

Additionally, we found that sclerostin expression by osteocytes during the

treatment is the main regulator of bone cells turnover. The increase in sclerostin

expression during the treatment seems to be responsible for the decrease in bone465

formation markers after a few months of treatment. This mechanism is a result

of the mechanostat, as the anabolic treatment shifts the mechanical stimulus

(strain energy density in the bone matrix Ψbm, dependent on the tissue porosity)
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to a lower value, therefore increasing sclerostin production.

Our comprehensive mechanistic pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic mod-470

elling allowed to depict the relationship between bone gain and dosage. These

results – and, more generally, our proposed framework – could help towards

more patient-specific treatment approach.

This model offers the possibility to analyze different treatment options and

how they could affect the efficacy of the treatment on bone gain. The present475

model is limited as it only focuses on bone tissue and bone cells pathways. In

this regard, potential side effects affecting other sites or pathways not taken

into account in this model cannot be accounted for here. Nonetheless, other

limitations regarding the observation of mineralisation or the combination with

other drugs can definitely be adressed in the future.480

Appendix A. Parameters and functions of the bone cell population

model

In this section, we describe the parameters and functions used in the model

to account for the effects of biochemistry on the remodeling process.

Cell differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis and ligand production are regu-485

lated by a number of binding reactions. We account for main regulating path-

ways via the introduction of multiplicative regulatory Hill functions.

As described in earlier works [49], the promotion X caused by the formation

of the complex L−R is defined by the ratio between the occupied receptors R

by ligands L and the total number of receptors. Its mathematical formulation490

reads:

πLact,X =
[L−R]

[R]tot
=

[L−R]

[R] +
∑
L′ [L

′ −R]
, (A.1)

where [L − R] is the concentration of ligands bound to the receptor R, and L’

is any ligand that can bind to the receptor R.

In the same way, the repressor action of the receptor-ligand binding reads:

πLrep,X =
[R]tot − [L−R]

[R]tot
=

[R] +
∑
L′ 6=L[L′ −R]

[R] +
∑
L′ [L

′ −R]
(A.2)
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In the absence of competitive binding, under the previously-defined steady-495

state assumption, we find the first-order Hill activator and repressor functions:

πLact,X = [L−R]
[R]+[L−R] = [L]

KL−R
D,act +[L]

(A.3)

πLrep,X = [R]
[R]+[L−R] = 1

1+
[L]

K
L−R
D,rep

, (A.4)

where the coefficient KL−R
D,act/rep is the dissociation constant of the ligand-receptor

binding reaction.

Additionally, we work here under a steady-state assumption: the kinetics of

the binding reactions are assumed to be fast compared to the processes they in-500

fluence (namely, the cell population’s evolution and ligand production). There-

fore, in line with Pivonka et al [18], we find that the production rate PL of a

ligand L must be balanced with its degradation DL, which itself can be assumed

to be proportional to the concentration of L:

PL +DL = PL −
∑

S

D̃L−S [L− S] = 0, (A.5)

where [L− S] represents the concentration of ligand L bound to S, a species in505

solution that can bind to L.

The production rate can be decomposed into a term accounting for body

production PL,b and an additional term corresponding to the external dosage

PL,d. The expression of the endogenous term stems from the assumption that

the production of the ligand L is regulated by its own concentration [L], which510

cannot exceed a limit [L]max:

PL,b =
∑
X,Y βL,Xπ

Y
act/rep,XX(1− [L]

[L]max
) (A.6)

PL,b + PL,d = D̃L[L] +
∑
S D̃L−S [L− S], (A.7)

where X is the concentration of the cell type X producing L, with a production

rate βL,X regulated by the species Y by means of the regulating activator or

repressor function πYact/rep,X . These balance equations allow to calculate the

concentration of the different ligands.515

We also have the equilibrium of binding reactions:

[L][R] = KL−R
D,act[L−R], (A.8)
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where the coefficient KL−R
D,act/rep is the dissociation constant of the ligand (L) -

receptor (R) binding reaction.

The following binding reactions are considered, corresponding to the param-

eters listed in Table A.4.520

• Wnt and Scl binding competitively to LRP5/6 receptors, acting on pre-

osteoblasts via πWnt
act,Obp

;

• OPG binding to RANKL, as well as RANKL binding to RANK receptors,

entering in RANKL balance to calculate the inhibiting influence through

πRANK
act,Ocp

;525

• TGF-β binding to its receptors on osteoblasts and osteoclasts, whose

concentration is proportional to the concentration of osteoclasts by a factor

αTGF−β = 1.0%;

• NO and PTH acting on RANKL production by pre-osteoblasts via the

function

πPTH,NO
act/rep,RANKL = λs

(
πPTH
act,RANKL + πNO

rep,RANKL

)
+ λc π

PTH
act,RANKLπ

NO
rep,RANKL,

where NO is produced by osteocytes and PTH is an assumed to be pro-

duced externally and has a constant concentration, and the respective530

contributions of the single and combined influence of the NO and PTH

actions are λs = 0.45 and λc = 0.90;

• NO and Scl expression by osteocytes regulated by the mechanical stimulus

Ψbm via functions πΨbm

act,NO and πΨbm

rep,Scl described below (Equations (A.9)-

(A.10));535

The mechanical feedback is driven by sigmoidal Hill functions as suggested

by Peterson and Riggs [50]:

πΨbm

act,NO =
Ψbm

γact

δγactact + Ψbm
γact (A.9)

πΨbm

rep,Scl =
Ψbm

γrep

δ
γrep
rep + Ψbm

γrep
, (A.10)
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where γ∼,δ∼, are respectively the sigmoidicity term influencing the steepness of

response and the value of the stimulus that produces the half-maximal response

[50]. These parameters are listed in Table A.5.540

Appendix B. Modeling of multiple romosozumab injections

In order to calculate the amount of romosozumab in the depot (i.e. sub-

cutaneous tissue) and the serum at any given time t, we use the algorithm

schematically described in Figure B.11. Before the first injection we set CD
SclAb

to zero. At the time of the first injection, the concentration of drug in the depot545

is CD
SclAb = CD,res

SclAb, as defined in Eq. (4). This value is CD,res
SclAb = 0 at the start

of the simulation. For each subsequent injection, that value is updated taking

into account the remaining amount of drug from the previous injections after

its absorption into the central compartment (coefficient ka). After the last in-

jection, the concentration of drug is calculated accounting for the absorption of550

the amount of drug present at the time of the last injection.

Hence, at each time point, we are able calculate the time derivative of CC
SclAb

using Equation (2), where we insert the calculated value of CD
SclAb.

Appendix C. Properties of matrix and fluid in the micro-mechanical

model555

The stiffness tensor of the extravascular bone matrix reads as follows (Kelvin

notation):

cbm =




18.5 10.3 10.4 0 0 0

10.3 20.8 11.0 0 0 0

10.4 11.0 28.4 0 0 0

0 0 0 12.9 0 0

0 0 0 0 11.5 0

0 0 0 0 0 9.3




GPa (C.1)

The stiffness tensor of the saturating fluid is:

cvas = kH2OJ + µH2OK, (C.2)
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t > Tstart
Assign

CD
SclAb := 0

Calculate the time

of the last injec-

tion administered

N := min(d t−Tstart∆t e, Ninj)
Tlast := Tstart + (N − 1)∆t

Set initial parameters
i := 1

CD
SclAb := CD,res

SclAb = 0

Increment for

new injection

Calculate concen-

tration of SclAb at

the time the next

dose is administered

i := i + 1

CD
SclAb := CD,res

SclAb + CD
SclAbe

−ka∆t

Last

injection?
i = N?

Calculate the remain-

ing amount of SclAb

after the last injection

CD
SclAb := CD

SclAbe
−ka(t−Tlast)

Use the value CD
SclAb

to calculate
dCC

SclAb

dt .

yes

no

no

yes

Figure B.11: Flow chart of the calculation of the amount of monoclonal antibody in the

depot at the current time t. In the diagram, N is the number of the last injection that

has been administered (as opposed to Ninj , the total number of injections of the simulated

treatment), occurring at Tlast, C
D
SclAb is the concentration of antibody in the depot, i is the

injection number, ka is the absorption coefficient of the drug, and ∆t is the time between two

injections.
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where the bulk modulus and the shear modulus are respectively kH2O = 2.3 GPa

and µH2O = 0 GPa, and J is the volumetric part of the fourth-order unit tensor560

I, and K is its deviatoric part, K = I− J.

Appendix D. Modelling the degradation rate of sclerostin in PMO

Following a previous work, we assumed an exponential decay of the degra-

dation rate of sclerostin: D̃Scl(t = tmenop + τ) = D̃Scl,PMO(τ), where D̃Scl,PMO is

the function defined in Equation (D.1):565

D̃Scl,PMO(τ) = D̃0
Scl exp(− τ

τPMO
), (D.1)

where τPMO = 20yr.

With this model of PMO, Martin et al. [21] showed that one can retrieve

the increase of serum sclerostin reported in post-menopausal subjects [42, 43]

and the decrease in sclerostin expression (local mRNA levels) found in animal

models of menopause [43].570

Appendix E. Nomenclature

The abbreviations used in the present paper are summarized in Table E.6.
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Table A.4: Values of the cell population model parameters

Symbol Value Unit

N
LRP5/6
Obp

50.00 -

K
Wnt−LRP5/6
D 1.000 nM

K
Scl−LRP5/6
D 10.00 pM

D̃Scl−LRP5/6 50.00 pM Scl-LRP5/6 / day

D̃Scl 1.000 pM Scl / day

Sclmax 70.00 pM Scl

βScl,Ot 3.000 108 pM Scl / pmol cell

[Wnt] 170 pM

kPTHD,act 0.6500 pM

kNOD,rep 0.2226 pM

D̃PTH 86.00 pM PTH / day

D̃NO 2.100 10−3 pM NO / day

NOmax 2.000 108 pM NO

βPTH 2.500 102 pM PTH

βNO,Ot 2.852 107 pM NO / pmol cell

λs 0.4505 -

λc 0.9009 -

NRANK
Ocp

1.000 103 -

KOPG−RANKL
D 1.511 10−2 pM

KRANK−RANKL
D 10.00 pM

D̃OPG 5.326 105 pM OPG / day

D̃RANKL 10.13 pM RANKL / day

D̃OPG−RANKL 10.13 pM OPG-RANKL / day

D̃RANK−RANKL 10.13 pM RANK-RANKL / day

RANKLmax 3.051 103 pM RANKL

βRANKL,Obp 2.360 104 pM RANKL / pM cell

βRANKL,Ot 5.660 106 pM RANKL / pM cell

βOPG,Oba 1.625 108 pM OPG / pM cell
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Table A.5: Values of the osteocyte mechanical feedback parameters

Symbol Value Unit

γact 7 -

γrep 9 -

δact 4.368 10−6 -

δrep 9.226 10−6 -

σss −3.35 MPa

Ψ̆bm 6.652 10−6 MPa
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Table E.6: Nomenclature

Symbol Description

Cells

Obu, Obp, Oba Osteoblast uncommited precursor cells, precursor cells, active osteoblasts

Ocp, Oca Osteoclast precursor cells, active osteoclasts

Ot Osteocytes

η Concentration of osteocytes in the bone matrix

Ligands, hormones

LRP5/6 Lipoprotein receptor-related proteins 5/6

NO Nitric oxide

OPG Osteoprotegerin

PTH Parathyroid hormone

RANK Receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B

RANKL Receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand

Scl Sclerostin

SclAb Sclerostin monoclonal antibody

TGF-β Transforming growth factor beta

Mechanics

Ψbm Strain energy density

fbm Volume fraction of bone matrix

BMD Bone mineral density

Pharmocokinetics

MM Michaelis-Menten

PMO Postmenopausal osteoporosis

PK Pharmacokinetic

PD Pharmacodynamic
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Chapter 5

Bone orthotropic remodeling as a

thermodynamically-driven evolution

This chapter presents an article accepted in the Journal of Mechanics

in Medicine and Biology [121].

Among phenomenological models � which give a quantitative description of biolog-

ical tissue properties via remodeling laws (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3), most propose

ad hoc laws to capture the tissue evolution. Since the end of the 19th century, e�orts

have been made to derive these evolution laws from general theoretical frameworks.

In this context, several theories based on extensions of classical continuum mechanics

were developed.

In particular, the evolution of living tissues density has been widely studied, being

in the context of growth or remodeling. On the one hand, soft tissues typically

undergo volumetric growth, which involves an evolution of mass that can lead to an

incompatibility of growth strains and the generation of residual stresses. Following

the early works of Skalak [178], theories of soft tissue growth typically quantify mass

increase in soft tissue by expressing the mass source R0 as a function of the growth

velocity gradient Lg [131, 165, 182]:

R0 = ρ0 trLg, (5.1)
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where tr refers to the trace operator and ρ0 is the referential mass density.

This dissertation focuses on bone, which undergoes a change in properties (remo-

deling) and growth through surface apposition. As underlined in Section 2.3, most

phenomenological models are based on ad hoc laws stemming from Wol�'s functional

adaptation principle. Hence, instead of a linear relation to growth (Equation (5.1)),

the mass source is de�ned as a function depending on a target state and a mechanical

stimulus.

Several works investigated the thermodynamics of the evolution of living tissue,

and, in particular, the energetic dissipation. The link between dissipation and free

energy evolution is obtained via the de�nition of a constitutive framework and the

�rst and second principles of thermodynamics [43, 131]. This expression of the dissi-

pation allows the quanti�cation of free energy variations that uncover the dynamics of

underlying biochemical mechanisms, as highlighted by Narayanan et al. [139]. While

most of energetic approaches were applied to soft tissue growth [130, 44, 139], several

theories were developed for bone remodeling in the same vein.

Many of the bone remodeling theories based on energetic principles involve the

quanti�cation of bone damage. It is well accepted that osteocytes modulate bone re-

modeling, regulating the action of bone multicellular units that remove micro-damage

accumulated in the bone matrix during repeated mechanical loading: osteoclasts �rst

remove damaged bone and osteoblasts deposit new bone to replace it [94] (see Figure

2.6 for an illustration of the action of a BMU in cortical bone). In the late 20th

century, Levenston and Carter proposed a stimulus for bone adaptive response based

on two components [111]. One component was not related to damage, as per the

contemporary peer work [12, 84], and expressed as a polynomial function of an e�ec-

tive strain summed over daily loading cycles. Conversely, the damage-related second

component of the stimulus was the dissipated energy over the loading cycles, which

they calculated by substracting the viscous dissipation from the total energy dissi-

pation. Finally, Levenston and Carter found that in vivo literature measurements of

bone surface strains were consistent with their dissipation-driven adaptation theory

[111]. Since this seminal work, several studies investigated thermodynamics of bone

remodeling through the representation of bone damage. Damage-repair theories are
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based on the introduction of a damage variable d that a�ects the material properties

[124, 160]. In particular, in their thermodynamically-consistent theory, Ramtani and

Zidi proposed the introduction of two state variables in their generalized continuum

mechanics framework, additionally to the macroscopic deformation [160]. They de-

�ne a remodeling state variable � the volume fraction of the undamaged matrix in

the unstrained reference state � and an internal state variable � the damage, whose

evolutions are coupled via the mass balance. After a statement of constitutive equa-

tions, Ramtani and Zidi write the Clausius-Duhem inequality based on the second

principle of thermodynamics. Several years later, a similar approach was proposed

to investigate bone rotary remodeling [42], based on DiCarlo et al.'s original work,

which is the base for the study presented hereafter.

As presented earlier (Subsection 2.2.1), bone functional adaptation was �rst ob-

served while looking at femoral trabecular patterns [206] that coincided with principal

stress directions. Several macroscopic theories were introduced over the past decades

to model how bone may adapt its microstructural orientation to mechanical loads

[35, 39, 46, 135, 152, 199]. One may stress the particularly important work of Cowin

on that matter, who introduced the fabric tensor (a measure of tissue anisotropy

[35]) and largely investigated the optimal micro-orientations of bone under varying

loading con�gurations [35, 37]. In his 1986 work, Cowin �nds that, at remodeling

equilibrium, the eigenspaces of the stress and strain tensors are aligned. This sound

observation is also derived mathematically later on by Sansalone et al. as a result of

the dissipation principle [171].

In the article presented in this chapter, bone rotary equilibrium is investigated

using energetic considerations based on DiCarlo et al.'s original theory [42]. In this

formulation, the continuum mechanics framework is enriched with the introduction of

a state variable R that accounts for the micro-rotation of bone tissue microstructure.

Hence, DiCarlo et al. proposed a constitutive equation de�ning the free energy as

a function of the visible (macroscopic) deformation E and the micro-rotation R as

follows:

ψ =
1

2
(C : E) : E , (5.2)
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where C is the time-dependent 4th-order elastic tensor. The elastic sti�ness C rep-

resents the prototype elastic tensor C0 (which itself is time-independent) rotated by

the action of a rotation tensor R, namely:

∀E, C(E) = RC0(R
TER)RT . (5.3)

Additionally, DiCarlo et al. postulated a passive remodeling: the outer remodeling

couple (a skew-symmetric couple) is assumed to be null, meaning that no external

action targeted at bone rotary remodeling is accounted for. In this scope, bone

remodeling is driven by the mechanical forces. Moreover, they assumed classically

that the deformation E does not induce dissipation, which means that the dissipation

would only come from the remodeling process.

Hence, one can propose an expression of the dissipation due to the remodeling

process based on common considerations in �nite strain plasticity (Equation (5.4)).

Moreover, Clausius-Duhem inequality leads to an expression of the dissipation cou-

ple
+

T (assumed to be linearly related to the remodeling rate Ṙ RT) as a function of

macroscopic strain E and stress S:

Dint =
+

T(Ṙ RT) , (5.4)
+

T = D (Ṙ RT) = [S,E] , (5.5)

where D represents the 4th-order dissipation tensor which can be interpreted as a

resistance to remodeling, and the brackets denote the commutator operator:

∀ (A, B) ∈ Lin, [A,B] = AB− BA = 2 skw(AB).

As observed by Cowin [35], an alignment of stresses and strains implies a remod-

eling equilibrium. However, in their 2006 work on 2D micro-rotation, DiCarlo et

al. show that the alignment of the microstructure orientation with that of strains

and stresses does not lead to a stable equilibrium con�guration. A few years later,

Sansalone et al. found that rotary equilibrium stability was dependent on material

properties, and, more speci�cally, was highly dependent on the value of the tissue

shear modulus [171].
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The following article presents the energetic conditions for the existence and sta-

bility of rotary remodeling equilibrium states. This analysis focuses on the variations

of the tfree energy with respect to the micro-rotation state. As expected, the free

energy variations and equilibrium stability are linked. For instance, for a given strain

E, the derivative of the potential energy density ψE is proportional to the rotation

rate α̇ and the dissipation coe�cient d0:

∂ψE

∂α
= −2 d0 α̇ (5.6)

Hence, a free energy stationary point is a remodeling equilibrium state, and vice

versa. Derivating Equation (5.6) gives the relationship between free energy concavity

and equilibrium stability, leading to the following energetic characterization of stable

rotary remodeling states:

αSE stable equilibrium ⇔ local minimum of α 7→ ψE ⇔ local maximum of α 7→ ψS,

where ψS is the bulk density of the complementary energy.

As a result, one retrieves a classical result from mechanics: stable equilibrium

states correspond to minima of the potential energy and to maxima of the comple-

mentary energy. This result was con�rmed by numerical simulations that, in line

with Sansalone et al. [171], highlighted that alignment of principal stress, principal

strain and material directions is only achieved for su�ciently high values of the shear

modulus.

The sound results provided by numerical simulations and theoretical developments

highlighted the role of material properties in remodeling equilibrium. These results

obtained for homogeneous strains and stresses are encouraging and are the �rst step

towards the application to more complex boundary conditions and the integration

of the role of biochemistry. The former application will be introduced in Chapter

6, proposing a benchmark study of bone orthotropic remodeling in the human fe-

mur. The latter is introduced as a novel formulation coupling the action of cells,

mineralization, micro-rotation and evolution of density in Chapter 7.
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In this contribution we present and discuss a model of bone remodeling set up in the
framework of the theory of generalized continuum mechanics and first introduced by
DiCarlo et al.1. Bone is described as an orthotropic body experiencing remodeling as a
rotation of its microstructure. Thus, the complete kinematic description of a material
point is provided by its position in space and a rotation tensor describing the orienta-
tion of its microstructure. Material motion is driven by energetic considerations, namely
by the application of the Clausius-Duhem inequality to the microstructured material.
Within this framework of orthotropic remodeling, some key features of the remodeling
equilibrium configurations are deduced in the case of homogeneous strain or stress load-
ing conditions. First, it is shown that remodeling equilibrium configurations correspond
to energy extrema. Second, stability of the remodeling equilibrium configurations is as-
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sessed in terms of the local convexity of the strain and complementary energy functionals
hence recovering some classical energy theorems. Eventually, it is shown that the remod-
eling equilibrium configurations are not only highly dependent on the loading conditions,
but also on the material properties.

Keywords: bone; remodeling; rotation; thermodynamics

1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: 22E46, 53C35, 57S20

1. Introduction

The present work focuses on the representation of bone adaptation as an evolution

of the material principal directions. Bone is a living material constantly undergoing

microstructural changes. Since the theory of the mechanostat by Frost2, it has been

widely accepted that the evolution of bone mass and structure can be seen as a

feedback from the mechanical environment. In particular, the early work of von

Meyer3 and Wolff4 on the one hand and of Roux5 on the other hand underline the

anisotropic pattern of bone architecture.

In 1867, benefiting from his collaboration with the German civil engineer Cul-

mann, Von Meyer notes a striking connection between the stress lines in a crane

and the trabecular architecture in a femur3,6. A few years later, Wolff introduces a

new idea about bone remodeling, known as Wolff’s law, stating that the mechanical

function of bone drives the evolution of its architecture4. The work of Wolff7,8 in-

spired a wealth of experimental studies investigating the heterogeneous distribution

of mass in bone and the pattern of bone architecture9,10,11,12,13.

Towards the end of the 20th century, the pioneering work of Carter and Cowin

opens the way to two modeling approaches to bone remodeling aiming at explaining

the trabecular pattern of bone–considered as evidence of Wolff’s law–in terms of

mechanical stimuli. On the one hand, Carter and coworkers14 interpret the trabecu-

lar pattern in terms of the heterogeneous distribution of bone mass density. Initially

proposed for an isotropic material, this approach is later extended to account for

anisotropic remodeling15. On the other hand, Cowin introduces the fabric tensor to

translate the orthotropic arrangement of the microstructure of a porous material to

the continuum level16,17. Since the first works of Carter and Cowin, several studies

have been aiming to address how the connection between mechanical loading and

bone remodeling can explain bone anisotropy. Some of them investigate the change

in trabecular anisotropic architecture using Finite Element simulations at the mi-

crostructural scale (µFE) to assess bone apposition and resorption. The majority

of these micro-scale models rely on the well-documented experimental evidence of a

connection between bone remodeling and mechanical loading18,19,20 and introduce

remodeling laws driven by either the strain energy18,21,22,23,24,25,26,27, the strain19

or the stress28. Other voxel-based models include uncertainty in the remodeling

process, with21,22 or without mechanical feedback29,30.

Besides these micro-scale models, other works attempt to describe bone or-

thotropic remodeling at a higher scale. Among the studies dealing with anisotropy
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at the tissue scale, the majority of works are concerned with characterizing the

final stage of bone adaptation which is intended as an optimal state of the tra-

becular architecture. In 1986, Cowin17 introduces a mathematical condition for

the remodeling equilibrium of bone trabecular architecture. He argues that, ac-

cording to Wolff’s law, the principal axes of the bone fabric tensor–encoding the

orientation of bone microstructure–and of the stress tensor must coincide at the

remodeling equilibrium. Moreover, he demonstrates that these directions also cor-

respond to the principal axes of the strain tensor. A few years later, several studies

focused on material orthotropic optimization. In all generality with respect to an

orthotropic material, Rovati et Taliercio31 and, later on, Banichuk32, study material

orthotropic optimization in relation with the variations of the strain energy, showing

that energy extrema always correspond to the alignment of the material axes with

principal strains. In 1989, Pedersen performs a 2D study showing that the strain

energy density is always stationary for a configuration where material axes and

strain principal axes are aligned33. Pedersen, joined by Cowin34,35, underlines that

the nature of the optimum depends on the elastic moduli and in particular on the

shear stiffness33. Additionally, Cowin demonstrates that, unlike for cubic symme-

tries, the optimization of strain energy not only depends on orientation but also on

the loading configuration. Several authors also apply the concept of bone structural

optimization to compare it with known trabecular patterns36,37: the optimization

relies on the minimization of an energy-related cost function, while guaranteeing

balance equations.

Other studies address bone anisotropic remodeling as a continuous evolution of

the tissue-scale material properties. Several of them find the anisotropic pattern as a

consequence of the inhomogeneity of the mass density gradient14,15,38,39. Others use

a multi-linear law–in line with the ideas of Huiskes40–to quantify the rotation of the

material axes41 or the evolution of both elastic moduli (possibly derived from the

bone density) and material axes42,43, or design a polynomial law for the time rates of

the density and fabric tensor44. To the authors’ knowledge, Jacobs et alare the pio-

neers in the development of a remodeling law for an anisotropic material15. They use

the instantaneous dissipation rate, i.e. the difference between the power associated

with the external loads and the rate-of-change of the internal energy, as a measure

of the effectiveness of the adaptive response and eventually derive the expression

of the rate-of-change of the elastic tensor by solving a constrained optimization

problem. The notion of dissipation plays also a central role–yet different than in

Jacobs’ work–in other modeling approaches drawing on the theory of continuum

thermodynamics45,46,47,48,49,50. In particular, DiCarlo and coworkers1 developed a

novel, thermodynamically-consistent theory to describe bone orthotropic remodel-

ing. Instead of devising a remodeling criterion, they derived the evolution law of

the material axes from the dissipation principle through a generalized continuum

formulation without any ad hoc assumption.

All the above models provide a phenomenological description of bone remodeling
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since they connect mechanical stimuli and bone response disregarding the underly-

ing biological phenomena. In the last decades, stepping from the pioneering work of

Roux5, a wealth of work at the interface of engineering and biology paved the way

to a new class of mechanobiological models of bone. These approaches, bridging

a mathematical modeling of cell dynamics with a continuum description of bone,

have the potential to provide a much deeper insight on the complex interactions

between mechanics and biochemistry that trigger bone cell activity and, in turn,

bone remodeling51,52,53,54,55,56. Mechanobiological models can effectively contribute

to understand the biological basis of bone remodeling and have progressively dis-

placed the focus of the bone community from the structure to the process–that is

from Wolff’s to Roux’ point of view. Nevertheless, phenomenological models are

still useful, especially in those situations where the focus is set on the mechanical

stimuli (e.g. for a better design of prostheses40) since they allow a straightforward

view of the long term macroscopic influence of changes in the external stress field

on the overall trend of bone material properties.

In the present paper, we use the theoretical framework proposed by DiCarlo

and coworkers1 and describe bone remodeling as a stress-driven process set up in

the framework of generalized continuum mechanics and thermodynamics. As de-

scribed in the early works of Germain57, generalized continuum mechanics allows

the description of the complex behavior of materials with microstructure. In this

framework, the classical Cauchy continuum model is enriched with additional pa-

rameters which are meant to provide an average description of the state of the

underlying microstructure at the continuum scale. In the case of bone remodeling,

these additional parameters may be related to bone micro-architecture as well as

its biological and chemical composition. While the work of DiCarlo1 focuses on the

evolution of the material axes, the framework that they developed lies within the

general concept of material evolution stemming from the generalized continuum me-

chanics. In the present work, we keep that framework and evaluate the consistency

of our formulation through several theoretical and numerical considerations. Hence,

we study here the relationship between the variations of the strain energy through

remodeling and the stress and strain state, as well as the material properties. Our

main results concern some sound energetic conditions characterizing the remodel-

ing equilibrium. Moreover, we perform a numerical study showing in which cases

the alignment of the fabric- with principal stress- and strain directions inferred by

Cowin17 is verified and in which cases it is not.

2. Modeling bone as a continuum with rotating microstructure

The theory of material remodeling proposed by DiCarlo and co-workers in the early

2000s47 paved the way for the general idea to describe the adaptive behavior of

living materials in a thermodynamically consistent framework. Functional adapta-

tion of living materials – emerging as the appearance of residual stress or changes

in material properties–is described in this theory as the time-evolution of suitable
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kinematic parameters describing the material state at the continuum level. Evolu-

tion laws of these parameters are obtained through a generalized statement of the

virtual power principle and thermodynamically consistent constitutive assumptions.

This general theory was used by DiCarlo et al1 to describe bone remodeling as

a rotation of bone material principle directions. In general, bone remodeling results

from the change of both density and microarchitecture of the bone material triggered

by mechanical and biochemical stimuli. In terms of elasticity, this phenomenon

emerges as an evolution of the elastic moduli and principle directions. Following

DiCarlo et al1, in this paper we are only concerned with this latter feature and leave

the development of the general model to future work. As long as the elastic moduli

do not change, bone remodeling solely emerges from the rotation of the elasticity

axes and will be called rotary remodeling. Assuming bone to be an orthotropic

material, remodeling will thus depict the rotation of the orthotropy material axes.

In the following subsection we will outline the kinematics, balance and constitutive

theory introduced by DiCarlo et al1.

2.1. Kinematics

We model a piece of bone as a body B–a continuum collection of material points

b–occupying at each time t of the time-line T a closed region of the 3-dimensional

(3D) Euclidean manifold E . Thereafter, the dependency of the different fields on

space and time is left understood where unnecessary.

In our framework, the evolution of B from a reference shape S0 ∈ E is thoroughly

described by two kinematic fields related to its shape and texture. On the one hand,

its visible shape S ∈ E is described by the gross (i.e. coarse grain) displacement field

u. On the other hand, the textural change is depicted by a rotation tensor field R

describing the orientation of the microstructure–to be called micro-orientation for

short–with respect to a fixed frame. Thus, the tensor R bears quite the same meaning

as the fabric tensor introduced by Cowin17. Note that, since the strain experienced

by bone tissue is small (it does not exceed 1% in vivo 58), the small strain tensor E

(i.e., the symmetric part of the displacement gradient) can be used to describe the

gross deformation of the body. However, the rotation tensor R does not need to be

small. Fig. 1 depicts the basic kinematic ingredients of our model.

In view of the above assumptions, the complete motion of B is described through

the gross and remodeling velocity fields v := u̇ and W := ṘRT, respectively, where a

superposed dot denotes time differentiation and superscript “T” denotes transposi-

tion. Note that u and v take values in V – the vector spaces of the translations of

E , R in Orth+ – the vector space of the 2nd-order rotation tensors, and W in Skw –

the vector spaces of the skew-symmetric 2nd-order tensors.

2.2. Balance

The balance laws governing the evolution of B are obtained through a generalized

statement of the principle of virtual power. To this aim, test velocities related to
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Fig. 1. Kinematic description of a body undergoing deformation and rotary remodeling. The
visible deformation from the reference shape S0 to the actual shape S is described by the small
strain tensor E and the rotation of the microstructure is described by the rotation tensor R.

the gross and remodeling velocities are introduced and the following expressions of

the powers of internal and external forces are postulated:

Pi(v̂, Ŵ) =
∫
B(bi · v̂ − S : ∇v̂ +

i

T : Ŵ) ,

Pe(v̂, Ŵ) =
∫
B(b · v̂ +

o

T : Ŵ) +
∫
∂B t∂ · v̂ .

(1)

In the above expressions, integrals are taken either on the body B or on its boundary

∂B. Moreover, v̂ stands for the V-valued virtual gross velocity and Ŵ for the Skw-

valued virtual micro-rotation velocity. Additionally, bi and b are the inner and

outer bulk forces, respectively, t∂ the boundary traction, S the stress tensor, and
i

T

and
o

T the inner and outer skew-symmetric remodeling couples, respectively. Finally,

centered dots and double dots denote the inner products in V and Lin (the space of

2nd order tensors), respectively, and∇ is the gradient operator. Before going further,

a couple of remarks are in order. First, the generalized fores entering Eq. (1) belong

to two different classes. On the one hand, bi, S, and
i

T are inner actions and shall

therefore be related to the kinematic fields through thermodynamically consistent

constitutive relations. On the other hand, no thermodynamic restrictions apply on

the external actions b, t∂ , and
o

T. In particular,
o

T encodes the biochemical stimuli

directly triggering remodelinga. Second, it can be noticed that this theory is of order

1 in u and of order 0 in R. Therefore, since no power is expended on the rotation

gradients, the rotation of the material axes at one point is insensitive to the rotation

at the neighboring points.

The principle of material frame-indifference leads to bi = 0 and to the symmetry

of the stress tensor S. Hence, the balance laws governing material motion derive from

a generalized statement of the principle of virtual power, i.e. from the requirement

that the total virtual power–the sum of the powers of internal and external forces–

shall be null for any admissible virtual velocity:

∀ (v̂, Ŵ), Pi(v̂, Ŵ) + Pe(v̂, Ŵ) = 0 . (2)

aAs it will be shown later, mechanical forces also do trigger remodeling.
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Replacing the expressions of Pi and Pe given in Eq. (1) and using the divergence

theorem, this reads:
∫

B

(
(div S + b) · v̂ + (

i

T +
o

T) : Ŵ

)
+

∫

∂B
(t∂ − Sn∂) · v̂ = 0 ∀ (v̂, Ŵ) , (3)

where div is the divergence operator and n∂ is the outer unit normal to ∂B.

By standard localization arguments, the integral expression of the principle of

virtual power in Eq. (3) leads to the local balance equations:

div S + b = 0 in B , Sn∂ = t∂ on ∂B ,
i

T +
o

T = 0 in B .
(4)

2.3. Constitutive theory

Our constitutive theory rests on the specification of the strain energy of the material

and on the enforcement of a generalized dissipation principle.

The strain energy ΨE is assumed to admit a bulk density ψE such that ΨE =∫
B ψ

E. In turn, the strain energy density ψE is postulated as a quadratic form of the

small strain tensor E:

ψE =
1

2
C(E) : E , (5)

where C is the 4th-order elastic tensor. The latter is assumed to be able to evolve

in time, which corresponds to material remodeling. Since we focus on rotary remod-

eling, the actual elastic tensor C can be obtained through the action of a rotation

tensor R (the kinematic variable describing material remodeling) on a prototype

elastic tensor C0, namely:

∀E, C(E) = RC0(RTER)RT . (6)

Therefore, the strain energy density ψE depends on both the strain E–explicitly–and

on the micro-orientation R–implicitly, via C.

In order to simplify the notation, one may use the conjugation product, defined

as59:

∀ {A,B,M} ∈ Lin , (A� B)M = AMBT . (7)

Hence, noting that (A� B)
T

= AT � BT and letting R :=R � R, one can easily

recover the following results:

Lemma 2.1.

RTER = RT(E) , (8)

C = RC0R
T . (9)

Proof. The proof is straightforward.
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2.4. Deriving the local remodeling law from thermodynamics

Thermodynamic restrictions on the constitutive mappings of the inner actions S and
i

T are obtained by enforcing a generalized statement of the dissipation principle. The

latter is a direct consequence of the first and second principles of thermodynamics

and binds the power of internal forces Pi to the strain energy rate by requiring the

intrinsic dissipation Dint to be non-negative along any realized velocity (v,W):

Dint := − Pi(v,W)− Ψ̇E ≥ 0 . (10)

It can be shown that the rate of strain energy density change can be written as:

ψ̇E =
1

2
(C(E) : E) = C(E) :

(
Ė− [Ṙ RT,E]

)
= C(E) : Ė− [C(E),E] : Ṙ RT , (11)

where the brackets denote the commutator operator: ∀ (AB) ∈ Lin, [A,B] = AB −
BA = 2 skw(AB). Thus, in view of the definition of the inner power in Eq. (1), the

local form of Eq. (10) expands to:

(S−C(E)) : Ė +

(
−

i

T + [C(E),E]

)
: (Ṙ RT) ≥ 0 . (12)

No dissipation is assumed to be related to the gross (elastic) deformation, leading to

S = ∂ψE/∂E = C(E). Note that S depends on both E–explicitly–and R–implicitly,

via C, see Eq. (9). Therefore, the local form of the reduced dissipation inequality

reads: (
[S,E]−

i

T

)
: (Ṙ RT) =

+

T : (Ṙ RT) ≥ 0 , (13)

where
+

T := [S,E]−
i

T denotes the dissipation couple related to remodeling. For the

sake of simplicity, let us assume
+

T to be proportional to the remodeling velocity:

+

T = D (Ṙ RT) , (14)

where D represents the 4th-order dissipation tensor which can be interpreted as a

resistance to remodeling. Note that D belongs to Skw ⊗ Skw–the vector space of

endomorphisms of Skw–and therefore admits the following representation:

D =
∑

ij

dijWi ⊗Wj , (15)

where {i, j} ∈ {x, y, z}, dij are scalar coefficients and the tensors Wi constitute

a basis of Skw, namely: Wx := e3 ⊗ e2 − e2 ⊗ e3, Wy := e1 ⊗ e3 − e3 ⊗ e1, and

Wz := e2 ⊗ e1 − e1 ⊗ e2. Moreover, in order for the reduced dissipation inequality

in Eq. (13) to be satisfied, D must be non-negative on any skew-symmetric tensor:

D(W) : W ≥ 0 ∀W ∈ Skw, which implies the coefficients dii to be non-negative and

the other coefficients to be null. Thus, the reduced form of D reads:

D =
∑

i

diiWi ⊗Wi . (16)
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Thus, a thermodynamically-consistent remodeling evolution law is readily ob-

tained, reading:

D (Ṙ RT) = [S,E]−
o

T . (17)

2.5. Passive remodeling and remodeling equilibrium

A simple but significant case is obtained by considering the outer remodeling couple
o

T to be null. In this situation, remodeling is only driven by the stress and strain and

is therefore called passive remodeling. For the sake of simplicity, we further assume

that the dissipation tensor is constant: D = D0. Hence, at each material point, the

rotation of the material axes is coupled to the stress and strain by the following

equation:

D0 (Ṙ RT) = [S,E] . (18)

It follows that, provided the material properties C0 and D0, the rotation rate Ṙ

only depends on the strain E and the micro-orientation R.

Remodeling equilibrium is achieved when material properties no longer evolve,

corresponding to a stationary state of the rotation, i.e. Ṙ = 0. In the case of passive

remodeling, it is worth noting that this model predicts the principal axes of the

strain and stress tensors to be locally collinear at the remodeling equilibrium60.

This condition is similar to that inferred by Cowin for trabecular bone17. In line

with the rationale of the Wolff’s law8, Cowin assumed that trabecular bone remodels

itself by stiffening in load bearing directions and concluded that this assumption

implies that the principal axes of the stress, strain and fabric tensors all coincide at

remodeling equilibrium. Here, we recover the alignment of the principal directions

of stress and strain without any ad-hoc assumption. However, our model does not

necessarily require the material principal axes to align.

2.6. Comparison with other modeling approaches

As previously mentioned, a couple of studies aim at describing bone rotary re-

modeling while acknowledging the role of dissipation in this process15,45. These

approaches describe the evolution of the fabric tensor orientation and bone density

under certain criteria defining the dead zone, where by definition there is no (or lit-

tle) remodeling. Jacobs and collaborators15 use an efficiency measure defined as the

difference between the power induced by external actions and the change in total

internal energy. In other words, their remodeling law relies on Kuhn-Tucker con-

ditions deriving from the minimization of the dissipation. This global optimization

leads to an evolution law for the elastic moduli and bone density. While Jacobs and

coworkers use the fourth-order stiffness tensor C and the density ρ as the variables

describing bone remodeling, Doblaré and Garćıa45 account instead for the fabric

tensor Ĥ (and therefore, tissue orientation) and the density ρ, arguing that the
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evolutions of C and ρ are directly coupled in Jacobs et al ’s model. By describing

remodeling through damage theory, they introduce a remodeling tensor H enter-

ing the definition of the remodeling stimulus. Hence, the remodeling law is derived

from multi-surface plasticity theory, using criteria on the stimulus for resorption

and formation as the boundaries of the dead zone.

The model originally developed by Di Carlo and collaborators1 that we inves-

tigate here lies within the framework of generalized continuum mechanics. This

approach relies on balance laws (Eq. (4)) obtained for all the variables through a

generalized statement of the virtual power principle (Eq. (3)). A generalized dissi-

pation principle is enforced (Eq. (10)) to obtain strict conditions on the admissible

constitutive laws. This approach is essentially different from that of Doblaré and

Garćıa, as they consider the remodeling tensor as an internal variable, whose evolu-

tion is represented by the damage tensor. The latter is associated to bone resorption

and apposition, leading to the possibility of both increase and decrease of the dam-

age. This feature, which is not considered in classical damage mechanics, opens the

possibility for the mechanical dissipation to take negative values. Meanwhile, gener-

alized continuum mechanics ensures the positivity of the dissipation as an intrinsic

feature. In other words, in the present work, since our model derives from energetic

considerations, the evolution of the fabric abides the laws of thermodynamics.

Moreover, differently from Jacobs et al ’ approach, we do not require the dissi-

pation to be minimized but simply relate it to remodeling (by assuming a linear

relationship with the remodeling rate, see Eq. (14)). Hence, no optimization is en-

forced: the minimization is here merely a result of the remodeling process since the

dissipation–which takes positive values during the remodeling process–decreases to

zero as the material remodels towards equilibrium.

Eventually, unlike the aforementioned models, we recall that our model does

not require the microstructure to be aligned with the principal stress an strain

directions at the remodeling equilibrium. This feature will be illustrated by means

of numerical simulations in the Sec. 4.

3. Energetic characterization of the rotary remodeling equilibrium

3.1. Extremal properties of the rotary remodeling equilibrium

In the present section, we show that, when considering a rotation of the material

axes around a fixed axis, equilibrium states are closely bound to the variations of

the strain and complementary energy with respect to the rotation angle.

Let us consider a fixed orthonormal frame ei, with i = 1 . . . 3. We assume – for

the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality – that the fixed rotation axis is

e3 (see Appendix A in Sec. 6 for the general case of any fixed axis of the 3D space).

In this situation, the rotation tensor R is parametrised by one scalar–the angle α

describing the orientation of the material axes in the plane (e1, e2). Thus, the strain

energy density is a function of two variables: the small strain tensor E and the angle
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α, reading: ψE : (E, α) 7→ ψE(E, α). Similarly, the complementary energy density is

a function of the stress tensor S and of the angle α, reading: ψS : (S, α) 7→ ψS(S, α).

A sound criterion to detect the remodeling equilibrium can be expressed in

terms of the partial derivative of the strain and complementary energy densities

with respect to α. To this aim, let us first establish the following result which

provides an explicit expression of the above derivatives:

Proposition 3.1. The derivatives of the potential and complementary energy den-

sities with respect to the rotation angle read:

−∂ψ
E

∂α
=
∂ψS

∂α
= 2 (SE) : Wz . (19)

Proof. Let R be a rotation around the axis e3 and R = R�R. We refer the reader

to lemmas 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 in Appendix B (Section 7) for keys to the demonstration.

In view of Eq. (5), the partial derivative of the strain energy density with respect

to the rotation angle α reads:

∂ψE

∂α
=

1

2

∂C

∂α
(E) : E =

1

2

∂

∂α

(
RC0R

T
)

(E) : E (20)

=
1

2

(
∂R

∂α
C0R

T +RC0
∂RT

∂α

)
(E) : E . (21)

We can now calculate separately the two terms of the sum appearing in this

expression. The first term can be expressed as follows:

1

2

(
∂R

∂α
C0R

T

)
(E) : E =

1

2

∂R

∂α

(
C0R

T(E)
)

: E

= sym
(
WzRC0R

T(E)
)

: E

= Wz S : E

= SE : WT
z

= −SE : Wz , (22)

where, in the second equality, we made use of Lemma 7.2. The second term of the

sum in Eq. (21) can be expressed as follows:

1

2

(
RC0

∂R

∂α

)
(E) : E =

1

2
RC0

(
∂R

∂α
(E)

)
: E

= RC0

(
WT

z R
T(E)

)
: E

= RC0R
T
(
WT

z E
)

: E

= WT
z E : S

= ES : Wz (23)

where, in the second and third equality, we made use of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.1,

respectively.
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Finally, combining the results of Eqs. (22-23) and recalling that Wz is skew-

symmetric, we obtain:

∂ψE

∂α
= −(SE− ES) : Wz = −2 skw(SE) : Wz = −2 (SE) : Wz . (24)

Note that, in this expression, the stress S is meant to be calculated from the strain

E as S = C(E) = RC0R
T(E).

An equivalent result can be obtained in terms of the complementary energy ΨS.

Let us assume ΨS =
∫
B ψ

S and postulate the bulk density ψS as a quadratic form

of the stress tensor S:

ψS =
1

2
C
−1(S) : S , (25)

where C−1 is the 4th-order compliance tensor. Hence, using a similar rationale to

the one leading to Eq. (24), we eventually obtain:

∂ψS

∂α
= 2 (SE) : Wz , (26)

where the strain E is meant to be calculated from the stress S as E = C−1(S) =

RC
−1
0 R

T(S).

Finally, Eq. (19) readily follows from Eq. (24) and Eq. (26).

Corollary 3.1. Characterization of the rotary remodeling equilibrium

The rotary remodeling equilibrium is characterized by the following extremal con-

ditions:

∂ψE

∂α
= 0 ⇔ ∂ψS

∂α
= 0 ⇔ [S,E]|P

e⊥3
= 0 , (27)

where, in the last equality, the commutator [S,E] is restricted to Pe⊥
3

– the plane

orthogonal to the rotation axis e3.

Proof. The criterion for remodeling equilibrium given in Eq. (27) readily follows

from Eq. (19) by noting that 2 (SE) : Wz = 2 skw(SE) : Wz = [S,E] : Wz and that,

in this inner product, only the restriction of [S,E] to the plane Pe⊥
3

matters.

It is worth noting that a classical mechanical result is recovered in the above

characterization, namely that (remodeling) equilibrium states correspond to (par-

tial) extrema of the strain and complementary energy.

3.2. Stability of equilibrium states

The stability of the equilibrium states identified in Sec. 3.1 can be assessed by

observing the evolution of the material axes close to these states. As in Sec. 3.1,

let us assume that the material axes can rotate around the direction e3 and call α

their current orientation. An orientation αSE will be said to correspond to a stable
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equilibrium (SE) configuration if it is a local attractor–i.e., if the material axes will

tend to align as per αSE when they are oriented as per α close to αSE.

The goal of this section is to characterize these stable equilibrium states using

an energetic argument. Let us first consider the following proposition:

Lemma 3.1. For a given strain E, the derivative of the potential energy is propor-

tional to the rotation rate:

∂ψE

∂α
= −2 d0 α̇ (28)

Proof. Recall from Proposition 3.1 that:

∂ψE

∂α
= −2(SE) : Wz = −[S,E] : Wz , (29)

The remodeling law given in Eq. (18) provides:

∂ψE

∂α
= −D0 (Ṙ RT) : Wz .

Noting that Ṙ RT = α̇Wz, only one coefficient of D0 matters in the above scalar

product, namely dzz. Renaming this coefficient d0, Eq. (28) is readily obtained.

For a given strain E, the values taken by the strain energy and its derivatives

depend on the orientation of the microstructure, i.e. the angle α. This allows us

to express the stability of an equilibrium state in terms of convexity of the strain

energy with respect to α. Let us first introduce the following proposition:

Proposition 3.2. An orientation αSE corresponds to a stable equilibrium configu-

ration if and only if

∂2ψE

∂α2
(αSE) > 0 . (31)

Proof. For a given strain E, let us introduce the function ρ = α 7→ ρ(α) =

−[S(E, α),E] : Wz. Thus, Eq. (19) can be rewritten as:

∂ψE

∂α
= ρ . (32)

It is worth noting that the rotary equilibrium configurations correspond to the roots

of ρ since this latter is noting but the rotation rate, but a negative coefficient–see

Eq. (28). In view of Lemma 3.1, the following identity holds at any time t:

ρ(α(t)) = −2 d0 α̇(t) . (33)

Let us assume that αSE corresponds to a stable equilibrium configuration for

the material. Thus, if the orientation α of the material axes is slightly shifted from

αSE, the material axes will rotate towards αSE. In particular, if α < αSE, α will
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increase toward αSE and then α̇ > 0 ≡ ρ(α) < 0. Conversely, if α > αSE, α will

decrease toward αSE and then α̇ < 0 ≡ ρ(α) > 0. Provided that the function ρ is

regular enough, this implies that:

∂ρ

∂α
(αSE) > 0 (34)

and therefore Eq. (31) holds true.

On the other way around, Eq. (31) implies, on the one hand, that ρ(α) < 0 and

thus α̇ > 0 if α < αSE; and, on the other hand, that ρ(α) > 0 and thus α̇ < 0 if

α > αSE. (In both cases, α is assumed to lie in a neighborhood of αSE.) In turn,

this implies the stability of αSE.

Proposition 3.2 and Eq. (19) allow us to deduce the following result:

Proposition 3.3. An orientation α corresponds to a stable equilibrium configura-

tion if and only if

∂2ψS

∂α2
(α) < 0 . (35)

Thus, in view of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, it is possible to state the following

key characterization:

Corollary 3.2. Characterization of stable rotary remodeling states

αSE stable equilibrium ⇔ local minimum of α 7→ ψE ⇔ local maximum of α 7→ ψS

As a conclusion, we retrieve another classical result from mechanics, which is

that stable equilibrium states correspond to minima of the potential energy and to

maxima of the complementary energy.

4. Numerical assessment of the influence of loading conditions and

material properties on the remodeling

Numerical simulations were performed to study the response of the model and the

remodeling equilibrium states with respect to different loading conditions and for

different elastic moduli. Without lack of generality, we assume hereinafter that the

material axes rotate around the axis e3. Therefore, the problem will be studied in

the 2D plane (e1, e2).

As in DiCarlo et al1, the material is assumed to be transversely isotropic, the axis

e1 being orthogonal to the isotropy plane. The relevant elastic moduli, adapted from
61, are summarized in Table 1 with the Kelvin notation. Three types of materials

are considered in this study, characterized by high (A), mild (B), and low (C) values

of the shear modulus C66.

In the following sections, we first analyze the application of a uniaxial stress in

the e1 direction: we depict the variations of the strain energy with respect to the
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Table 1. Two-dimensional material elastic properties (compressed Kelvin notation).

Material type C11 C22 C12 C16 C26 C66 d0

A 20 GPa
B 30 GPa 20.85 GPa 11.49 GPa 0 GPa 0 GPa 13.2 GPa 555 kPa.day
C 2 GPa

material orientation and show how its evolution can lead to different equilibrium

states when changing the initial orientation or material properties. Furthermore,

we discuss the dependency on material properties and loading conditions thanks to

analytical and numerical considerations.

4.1. Equilibrium states and energy

Numerical simulations were performed to investigate the rotary remodeling of the

material in uniaxial, i.e. stress/strain conditions. Fig. 2 shows the results obtained by

applying either a uniaxial strain (subplots (a,b,c)) E = E11e1⊗e1 or stress (subplots

(d,e,f)) S = S11e1⊗e1 and for material types A (high shear modulus, subplots (a,d)),

B (mild shear modulus, subplots (b,e)) and C (low shear modulus, subplots (c,f)),

see Table 1. The function ρ (solid blue lines), the strain energy (brown dotted lines)

and the complementary energy (dark green dotted lines) are plotted versus the angle

α describing the orientation of the material axes in the plane (e1, e2). As expected,

the roots of the function ρ –i.e., the remodeling equilibrium states of the material–

correspond to extrema of the potential (a,b,c) and complementary (d,e,f) energy.

Stable roots (green knots) are attained where the potential energy reaches a local

minimum (a,b,c) and the complementary energy reaches a local maximum (d,e,f).

Conversely, unstable roots (red knots) correspond to local maxima of the potential

energy (a,b,c) and local minima of the complementary energy (d,e,f).

Numerical simulations were also performed to investigate the evolution of the

strain and complementary energy during remodeling. The effects of the initial ori-

entation (α0) of the material axes were investigated in uniaxial strain conditions.

Whatever the initial orientation of the material axes, the system underwent rotary

remodeling until achieving a stable equilibrium configuration. In agreement with

the theoretical results, these stable remodeling equilibrium states were found to

correspond to minima of the strain energy. Results of these simulations are shown

in Fig. 3 where are plotted the time courses of the strain energy for material types A

(subplot (a)) and C (subplot (b)) and for different initial orientations of the material

axes (uniaxial strain).

For the material type A, characterized by a high shear modulus, two stable

equilibrium states are observed: one corresponds to an alignment of the material

axes with the loading direction (αSE = 0), and the other corresponds to a rota-

tion towards the normal to that direction (αSE = π
2 ). The unstable equilibrium

states observed in Fig. 2(a) do not appear in this plot. For the material type C,
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Fig. 2. Rotary remodeling in uniaxial strain/stress conditions: functions ρ (solid blue lines), strain
energy ψE(brown dotted lines) and complementary energy ψS (dark green dotted lines) versus the
angle α describing the orientation of material axes in the plane (e1, e2). Subplots (a,b,c) refer to
uniaxial strain in the e1 direction (E11 = 3000µε) and material types A (a), B (b) and C (c).
Subplots (d,e,f) refer to uniaxial stress in the e1 direction (S11 = 100MPa) and material types A
(d), B (e) and C (f). Stable and unstable equilibrium points are depicted by green and red knots,
respectively.

characterized by a low shear modulus, three equilibrium states are found in Fig. 3,

corresponding to stable and unstable states observed in Fig. 2(c). One can note that

α = 0 and α = π
2 are not stable and are attained only by assigning either of these

values as initial condition for α0. For any other initial orientation of the material

axes, the strain energy would tend to another–stable–equilibrium state.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the strain energy of a 2D body under uniform uniaxial strain, with varying
initial states {α0 = k π

12
, k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}}. (a) Material A (high shear modulus); (b) Material

C (low shear modulus)

4.2. Influence of material properties and loading conditions

This section is devoted to present and discuss the effects of the material properties

and of different loading conditions on the remodeling equilibrium states. As a direct

application of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2, the existence and the stability of equilibrium

configurations is assessed searching for the roots of the function ρ (Eq. (32)) and

studying the sign of its derivative around the roots.

4.2.1. On the alignment of the microstructure with principal stresses

Let us assume our medium to subjected to a uniaxial stress S = S11e1 ⊗ e1 and the

stiffest direction to be initially oriented along the stress axis e1 (α0 = 0). Hence,

we investigated the relationships between the elastic coefficients of the material and

the stability of this configuration.

In this context, the function ρ reads:

ρ(α) = −∂ψ
S

∂α
(α) =

S2
11

detC0

(
f1(C0) sin 2α+

f2(C0)

2
sin 4α

)
, (36)

where f1 and f2 are functions of C0 and detC0 is the determinant of the stiffness

tensor (explicit expressions are provided in the Appendix C in Sec. 8). Hence, since

ρ(0) = 0, we find–in line with Cowin17–that the alignment of the material axes with

the stress principal direction correspond to a remodeling equilibrium state. However,

this configuration is not necessarily stable and the material does not necessarily tend

to realign with the stress direction after a perturbation. In order for α = 0 to be a

stable equilibrium state, the derivative of ρ has to be positive. In the present scope,
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Fig. 4. Variations of the function f3 as a function of C66, C22 and C12, where the reference
material properties are type A (Table 1, high shear modulus).

this condition reads:

∂ρ

∂α
(0) =

S2
11

detC0
f3(C0) > 0 , (37)

where f3 is a function of C0 (its explicit expression is provided in the Appendix C

in Sec. 8).

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the function f3 by varying one elastic coefficient

at once and fixing the other elastic moduli to the values of material A in Table 1.

The orientation α = 0, aligned with principle stresses, is a stable equilibrium only

if the function f3 stays positive. This is not the case if the transverse modulus C22

is too high (transverse direction takes over; dash-dotted line in Fig. 4), or either of

moduli C66 (shear; solid line) or C12 (axial coupling; dashed line) is too low. Hence,

we find here a strong dependency of the stability of the configuration α = 0 on the

material properties.

4.2.2. Numerical identification of equilibrium states

Expanding the analysis of the previous section, we investigated the effects of the

loading conditions and of the shear modulus on the remodeling equilibrium states.

Let us assume the material axes to be initially oriented along the axis e1, i.e.

α0 = 0. It was shown in the previous section that this is either a stable or an

unstable remodeling equilibrium configuration in uniaxial loading conditions. It is

interesting to study the response of the material and the new remodeling equilibrium

configuration–i.e. the closest stable equilibrium state to 0–that it would reach due

to a change of the loading conditions. For the sake of simplicity, only two types

of loading conditions, namely biaxial plane stress and combined axial/shear plane
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Fig. 5. Closest stable equilibrium states to initial configuration α0 = 0, for varying (a) trans-

verse/longitudinal stress ratio S22
S11

(S12 = 0) and (b) shear/longitudinal stress ratio S12
S11

(S22 = 0).

The three curves account for the 3 material types in Table 1characterized by high (A, solid blue
lines), mild (B, dotted dark-red lines), and low (C, dashed orange lines) shear moduli.

stress in the plane (e1, e2), and the three material types in Table 1 are considered

here. Results of this study are shown in Fig. 5, where the effects of the two loading

conditions are investigated independently, and in Fig. 6, which refers to a general

2D stress state.

In the case of longitudinal axial loading (S11 = 1 MPa, S12 = 0, S22 = 0), both
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Fig. 5.a and 5.b indicate that α = 0 is a stable state only for high shear moduli

(material type A). For lower shear moduli (material properties B,C), the material

remodels by rotating its axes toward an orientation αSE ∈ [π4 ,
π
2 ]. These results

confirm what has been observed in Fig. 2.

On the one hand, when only shear and longitudinal stress are to account for

(S22 = 0, Fig. 5 (b)), the function ρ reads:

ρ(α) = (S11sin 2α− S12cos 2α) (f1(C0)S11 + f2(C0)(S11cos 2α+ S12sin 2α)) (38)

Hence, the addition of shear necessarily leads to a change in the principal stress

directions and therefore shifts the equilibrium state (ρ(α) = 0), as suggested by

Pedersen33. This result can be visualized in Fig. 5 (b): the closest stable equilibrium

to α = 0 is never 0, except if, as shown in Fig. 6, the addition of a transverse axial

stress compensates this effect. Moreover, as one could predict, there is a central

symmetry around {S12 = 0, α = 0} as the equilibrium state is symmetrical with

respect to S12 = 0: αSE
right = −αSE

left.

On the other hand, for a configuration involving both longitudinal and transverse

axial stress but no shear stress (S12 = 0, Fig. 5 (a)), the dependency of ρ on the

material properties is more complex. In this case, very high values of the ratio S22

S11

depict a loading configuration similar to a simple traction or compression along

the transverse axis (negligible longitudinal loading and no shear loading). In that

configuration, α = 0 is a stable equilibrium for high and mild shear moduli (material

types A and B), and αSE ∈ [0, π4 [ for low shear moduli (material type C).

Fig. 6 displays three 3D plots giving the closest stable equilibrium states to 0

as a function of both S12 and S22 for the 3 material types (A, B, C) in Table 1.

The lines depicted in Fig. 5 are superimposed on the surfaces using the same line

colors and styles. These results underline the complexity of the coupling between the

loading components in how they affect remodeling. Moreover, it is apparent that the

material response strongly depends on the value of the shear modulus (subplot (a):

material A, high shear modulus; (b): material B, mild shear modulus; (c): material

C, low shear modulus). Recalling that α = 0 corresponds to a configuration where

the material axes are aligned with the longitudinal stress, it can be noticed that

the latter (described by the white areas of the surfaces) is a stable remodeling

equilibrium state only in very special conditions depending on both the loading

conditions and the material properties.

4.3. Mixed boundary conditions

Because in vivo loading conditions are complex, living tissue is subjected to mixed

boundary conditions and an inhomogeneous stress/strain state. Hence, the evolu-

tion of the system is more complex and the local minimization and maximization

principles derived in Section 3 do not apply any more.

In order to describe the adaptation of bone in a complex loading configuration,

we coupled the remodeling law (Eq. (17)) to a finite element analysis, using Com-
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Fig. 6. Closest stable equilibrium states to the initial configuration α0 = 0 as a function of
transverse/longitudinal stress ratio S22

S11
and shear/longitudinal stress ratio S12

S11
. The three plots

(a,b,c) account for the 3 material types (A, B, C) in Table 1, respectively. Bold lines superimposed
to the surfaces represent the lines in Fig. 5.

sol with Matlab v5.3a. We subjected the 2D structure displayed in Fig. 7, a toy

model of a human proximal femur, to loading and boundary conditions approxi-

mating in vivo conditions, as per Beaupré et al62. The cortical tissue (plain black)

was assumed isotropic with a Young’s modulus Ec = 14 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio

νc = 0.3. Trabecular bone was assumed to be transversely isotropic and undergoing

rotary remodeling, with C11 = 2.50 GPa, C22 = 1.42 GPa, C12 = 636 MPa and

C66 = 1.20 GPa. Figure 7 describes the evolution of the micro-orientation in the
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the strain energy and micro-orientation during remodeling in a 2D toy model
of the proximal femur: micro-orientation (brown sticks, and color map (rad)) at the start of the
simulation, with loading and boundary conditions (a), after 500 (b), 1000 (c) and 2000 (d) time
increments (arbitrary time scale).

proximal femur. An arbitrary, yet reasonable initial micro-orientation field was as-

signed (see Fig. 7(a)). Starting from this configuration, material remodeling changes

the microstructural alignment in response to the loading conditions. Despite its sim-

plicity, the model provides a reasonable distribution of the micro-orientation after

remodeling.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we described a thermodynamically consistent model for orthotropic

bone remodeling and showed its ability to describe the evolution of material axes

in 2D. In particular, we demonstrated that the remodeling response of the material

is highly dependent on its material properties and on the loading conditions.
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In the present study, we demonstrated that the model retrieves classical energy

theorems. In particular, stable remodeling equilibrium states have been shown to

correspond to local minima of the strain energy (in strain-controlled loading con-

ditions) and maxima of the complementary energy (in stress-controlled boundary

conditions). The authors stress the importance of the local aspect of the energy

theorems demonstrated in Section 3: the energetic theorems demonstrated previ-

ously are valid solely in the case of homogeneous and stationary stresses or strains.

Indeed, in uniform strain conditions, the stress experienced by the material evolves

in time with the reorientation of the material axes but the strain stays station-

ary. Conversely, in uniform stress conditions, the strain evolves in time but the

stress stays stationary. If mixed boundary conditions are applied (as, for example,

in boundary value problems where both displacements and stress may be applied

on the boundary of the system), the evolution of the system is more complex as

the environment surrounding a point is constantly evolving. Furthermore, typically,

neither the strain nor the stress are stationary: the evolution of the strain energy

is therefore more complex and no energetic theorems have been obtained so far for

general boundary conditions.

The model delivered sound results on the influence of material properties and

boundary conditions.

First, we have shown that the mathematical condition for remodeling equilibrium

described by Cowin17 – i.e. the alignment of principal stress, principal strain and

material directions – is attained only in special cases, namely for sufficiently high

values of the shear modulus. Otherwise, only the first part of this statement holds

true but the material axes do not necessarily align with the principal stress and

strain directions at the remodeling equilibrium. Second, we have highlighted the

strong effects of the mechanical environment and of the material properties on

remodeling equilibrium. On the one hand, the addition of shear or transverse stress

strongly modifies the remodeling equilibrium configuration. On the other hand, the

material properties themselves play a role in the achievement of the equilibrium as

the alignment of stresses and strains merely ensure to have reached an equilibrium

but not whether it is stable or not.

The formulation of a thermodynamically-driven process has the potential to

model complex processes, like bone remodeling, which involve mechanical as well as

biochemical regulations. Furthermore, the constant evolution of living tissue implies

that remodeling equilibrium is a global point of view as homeostasis remains a

dynamic state.
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6. Appendix A: From a rotation around the Z-axis to a rotation

around any fixed axis in the 3D space

Corollary 6.1. Generalization of Proposition 19 to any fixed axis of

the 3D space.

Proposition 19 can be extended to the case of any fixed axis u in the 3D space

as follows:

∂ψE

∂α
= 2(EP.SP) : (Wz), (39)

where P is the (unique) rotation that transforms u into e3 and EP = PEPT, SP =

PSPT and Pu = V ect(u⊗ u)⊥, leading to the criterion for equilibrium:

∂ψE

∂α
= 0⇔ [SP,EP]|Pu = 0. (40)

Proof. We define here the (unique) rotation P that transforms u into e3.

This rotation defines a new frame RX′Y ′Z′ . Subsequently, we can determine the

rotation R0 around e3 such that R0 = P.R.PT = P[R] where P = P� P. Hence, we

also have R = PTR0. The strain energy density reads:

ψ =
1

2
(S : E) =

1

2

(
RC0R

T
)

(E) : E (41)

=
1

2

(
(PT.R0.P).(C0[(PT.R0.P)T .E.(PT.R0.P)].(PT.R0.P)T

)
: E (42)

=
1

2

(
PC0(PT.(RT

0 .P
T(E).R0))

)
:
(
RT
0 .P(E).R0

)
(43)

We now define the fourth-order tensor CP accounting for the endomorphism C̃P

acting in the space of second-order tensors in the following manner: C̃P = A 7→
PC0(PTA) = PC0P

T(A). The tensor CP naturally inherits from the symmetries of

C0, and represents the stiffness matrix in the new frame RX′Y ′Z′ . In addition, we

define the strain tensor in the rotated frame EP = PTE.

Consequently, we can write the strain energy density as follows:

ψ = 1
2CP(RT

0EP) : (RT
0EP) (44)

As a result, finding the extrema of the strain energy is strictly equivalent to finding

them for a material with elastic properties CP submitted to a strain EP.

Finally, for any fixed axis, the energy reaches an extremum (minimum or max-

imum) if and only if the restriction of product of the newly-defined rotated stress

SP = RT
0CPR

T
0EP and strain EP principal axes to the plane Pu is symmetric.
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7. Appendix B: Key properties of the rotation and elasticity

tensors

We give here several key properties to ease the reading of the demonstrations in

Section 3. Each of the following lemmas can be easily proven by simple algebraic

calculations.

Lemma 7.1. Properties of the rotations.

RWz = Wz R ,

RWz = Wz ,

R (Wz A) = WzR(A) ∀A ∈ Lin ,

R (AWz) = R(A)Wz ∀A ∈ Lin .

Lemma 7.2. Properties of the derivatives of the rotation tensors.
∂R
∂α = RWz = Wz R ,
∂RT

∂α = RT WT
z = WT

z RT ,
∂R
∂α = ∂

∂α (R� R) = (Wz R) � R + R� (Wz R) ,
∂RT

∂α = ∂
∂α (RT � RT) =

(
WT

z RT
)
� RT + RT �

(
WT

z RT
)
,

∂R
∂α (A) = 2 sym (WzR(A)) ∀A ∈ Sym ,
∂RT

∂α (A) = 2 sym
(
WT

z R
T(A)

)
∀A ∈ Sym .

Lemma 7.3. Properties of the elasticity tensor.

C
(
∂R
∂α (A)

)
= 2C (WzR(A)) ∀A ∈ Lin ,

C

(
∂RT

∂α (A)
)

= 2C
(
WT

z R
T(A)

)
∀A ∈ Lin .

8. Appendix C: Explicit expressions of the function ρ and of its

derivative

Assuming to apply a uniaxial tensile stress S = S11e1⊗ e1, the expression of ρ reads

(Eq. (36)):

ρ(α) =
S2
11

detC0

(
f1(C0) sin 2α+

f2(C0)

2
sin 4α

)
,

where

f1(C0) = C44C55C66

(
C2

13 − C2
23 − C11C33 + C22C33

)
,

f2(C0) = C44C55(2
√

2C11C
2
23 + 2

√
2C2

12C33 − 2
√

2C11C22C33 + C2
13(2
√

2C22 − C66)

− C2
23C66 + C11C33C66 + 2C12C33C66 + C22C33C66

− C13C23(2
√

2C12 + C66)) ,

detC0 = C44C55C66

(
C2

13C22 − 2C12C13C23 + C2
12C33 + C11(C2

23 − C22C33)
)
.

In the above expression, Cij represent the coefficients of C0 in the Kelvin notation.
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The derivative of ρ reads:

∂ρ

∂α
=

2S2
11

detC0
(f1(C0) cos 2α+ f2(C0) cos 4α) .

In particular:

∂ρ

∂α
(0) =

2S2
11

detC0
(f1(C0) + f2(C0)) =

2S2
11

detC0
f3(C0)

where

f3(C0) = 2 (f1(C0) + f2(C0))

= 2 C44C55(
√

2C2
13C22 +

√
2C2

12C33 +
√

2C11(C2
23 − C22C33)

−C2
23C66 + C12C33C66 + C22C33C66 − C13C23(2

√
2C12 + C66))
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Chapter 6

Evolution of bone fabric governed by

the dissipation principle: a

preliminary �nite-element study

This chapter introduces a 2D �nite-element study of bone rotary remodeling based on

the previously-introduced framework [42, 121] (Chapter 5). This work focuses on two

benchmark problems. The �rst benchmark is a square with cortical bone properties

on which a tensile load is applied (Figure 6.1). This example aims to investigate al-

gorithmic convergence and dependency on some solver parameters (iteration method,

meshing method and time step). The second example illustrates the proposed algo-

rithm using a simpli�ed 2D femur geometry and boundary conditions as per Beaupré

et al. [12], see Figure 6.2.

As Skedros et al. note in their study of trabecular `trajectories', a popular example

for cancellous bone functional adaptation is the human femur, even though the �rst

experiment showing the close correspondence between arched trabecular patterns

and orientations of principal strain was performed on sheep calcanei [108] which

undergo simpler loading conditions [179]. Hence, several numerical studies attempted

to recover the identi�ed femoral neck patterns (see the illustration of the variety in the

representation of trabecular and stress patterns in Figure 6.3). These works rely on

optimization theories [55, 86, 114] or on bone remodeling algorithms based on an ad
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Figure 6.1: Benchmark 1. Model of a 10 mm x 10 mm square under boundary
traction: the load is distributed over a 2 mm region at the center of the right side of
the square. Plane stress conditions are assumed.

hoc expression of directional elastic moduli evolution laws [69, 135, 176] or continuum

damage mechanics [45].

On the one hand, optimization theories rely on the de�nition and minimization

of an objective function Q of the microstructural orientation (θ) under a certain load

σ, that can also depend on other variables such as density (ρ):

Q(ρ, θ̂, σ) = minQ(ρ, θ, σ), (6.1)

where θ̂ is the optimal orientation. Optimization theories usually also include con-

straints, generally on mass. For instance, Fyrhie and Carter developed an optimiza-

tion theory using a cost function based on the strain energy, which is interpreted as a

measure of bone's structural integrity depending both on density and orientation [63].

This concept was used later on by Luo and An who also formulated two constraints,

being the stationarity of the total mass and an upper-limit value to density (saturated

cancellous bone density) [115]. In the same vein, Jacobs et al. built a model minimi-

zing the dissipation, therefore measuring the e�ciency of the translation of external

loads into a variation of the internal energy [86]. In their model based on Lagrangian

optimization, the imposed constraint is a criterion to remodeling, ensuring that net

bone remodeling only takes place when the criterion is violated. Building from this

work, Fernandes et al. proposed an approach accounting for the metabolism needed
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Figure 6.2: Benchmark 2. Simpli�ed femur model: geometry and boundary condi-
tions. (See text for more details.)

to maintain tissue: their model relies on a minimization of the sum of the compliance

and the metabolic cost (assumed to be proportional to tissue mass), while respecting

the principle of virtual power [55]. On the other hand, several models rely on the

mathematical expression of the evolution of directional elastic moduli {Ei}i∈{1, 2, 3}
[69, 70, 135, 176]. In these approaches, the evolution of the elastic moduli are depen-

dent on directional measures of strain [69, 70] or stress [135, 176]. In 2001, Doblaré

and García proposed a continuum damage mechanics framework for bone remodeling,

including the stimultaneous evolution of the density and the directions of the material

axes. In their theory, the remodeling tensor is considered as an internal variable and

its evolution follows from the de�nition of suitable damage criteria which depend on

the local principal directions of anisotropy and the principal directions of equivalent

strains.

In this chapter, a bone remodeling algorithm is developed and tested for two

benchmark problems, stemming from the theory presented earlier (Chapter 5). In

this scope, several computational issues, such as the in�uences of mesh, time step,
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Figure 6.3: Examples of the diversity in femoral trabecular trajectories representa-
tions: (A) Wol�'s femur [206]; Culmann's crane [207]; (C) von Meyer's femur [195];
(D) Koch's drawing [99]. Labeled trabecular tracts mark main trajectories. From
Skedros et al. [179], with permission.

approximation method, geometry and material properties, are investigated.

6.1 Materials and Methods

6.1.1 Kinematics and remodeling law

As noted earlier, a 2D rotary remodeling law based on the energetic considerations

developed by DiCarlo et al. [42] is used, as introduced previously (Chapter 5). Hence,

in this framework of generalized continuum mechanics, the state of each material point

X in the space Ω is described by:

(i) the position x = ξ(X, t),
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(ii) the local orientation of the microstructure R = R̂(X, t).

Additionally, the material behavior is assumed to be linearly elastic. The elastic

tensor C can evolve with time, as it is dependent on the tissue orientation R (see

Equation (5.3)). Thus, the stress-strain relationship reads:

S = C : E , (6.2)

where S is the stress tensor, E is the small strain tensor and the double-dot operator

denotes the tensor inner product.

In 2D, one can simplify the expression of the dissipation derived in the previous

chapter (Equation (5.4)) and obtain the rotation rate as a function of the stress/strain

state of a material point:

2 d0 α̇ = (SE− ES) : Wz, (6.3)

where d0 is a dissipation coe�cient representing the resistance to remodeling,

Wz := e2⊗e1−e1⊗e2, and e1 and e2 are the basis vectors of the 2D Euclidean space.

6.1.2 Numerical solution

The algorithm developed to study bone remodeling implements an iterative method

depicted in Figure 6.4. At each iteration, two main steps are carried out: �rst,

solving a boundary value problem (by means of Finite Element Analysis, FEA) while

keeping �xed the material properties; then, updating the orientation of the material

microstructure � to be called micro-orientation for short�and therefore the material

properties.

The algorithm is initialized by de�ning the geometry, the boundary conditions

and the initial value of the micro-orientation �eld. Moreover, the FE mesh and

the remodeling grid are constructed. After assigning the initial orientation on the

nodes of the remodeling grid, the iterative loop starts. At each step n, current

material properties are calculated based on the values of the micro-orientation on

the remodeling grid points (αni )i∈I, the index i ∈ I corresponding to a remodeling
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i = αni + f∆t

Exit criterion met? STOP

Grid

coordinates
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Figure 6.4: Algorithm structure. Block colors identify computational calculation
(green) or data processing (gray). `FEA' refers to �nite-element analysis.

grid point and I being the set of points of the remodeling grid. FEA is performed

to compute the distribution of stress and strain �elds. Stress and strain �elds are

then projected onto the nodes of the remodeling grid to update the micro-orientation

therein using the remodeling law (Equation (6.3)). Eventually, if the exit criterion is

not met, the new values of micro-orientation are eventually made available to the FE

model to restart the loop.

FE mesh and remodeling grid As depicted in Figure 6.5, the nodes of the FE

mesh (black lines) may be di�erent from those of the remodeling grid (red
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dots). If the nodes of the remodeling grid coincide with the FE mesh (case

(a) in Figure 6.5), there is a one-to-one correspondence between the node-wise

results of the FEA and the nodes where the micro-orientation is computed.

Hence, the remodeling law is directly computed at the mesh nodes as a result of

the FEA. Otherwise, the FE mesh can be �ner than the remodeling grid (case

(b) in Figure 6.5). In the latter case, the results of the FEA will be interpolated

to evaluate the rotation rate at the remodeling grid points.

Boundary value problem. This step is carried out using a commercial FE soft-

ware (Comsol Multiphysics R© 5.3a) [1]. Explicit formulas giving the relationship

between each elastic modulus and micro-orientation are implemented in the

�nite-element model: C(x, y) = Ĉ(α(x, y)), where x and y denote the 2D spa-

tial coordinates. Micro-orientations α(x, y) are interpolated from the values at

remodeling grid points (αni )i∈I, which are updated at each step in an exter-

nal �le from the remodeling law calculation. Thus, the material properties at

Gauss points C(xG, yG) are de�ned. FEA is performed using the plane stress

approximation and quadratic elements.

Updating micro-orientation. This step is carried out using the LivelinkTM for

MATLAB R© module by COMSOL AB [2, 3]. More precisely, at the n-th iter-

ation (n ∈ N), the discrete version of the remodeling law Equation (6.3) in a

remodeling grid point i ∈ I reads:

αn+1
i = αni + f∆t ∀n ∈ N, ∀i ∈ I . (6.4)

The accuracy of the above formula depends on the choice of the time step

∆t and of the function f . This latter represents a discrete approximation of

α̇. Two approximation methods are considered here: Euler-Cauchy (EC) and

fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK). Both of them are one-step explicit methods.

Therefore, the function f depends only on the current values of the micro-
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orientation and strain (or, equivalently, stress), reading:

f = f(αni ,E
n
i ) , (6.5)

where Eni is interpolated from the FEA strain �eld. In the case of Euler-Cauchy

approximation, the function f is the current value of α̇, reading:

fEC(αni ,E
n
i ) = α̇ni =

1

2 d0
(Sni E

n
i − Eni S

n
i ) : Wz , (6.6)

where Sni is computed using Equation (6.2): Sni = C(αni ) : Eni .

The 4th-order Runge-Kutta approximation incorporates the approximation of

the micro-orientation at intermediate time steps:

fRK(αni ,E
n
i ) =

1

6
(k1 + 2 k2 + 2 k3 + k4) , (6.7)

where

k1 = fEC(αni ,E
n
i ) , (6.8)

k2 = fEC(αni +
k1
2

∆t,Eni ) , (6.9)

k3 = fEC(αni +
k2
2

∆t,Eni ) , (6.10)

k4 = fEC(αni + k3∆t,E
n
i ) . (6.11)

Exit criterion. Several exit criteria have been considered based on local or global

convergence of mechanical quantities such as the strain energy of the system

or the micro-orientation. All these criteria require to de�ne a threshold which

can be hardly identi�ed based on biological arguments. Therefore, a simpler

criterion was set, by �xing a threshold on the duration (physical time) of the

remodeling process.
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Figure 6.5: Meshing options: (a) One grid strategy; (b) Two-grid strategy.

6.2 Results

In this section, the in�uence of several solver and modeling parameters is investigated

using the two benchmarks in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Concerning the solver parameters,

the focus is set on the meshing methods and on the two key parameters used to

update the micro-orientation (Equation (6.4)), namely the time step ∆t and the

approximation function f . If not stated di�erently, the FE mesh coincides with the

remodeling grid (case (a) in Figure 6.5) and a ∆t = 1 day time step and the Runge-

Kutta approximation (Equation (6.7)) are used to update the micro-orientation. The

femur model is also used to investigate the e�ects of the material parameters and of

the geometry.

The �rst benchmark is the toy example illustrated in Figure 6.1, a square piece

of cortical bone (1 cm × 1 cm). A surface tensile load Σapp = 100 MPa is applied

on the central part of the edge of the square, leading to strains εmax = max(|εi|) <
4000 µε, ε = mean(|εi|) ' 103 µε. The material is assumed to be orthotropic and the

relevant material properties are listed in Table 6.1. The dependency of the evolution

of the system with respect to di�erent meshing and iteration methods is analyzed

globally via the total strain energy and locally via the micro-orientation at selected
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Table 6.1: Benchmark 1. Material properties for the toy problem in Figure 6.1.
(Kelvin notation is used for the elastic coe�cients.)

Elastic coe�cients GPa

C11 30

C22 20.85

C12 11.49

C66 13.2

Dissipation coe�cient kPa.day

d0 555

points of interest (A, B, C). The location of the latter can be visualized in Figure 6.6.

The second benchmark represents a simpli�ed model of the human proximal femur.

Geometry and boundary conditions are depicted in Figure 6.2. Arrows represent point

loads resulting from joint reaction forces (Fhi) and hip abductor forces (Fgi) (see [12]).

The values of the forces are listed in Table 6.3. The material properties and forces

magnitudes are respectively listed in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. The properties of

the shell (brown, in Figure 6.2) were interpolated linearly between its values at the

external boundary (constant cortical properties as per Table 6.2) and the properties

at the inner boundary (evolving elastic properties of the trabecular bone as per Table

6.2), unless otherwise speci�ed.

Table 6.2: Benchmark 2. Material properties of cortical and trabecular bone (plane
stress). (Kelvin notation is used for the elastic coe�cients.)

Material property Symbol Value

Cortical bone

Young modulus Ec 14 GPa

Poisson's ratio νc 0.3

Trabecular bone

Elastic modulus C11 2.50 GPa

Elastic modulus C22 1.42 GPa

Elastic modulus C12 636 MPa

Elastic modulus C66 1.20 GPa

Dissipation coe�cient d̃0 555 kPa.τ
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Figure 6.6: 10x10 remodeling grid of the square under boundary traction (see Figure
6.1, only the upper half is represented here) and location of points of interest (A, B,
C).

6.2.1 Meshing strategy

In this subsection, di�erent approaches are investigated for the evaluation of the

strain/stress at the remodeling grid points. In the �rst case (named 1M in the �gures),

the remodeling grid coincides with the FE nodes (Figure 6.5(a)). Thus, stress/strain

are directly transferred from the FE model to the remodeling grid. In a second

strategy (named 2M in the �gures), stress/strain in the nodes of the remodeling grid

points (the coarse grid, corresponding to the red dots in Figure 6.5(b)) are obtained by

interpolating the stress/strain �elds obtained from the FEA. (Runge-Kutta method
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Table 6.3: Benchmark 2. Loading conditions: Orientation and magnitude of the point
forces applied on the femur (see Figure 6.2).

Force Angle Value

Fg1 28◦ 421.2 N

Fg2 -8◦ 70.20 N

Fg3 35◦ 93.60 N

Fh1 24◦ -1390 N

Fh2 -15◦ -213.6 N

Fh3 56◦ -309.6 N

and a time step ∆t = 1 day are used to update the micro-orientation.)

In Figure 6.7, the e�ect of the above meshing strategies are evaluated with re-

spect to Benchmark 1. The 1M and 2M meshing strategies are compared, including

several 2M FE mesh options of increasing densities, from a mesh 2.5 times �ner than

the remodeling grid to 10 times �ner. Results obtained with the 1M strategy are

represented with solid lines in Figure 6.7 whereas the results of the 2M strategy are

represented with dotted (2.5 x), dash-dotted (5 x), and dashed (10 x) lines.

The meshing strategy a�ects the evolution of the system to di�erent extents. The

e�ect is clearly small with respect to the local micro-orientation in points A, B, and

C (Figure 6.7(a)). However, larger di�erences exist when looking at the total strain

energy (Figure 6.7(b)). These di�erences are mainly due to the mesh dependency of

the FE solution in the singular points of the system (data not shown).

6.2.2 Quadrature of micro-rotation rate

This section assesses the role of the approximation scheme (function f) and time dis-

cretization (time step ∆t) in the quadrature of the micro-rotation rate, Equation (6.4).

(The 1M meshing strategy is used throughout this subsection.)

Figure 6.8 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis with respect to Benchmark 1.

Simulations were undertaken with time steps ∆t ranging from 0.5 day to 2 days. In

parallel, two di�erent approximation schemes were used, namely fourth-order Runge-

Kutta (RK) and Euler-Cauchy (EC). The evolution of the micro-orientation at the

points of interest A, B and C (blue, green, and red lines, respectively) is shown for
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Figure 6.7: Evolutions of (a) micro-orientations in points A, B and C and (b) total
strain energy (SE) with respect to time, for varying mesh strategies (one mesh (1M)
and two meshes (2M)).

three di�erent time steps ∆t ∈ {0.5, 1, 2} day (bright, dark, and very dark colors,

respectively) and the RK and EC quadrature schemes (dashed and solid lines, re-

spectively). As expected, the RK scheme performs better than the EC scheme. The

former renders a stable evolution of the micro-orientation even for large time steps

and the behavior of the system is approximately the same, irrespective of the time

step (see the dashed lines in any of the points of interest). By contrast, the EC scheme

leads to numerical instabilities for large time steps (see the very dark red solid line

in Figure 6.8 corresponding to point C and a time step ∆t = 2 day).
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Figure 6.8: Square plate benchmark problem: evolutions of the micro-orientation in
points A, B and C for varying time steps (0.5, 1 and 2 days) and approximation
methods (EC and RK).

A similar analysis was performed on the femur model of Benchmark 2. The

time steps was varied between from 0.5 to 20 units time (τ) and both EC and RK

quadrature schemes were used.

The evolution of the system did not vary when imposing di�erent approximation

and time discretization methods from 0.5 to 20 time units. The results of the remod-

eling simulations are displayed in Figure 6.9, which illustrates the �nite-element mesh

(a), initial micro-orientation �eld (b), and micro-orientation �elds after 5000 (c) and

10000 (d) time units. Note that, as expected, the strain energy map changes with

time (Figure 6.9(b-d)).

6.2.3 Geometry

In this subsection the e�ect of the presence of the marrow cavity on the remodeling

process in the proximal femur is investigated. Therefore, an ellipsoidal cavity was

added in the diaphysis of the original femur model to account for the marrow cavity.

In one case (Figure 6.10(b)), the cavity was assumed empty. In the other case (Figure

6.10(c)), the marrow cavity was �lled with a linearly elastic, almost incompressible
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of the micro-orientation (brown sticks) in the femur model:
(a) �nite-element mesh; (b) initial micro-orientation �eld; (c) micro-orientation �eld
after 5000 time units; (d) micro-orientation �eld after 10000 time units. Color map:
strain energy density (MPa).

isotropic material (Em = 10 kPa, νm = 0.499) mimicking the presence of the marrow.

Figure 6.10 displays the results of the previously-mentioned simulations as well

as the original femur model (Figure 6.10(a)). These simulations were performed

with a time step of 1 time unit and with the 1M method. In all cases, the initial

micro-orientation �elds was assumed as in Figure 6.9(b). While there is a signi�cant

discrepancy in the results when introducing the marrow cavity in the geometry, the
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Figure 6.10: Micro-orientations (brown sticks) in the femur model after 10000 units
time for varying geometries: (a) original model; (b) empty marrow cavity; (c) �lled
marrow cavity. Color map: strain energy density (MPa).

speci�c values of the material properties of the marrow space (Figure 6.10(c)) do not

seem to notably impact the micro-orientation �eld in the femur.

6.2.4 Material properties

Material properties of bone tissue play a substantial role in remodeling. In particular,

the modi�cation of the shear modulus of trabecular bone may change the remodeling

response dramatically. Hence, one can also infer that a change in mechanical loading
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is not the only trigger to a change in bone remodeling activity: changes in bone

structure and composition also prompt a di�erent bone cell activity, as the mechanical

environment changes. Here, this issue is addressed by considering a modi�cation of

the shear modulus C66 which is set to twice its original value: C66 = 2.4 GPa.

Analytically, a di�erent shear modulus can modify the material response to loading

in terms of micro-rotation. The in�uence of material properties on rotary remodeling

has been investigated in Chapter 5 considering a uniaxial, stationary load. In that

scope, the remodeling response has been shown to strongly depend on the sign of the

function f3 de�ned hereafter:

f3({Cij}) = 2 C44C55(
√

2C2
13C22 +

√
2C2

12C33 +
√

2C11(C
2
23 − C22C33)

−C2
23C66 + C12C33C66 + C22C33C66 − C13C23(2

√
2C12 + C66)). (6.12)

The function f3 governs the tendency of the microstructure to align with the principal

stress directions. In particular, it has been shown in Chapter 5 that a necessary

condition for the micro-orientation to align with the 1D stress direction is the function

f3 to take positive value.

The analytical results of Chapter 5 cannot be applied straightforwardly to the

femur model since the stress state is more complex and evolves in time. However,

it is reasonable to expect the shear modulus to a�ect the remodeling process by fa-

voring the alignment of the material axes with the principal stress directions when

f3 is positive. Actually, the function f3 takes negative value when using the elastic

coe�cients in Table 6.2. However, f3 takes positive value assuming C66 = 2.4 GPa.

One may also note that, as previously mentioned by Cowin [37] about cortical tissue,

experimental values of bone tissue material properties suggest that the material mi-

crostructure does not always tend to align with strains and stresses (from energetic

considerations).

Remodeling of the trabecular tissue can be also a�ected by the elasticity of the

surrounding cortical shell. A linear transition of material properties was postulated

through the cortical shell (with C66 = 1.2 GPa). This research hypothesis was inves-

tigated by smoothing the trabecular-to-cortical transition. To this end, a parabolic
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variation of the elastic moduli through the cortical shell was also considered. The

elastic moduli variations are displayed in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Evolution of the elastic moduli: trabecular-to-cortical transition in the
linear and quadratic interpolation cases.

Figure 6.12 depicts the material orientations after 10000 units time, using a time

step of 1 time unit, a 1M meshing method and varying material properties. The

material properties of the original model are shown in the subplot (a). Subplot (b)

shows the results obtained when the shear modulus of the trabecular is increased

(C66 = 2.4 GPa). One can note the signi�cant changes in the micro-orientation �eld,

in particular at the femoral head. Subplot (c) shows the results obtained by con-

sidering a quadratic variation of the elastic moduli through the cortical shell. It is

apparent that there are no major changes to the orientations associated with this

choice.

6.3 Conclusions

This chapter on numerical solutions of benchmark problems shows the potential of the

proposed algorithm and the relevance of the questions of mesh, time discretization,

geometry and material properties. These questions are closely related to the problem
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Figure 6.12: Micro-orientations (brown sticks) in the femur model after 10000 units
time for varying material properties: (a) original model; (b) modi�ed trabecular
elastic modulus (C66 = 2.4 GPa); (c) quadratic interpolation between the boundaries
of the cortical shell. Color map: strain energy density (MPa).

studied, in particular when dealing with complex in vivo geometries, where one must

�nd a balance between model convergence and physical meaning. One of the �ndings

of this study is the importance of the de�nition of material properties, in accordance

with earlier theoretical developments (Chapter 5). Noting that the remodeling algo-

rithm proposed in this Chapter could be adapted to another remodeling law, a further

development of this work would be the coupling of the e�ect of mechanobiology on

material properties and the evolution of micro-orientation. This will be addressed
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with a unifying theory of bone remodeling presented in the next chapter (Chapter 7).

The results of this study are encouraging for future applications to clinical ques-

tions such as bone remodeling around implants or the underlying mechanisms of bone

pathologies such as adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). The advantage of the pre-

sented algorithm is that it provides a framework for the analysis of bone remodeling

for realistic geometries. Although the data is not shown here, the model was already

adapted and tested in 3D. Chapter 8 provides the perspective of a commencing clini-

cal study of bone remodeling on AIS. While the model developed in this chapter and

the previous one (Chapter 5) is dedicated to passive (i.e. mechanically driven) bone

remodeling, an extension of this theory is proposed in the next chapter (Chapter 7)

in order to integrate the roles of chemistry and biology and their interactions with

mechanics.



Chapter 7

Development of a thermodynamic

framework coupling cellular activities,

bone remodeling and mineralization

Since Herissant's �rst experiments in 1758 [80], it is well accepted that bone tissue is

a composite material made of organic and mineral components. Hence, additional-

ly to the mechanobiological feedback, bone remodeling also involves mineralization

kinetics.

Several theories investigated phase transformation kinetics using thermodynamics,

in particular in the context of civil engineering. One may highlight the contributions

of Ulm et al. [190] and Bary [11] who investigated the leaching of cement-based ma-

terials within the framework of poroelasticity. On the other hand, in the context of

bone remodeling, Gangho�er and coworkers developed a phase �eld approach based

on thermodynamics: the de�nition of dissipation contributions associated with phase

�eld, mechanical, chemical, and thermal phenomena leads to the equations of evolu-

tion of bone tissue [64, 65]. In particular, they introduced a di�use interface behavior

between marrow and new bone, and described mineral content with a phase �eld.

In their 2019 model, they added the description of growth in a second-gradient ap-

proach to account for bone mass production and internal microstructure evolution.

Another signi�cant contribution to bone remodeling and mineralisation was made by

157
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Klika and coworkers who represented cells behavior by a series of reaction schemes,

from osteoblasts precursors to new (non-mineralized) bone, and from pre-osteoclasts

to the degradation of old (mineralized) bone by active osteoclasts [97]. Hence, they

introduced in their original model 16 main substances Ni which were products or re-

actives of given reactions and proposed relationships between the concentrations [Ni]

of these substances. With chosen stoechiometric coe�cients (να,i and ν ′α,i correspond

respectively to the substances Ni entering and leaving the α-th reaction), the evolu-

tion of the concentration of the substances is driven by a system of ODEs based on

the reaction rates rα and the addition of in�ow and out�ow �uxes Ji (Equation (7.1)),

and regulated by mechanics via the strain rate tensor �rst invariant d(1), representing

volume change (Equation (7.2)):

[Ṅi] =
∑5

α=1(ν
′
α,i − να,i)rα + Ji , (7.1)

rα = k+α
∏n+

α

α=1[Ni]
να,i − k−α

∏n−
α

α=1[Ni]
να,i − lαvd(1) , (7.2)

where k+α and k−α are the forward and backward reaction rate constants, lαv a phe-

nomenological constant and n+
α and n−α are respectively the number of reactives and

products for reaction α.

Over the past decades, several other bone remodeling frameworks accounted for

mineralization. In 2000, Hernandez and coworkers developed a feedback model for

bone structure and bone mineral content relying on two feedback loops controlled by

daily stimuli, where the regulating inputs were not only the mechanics but also the

bone cells activity. The daily metabolic and stress stimuli respectively regulated the

mineralization and bone structure, via a test against a certain setpoint. This model,

directly in line with Frost's `mechanostat' framework, delivers a local evolution law

for the bone `porous volume', `mineralized volume', and `osteoid volume' depending

on BMU activity (sic, terminology from the text). This formulation was used later

on by Hambli [75] who combined the Hernandez et al.'s mineralization law with the

biological evolution in the tissue, accounting for cells and porosity evolution using

Komarova et al.'s [101] and Bonfoh et al.'s [20] works. Note that Gangho�er et al.

also described bone cells activity using Komarova's model [64].
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In 2005, García-Aznar et al. introduced a novel model of mineralization [66]. Bone

was described as a three-phase material constituted of an inorganic phase (mineral),

an organic phase (mostly collagen), and water. In that study, a law for the evolution

of ash fraction (a measure of the degree of mineralization) was de�ned: the primary

phase of mineralization, known to happen very quickly, was implemented as instan-

taneous and the secondary phase followed an exponential law to reach the maximum

mineral content. In later works [14, 124], this model was modi�ed and the primary

mineralization was modelled as a linear evolution. In the aforementioned models, the

ash fraction evolution law was integrated in a damage mechanics framework where

the crack density and the BMU activity enters the bone density balance. Eventually,

an average ash fraction was de�ned integrating di�erent mineralization stages over

the volume element.

The present work describes a framework that uses the coarse representation inher-

ent to phenomenological models while embedding textural information in the contin-

uum that renders the biological and chemical activity taking place at the microscale.

Biochemical events inherent to bone remodeling are accounted for via their energetic

contribution, as one can assume that they respond to the laws of thermodynamics.

Hence, the evolution of the tissue is described through its macroscopic deformation,

as well as its micro-architecture, macroscopic porosity, mineral volume fraction, os-

teoblasts and osteoclasts concentrations. After de�ning the kinematic framework and

representative volume, the generalized principle of virtual power is stated. Then,

a free energy is de�ned, which bears a mechanical component (dependent on the

porosity, mineral content and orientation of the microstructure), a chemical compo-

nent (dependent on the macro-porosity and mineral volume fraction, which de�ne the

chemical composition of the bone volume), and a biological component (dependent

on cell concentrations). From constitutive equations (expression (7.5) of the strain

energy density) and the de�nition of actions on bone remodeling, one can derive an

expression for the second principle of thermodynamics. Finally, the actions acting

on the rate of changes of the kinematic descriptors are de�ned, which leads to the

expression of the power of internal and external actions.

The model was tested by simulating two cases: variation of calcium concentra-
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tion, which directly impacts mineralization, and reduced loading, modulating the

mechanobiological feedback. The results obtained with numerical simulations are

promising and could be applied to real geometries thanks to a similar algorithm as

proposed earlier (Chapter 6).

7.1 Materials and Methods

7.1.1 Description of bone tissue

The present framework aims at describing the evolution of bone material in terms

of micro-architecture and mineral content in function of its biological, physical and

chemical environment. Hence, a microscopic volume of bone is represented here as

a biological tissue with evolving biological (cells), chemical (mineral content) and

structural (macro-porosity, micro-orientation) compositions. Figure 7.1 illustrates

the representative volume elements of cancellous and cortical bone tissue (respectively

top-left and bottom-left) and their composition (right).

Remodeling cells (osteoblasts, osteoclasts) evolve in the �uid space, �lling the

macroscopic pores of bone tissue (see Figure 7.1). This space is assumed to be a

chemical pool providing necessary nutrients and raw materials, that relies on a con-

tinuous supply from the marrow and vasculature, although this chemical pool can be

perturbed by a diseased state or drug treatment. The macro-pores volume fraction

in a representative volume element is represented by the porosity φ i.e. the ratio

between the volume of the macro-pores (Vφ) and the volume of the RVE (VRV E).

Apposition and resorption of bone happen on bone surfaces, which implies that os-

teoblasts and osteoclasts activities are dependent on the surface availability, which is

accounted for via the speci�c surface sV = ŝV (φ). Note that bone with a very high or

very low porosity φ is also characterized by a low surface availability (see Appendix

7.D for mathematical details).

Bone is a highly organized living material. Its micro-architecture has preferred

orientations, depending on the micro-environment, and in particular the mechanical

environment [208]. To address the complexity of the organization of bone matrix
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Figure 7.1: Representation of the material. Left: illustration of the representative
volume element (RVE) for cortical (bottom) and cancellous/trabecular (top) bone.
Top-right: decomposition into macro-pores (where osteoblasts and osteoclasts live),
osteoid (newly-formed bone matrix) and mineralized bone matrix (MB). Bottom-
right: composition of osteoid and mineralized bone matrix.

in the tissue, a tensor R representing the local microstructural orientation in a rep-

resentative volume element is introduced as introduced in earlier theories [42, 121].

Additionally, in order to represent the varying degree of mineralization in the bone

matrix, a variable m is introduced, denoting the mineral volume fraction in the bone

matrix, which is de�ned as the ratio between the volume of mineral Vm and the

volume of bone matrix Vbm.

Bone-forming cells � osteoblasts (Ob) � and bone-resorbing cells � osteoclasts

(Oc) � respond to a continuous regulation by soluble biochemical factors. Osteoblast

and osteoclast numbers can increase via cell proliferation or via di�erentiation of

their precursors into active remodeling cells (Ob, Oc). Remodeling cells also undergo

apoptosis (cell death). Signalling pathways regulating cells fate are not only governed

by the chemical environment and cellular interactions, but also by mechanics [16, 19,
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50]. In fact, cells embedded in the bone matrix (osteocytes) have the capacity to sense

mechanical stimuli and modify the chemical environment [19]. In the present theory,

osteocytes mechanosensation are not directly accounted for but rather for the result

of their actions on cells dynamics and ligand concentrations. Here, osteoblasts and

osteoclasts respective volume concentrations (expressed as cell number per unit RVE

volume: CX = NX
VRV E

) are referred to as COb and COc. Note that the actual volume

occupied by cells is not accounted for in the calculation of the macroscopic porosity

(hosting osteoblasts and osteoclasts) and the microscopic porosity (lacuno-canalicular

network, hosting osteocytes).

7.1.2 Generalized kinematics

The present model is set in the framework of generalized continuummechanics [71, 72].

Thus, bone tissue is modeled as a continuum medium B occupying a closed region

S ∈ E of the 3-dimensional (3D) Euclidean manifold E at each instant t of the time-

line T . Each material point b ∈ B carries information about its position in space and

the local microstructure.

In light of the previous considerations (Subsection 7.1.1), the state of bone (living)

material is described with six kinematic �elds, related to its constitution, structure

and shape:

• the displacement vector ξ, describing the visible shape;

• the fabric tensor R, characterizing the local orientation of the microstructure;

• the volume fraction of mineral in the bone matrix m = Vm
Vbm

;

• the volume fraction of macro-pores φ =
Vφ

VRV E
= 1− Vbm

VRV E
;

• the volume concentration of osteoblasts COb = NOb

VRV E
;

• the volume concentration of osteoclasts COc = NOc

VRV E
.

Note that all the above de�nitions are meant in a Lagrangian sense, i.e. as the ratio

between the actual value of a variable and a reference (t = 0) volume.
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Therefore, the complete motion of the body of B is described by the velocity �elds

(v,W,vφ,vm,vCOb
,vCOc

), where v := ξ̇ is associated with the displacement ξ, W := ṘRT

with the rotation of the microstructure R, vφ := φ̇ with the porosity, vm := ṁ with

the mineral volume fraction, vCOb
:= ĊOb and vCOc

:= ĊOc with the concentrations of

osteoblasts and osteoclasts, respectively. Note that the dot operator denotes time

derivative.

Additionally, the macroscopic displacement ξ and velocity v take values in V �

the vector spaces of the translations of E ; R in Orth+ � the vector space of the 2nd-

order rotation tensors; W in Skw � the vector spaces of the skew-symmetric 2nd-order

tensors; vφ, vm, vCOb
and vCOc

in R.

7.1.3 Balance equations

De�nition of the forces This paragraph de�nes the forces representing the actions

on the remodeling variables R, φ, m, COb and COc. Hence, the associated inner (i)

and outer (o) actions are introduced as follows:

• on the orientation of the microstructure: Λi
R, Λo

R;

• on the macro-pores: λiφ, λ
o
φ;

• on the mineral volume fraction: λim, λ
o
m;

• on osteoblasts concentration: λiOb, λ
o
Ob;

• on osteoclasts concentration: λiOc, λ
o
Oc.

Additionally, as previously introduced [42], one can de�ne bi and b respectively

as the inner and outer bulk forces, t∂ as the boundary traction and S as the stress

tensor.

Generalized principle of virtual power In order to derive the principle of vir-

tual power, test velocity �elds are introduced (ṽ,W̃,̃vφ ,̃vm ,̃vCOb
,̃vCOc

), associated with

(v,W,vφ,vm,vCOb
,vCOc

). One can now write the virtual powers of internal and external
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forces:

Pi(ṽ, W̃, ṽφ, ṽm, ṽCOb
, ṽCOc

) =
∫
B(bi · ṽ − S : ∇ṽ + Λi

R : W̃

+λiφ ṽφ + λim ṽm + λiOb ṽCOb
+ λiOc ṽCOc

) ,

Pe(ṽ, W̃, ṽφ, ṽm, ṽCOb
, ṽCOc

) =
∫
B(b · ṽ + Λo

R : W̃

+λoφ ṽφ + λom ṽm + λoOb ṽCOb
+ λoOc ṽCOc

)

+
∫
∂B t∂ · ṽ .

(7.3)

In Eq. (7.3), centered dots and double dots denote the inner products in V and

Lin (the space of 2nd order tensors), respectively, and ∇ is the gradient operator.

The following balance laws directly derive from the principle of virtual power:

div S + b = 0 on B , Sn∂ = t∂ on ∂B ,
Λi

R + Λo
R = 0 on B ,

λiφ + λoφ = 0 on B ,
λim + λom = 0 on B ,
λiOb + λoOb = 0 on B ,
λiOc + λoOc = 0 on B .

(7.4)

Additionally, the principle of material frame-indi�erence leads classically to bi = 0

and to the symmetry of the stress tensor S.

7.1.4 Constitutive relations: de�nition of a free energy

This subsection de�ne a free energy density (with respect to the reference volume)

composed of three components:

ψ (E,R, φ,m,COb, COc)
hyp
= ψmech (R,E, φ,m) + ψχ (φ,m) + ψβ (COb, COc) . (7.5)

The �rst part ψmech is mechanical and depends on material properties. The term

ψχ accounts for the purely chemical contribution of the free energy, relying on the

chemical potential of the phases (pores, bone matrix of varying degree of mineral-
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ization). Finally, the biological term ψβ describes the energy available from cellular

activity and biochemical interactions.

Mechanical contribution The mechanical term ψmech of the free energy is the

classical (macroscopic) strain energy density, depending here on material microstruc-

tural properties: orientation of the principal axes of the material R, porosity (φ) and

mineral volume fraction (m).

ψmech (E,R, φ,m) = 1
2
CE : E (7.6)

where E is the in�nitesimal strain tensor, and C = Ĉ (R, φ,m) is the symmetric

orientation-, porosity- and mineralization-dependent elasticity tensor. Note that the

fourth-order elastic tensor C can be written as follows:

C = Ĉ(C0,R) = RC0RT, (7.7)

where R is the fourth-order rotation tensor associated to R and C0 = Ĉ0(φ,m) is a

prototype elastic tensor.

Assuming ψmech to be totally di�erentiable, the time derivative of the mechanical

free energy can be derived mathematically and reads as follows:

dψmech
dt

=
∂ψmech
∂E

: Ė +
∂ψmech
∂R

: Ṙ +
∂ψmech
∂φ

φ̇+
∂ψmech
∂m

ṁ, (7.8)

where (see Appendix 7.A):

∂ψmech
∂E

= R (C0 : EC)RT, (7.9)

∂ψmech
∂R

=
[
E,
(
R
(
C0 : EC)RT

))]
R, (7.10)

∂ψmech
∂φ

=
1

2
(C0,φ : EC) : EC, (7.11)

∂ψmech
∂m

=
1

2
(C0,m : EC) : EC. (7.12)

C0,φ and C0,m are the partial derivatives of the elastic tensor function Ĉ0 with

respect to porosity φ and mineral volume fraction m, EC = RTER is the pullback
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of the in�nitesimal strain tensor, and [ , ] = (A,B) 7→ [A,B] = AB − BA is the

commutation operator.

If I is the identity tensor, note that the function Ĉ0 = (φ,m) 7→ Ĉ (I, φ,m) =

C0 maps the values of the un-rotated homogenized fourth-order elastic tensor. The

function Ĉ0 is de�ned in Appendix 7.B.

Chemical contribution The chemical energy in the RVE is represented by the

Gibbs free energy of a system of three components:

• the pore space whose volume fraction is φ, that is assumed to be a pool of

species in the aqueous solution allowing the evolution of the mineral and matrix

fractions, with electrolytes (el) in solution;

• osteoid (SO), whose volume fraction is φSO, composed of a water-based collage-

neous gel that is deposited by osteoblasts during the bone formation process;

• mineralized bone (MB), whose volume fraction is φMB, with a solid fraction

(SMB) composed of mineralized collagen and a �uid fraction (FMB) composed

of water with electrolytes (el) in solution (lacuno-canalicular network).

Note that, as illustrated in Figure 7.1, the volume of �uid in the mineralized matrix

is de�ned as the volume occupied by the lacuno-canalicular spaces. Conversely, the

volume fraction of �uid in the osteoid is trapped in the collageneous unmineralized

matrix. Hence, in this model, only ions exchanges between the pore spaces situated

in the marrow, vascular and lacuno-canalicular spaces are accounted for.

In this framework, the osteoid (SO) is not mineralized, while the mineralized

matric (MB) is fully mineralized. Then, the intrinsic composition of SO and MB does

not change in time (i.e. the proportions of collagen, water, and mineral in SO and MB

do not change). The osteoid has a collageneous phase (volume fraction fCol) and a

�uid phase (volume fraction fSO
w ), whose proportions are linked by the relation: fCol =

1−fSO
w . The volume fraction of collagen in the matrix is assumed to be constant during

mineralization (thus, the same between SO and MB). The mineral volume fraction

in the mineralized matrix is de�ned mathematically as fMB
m , therefore verifying the
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following relationship with the remodeling variablem: fMB
m φMB = m(1−φ). Thus, the

volume fraction of interstitial �uid (FMB fraction of the MB phase) in the mineralized

matrix is fMB
w = 1− (fCol + fMB

m ).

In order to evaluate the local evolution of the chemical energy density in a material

point (ψχ), one can �rst calculate the evolution of the total chemical energy Ψχ of an

RVE of the system:

dΨχ
hyp
=
∑
i

µi dni

= µ∗
SMB

dnSMB + µ∗SO dnSO +
∑
el

µel dnel,
, (7.13)

where µi is the chemical potential of the substance i (in J.mol−1) and dni is the

in�nitesimal change in number of moles of species i. The chemical potential µ∗i stands

for the standard potential, as the chemical potential is constant in the solid phases.

Additionally, using Equations (7.75)-(7.77) in Appendix 7.C, the in�nitesimal

change dnel in number of moles of species (el) can be expressed in function of the

concentration cel of the electrolyte (el) in the macro- (volume Vφ) and micro-pores

(volume VFMB):

dnel = cel(dVFMB + dVφ)

= cel
(
d
(
fMB
w φMBVRV E

)
+ dVφ

)

= cel

(
d

(
fMB
w m(1− φ)

fMB
m

VRV E

)
+ dVφ

)

= cel

[
(1−m fMB

w

fMB
m

)dVφ +
fMB
w

fMB
m

(VRV E − Vφ)dm

]
. (7.14)

Note that it is assumed here that electrolytes transport occurs su�ciently fast

compared to the remodeling and mineralization process. Hence, in the following

developments, di�usion of electrolytes is neglected. Therefore, the concentration cel of

each electrolyte el is assumed to be uniform in the pores. Additionally, it is postulated

that these concentrations are not time-independent, aside from perturbations (e.g .

modi�cation of the hormonal state).
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After mathematical calculations given in Appendix 7.C, the expression of the

evolution of the chemical energy is obtained as follows:

ψ̇χ = µφφ̇+ µmṁ, (7.15)

with the contributions µφ and µm de�ned as:

µφ = µ̂φ(m) =
fMB
w − 1

fMB
m

µ̂∗
SMB
m+ (

m

fMB
m

− 1)µ̂∗SO −
(

1− fMB
w

fMB
m

m

)∑

el

µelcel, (7.16)

µm = µ̂m(φ) =
1− φ
fMB
m

(
1− fMB

w µ̂∗
SMB
− fColµ̂∗SO + fMB

w

∑

el

µelcel

)
, (7.17)

where the chemical potential µ̂∗i =
µ∗i
Vm,i

stands for the standard potential of the solid

phase i per unit volume, and Vm,i is its molar volume. The chemical contributions

µφ and µm can be interpreted as e�ective chemical potentials of the porosity and

mineral volume fractions. Note that µφ and µm are partial derivatives of the chemical

energy with respect to φ and m, respectively. Therefore, the fact that µφ and µm

respectively do not depend on φ and m actually stems from the linear de�nition

of the free chemical energy (Eq. (7.13)). Qualitatively, one may interpret these

quantities as chemical potentials, which are intrinsic properties of the corresponding

substance (here, φ or m) and independent of the volume of that substance. However,

chemical potentials do depend on the state of the substance, namely the presence of

chemical bonds, and therefore the surrounding bone composition.

Biological contribution For the sake of simplicity, the free energy density of bone

tissue that arises from cellular activity is de�ned as a quadratic function of cell con-

centrations:

ψβ(COb, COc) =
1

2
βObC

2
Ob + βOcC

2
Oc, (7.18)

where βOb and βOc are positive real numbers.

The biological energy is assumed to be totally di�erentiable. This leads to an
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expression of the time-derivative of ψβ:

ψ̇β(COb, COc) = βObCObĊOb + βOcCOcĊOc, (7.19)

Thus, this biological energy ψβ accounts for the energy available from cells and

their activity through metabolism.

7.1.5 Dissipation principle

An isotherm evolution is postulated, which is consistent with the study of bone tissue

as a biological system. In the de�ned framework of generalized continuum mechanics,

the Clausius-Duhem equation reads as follows:

Dint = −pi(v,W, φ̇, ṁ, ĊOb, ĊOc)− ψ̇ (E,R, φ,m,COb, COc) ≥ 0, (7.20)

where Dint is the total intrinsic dissipation of the system and pi is the inner power

bulk density.

From the de�nition of the free energy Eq. (7.5), one can write the evolution of

the free energy ψ as the sum of a mechanical (ψmech, see Eq. (7.8)), a chemical (ψχ,

see Eq. (7.15)) and a biological (ψβ, see Eq. (7.19)) component:

ψ̇ = ψ̇mech + ψ̇χ + ψ̇β. (7.21)

Given the expression of the power of external actions and the derivative of the free

energy Eq. (7.21), the Clausius-Duhem inequality Eq. (7.20) can be now developed

as:

Dint = DE : Ė + DR : (ṘRT) +Dφφ̇+Dmṁ+DObĊOb +DOcĊOc ≥ 0, (7.22)

where DE, DR, Dφ, Dm, DOb and DOc are generalized dissipative forces related to the

di�erences between the energy conveyed to the system by the external actions and

the evolution of the free energy with respect to the visible deformation E, the tissue

orientation R, the fraction of macro-pores φ, the mineral volume fraction m, the con-
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centration of osteoblasts COb and the concentration of osteoclasts COc, respectively.

They are functions of the state variables that can be developed as follows:

DE
def
= S− ∂ψ

∂E
∈ Sym, (7.23)

DR
def
= −Λi

R −
∂ψ

∂R
RT ∈ Skw, (7.24)

Dφ def= −λiφ −
∂ψ

∂φ
∈ R, (7.25)

Dm def
= −λim −

∂ψ

∂m
∈ R, (7.26)

DOb
def
= −λiOb −

∂ψ

∂COb
∈ R, (7.27)

DOc
def
= −λiOc −

∂ψ

∂COc
∈ R. (7.28)

Note that, while not written explicitly, external actions can depend on all state vari-

ables E, R, φ, m, COb and COc.

The following mathematical assumptions are made, that will establish the evolu-

tion laws of the kinematic variables:

DE
hyp
= 0, (7.29)

DR
hyp
= D0 : (ṘRT), (7.30)

Dφ hyp
= dφφ̇, (7.31)

Dm hyp
= dmṁ, (7.32)

DOb
hyp
= dObĊOb, (7.33)

DOc
hyp
= dOcĊOc, (7.34)

where D0 is a fourth-order dissipation tensor (∀W ∈ Skw, (D0 : W) : W ≥ 0;

D0 : Skw → Skw) and dφ, dm, dOb and dOc are positive scalar dissipation coe�cients

respectively associated with the evolution of porosity, mineralization, osteoblasts and

osteoclasts concentrations. Equations (7.29)-(7.34) ensure the positivity of the dis-

sipation. Eq. (7.29) states that the dissipation due to the evolution of the visible

deformation is neglected. This classical assumption leads to the expression of the
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second-order symmetric stress tensor: S = R(C0 : EC)RT.

Equations (7.30)-(7.34) represent the dissipative processes originating from mi-

crostructural changes. With these equations, it is assumed that bone remodeling is

a linearly dissipative process that can be quanti�ed with a quadratic function of the

rates of the remodeling variables R, φ, m, COb and COc.

7.1.6 Evolution law of bone remodeling

The present section outlines the consequences of Equations (7.30)-(7.34) on bone

remodeling dynamics. De�nitions of external actions are proposed, leading to an evo-

lution law for bone remodeling. Material properties and activity coe�cients de�ned

and used in the following paragraphs are outlined in Table 7.3.

Evolution of the local orientation Using Equations (7.24) and (7.30), one can

derive the following expression:

D0 : (ṘRT) = Λo
R − [R(C0 : EC)RT,E]. (7.35)

This equation has been extensively studied in the case of an isotropic dissipation

(D0 = d0 I) with no biochemical stimulation (Λo
R = 0) [42, 121]. The case of bone

orthotropic rotary remodeling is not investigated, assuming an alignment of the ori-

entation of the microstructure with the applied stress, resulting in a null rotation

velocity ṘRT.

Evolution of the porosity and balance of collagen in the RVE Equations

(7.31) (remodeling law) and (7.25) (de�nition) describe the evolution of bone porosity

as a function of the state variables as follows:

φ̇ =
1

dφ

(
λoφ −

∂ψmech
∂φ

− µφ
)
. (7.36)

The external action on porosity is assumed to rely entirely on the remodeling

activity of bone cells. Hence, the function λoφ is dependent on the actual concentra-

tions of osteoblasts COb and osteoclasts COc which regulate bone turnover. In order
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to investigate the biological action on bone porosity, one can �rst analyze collagen

balance.

Collagen can be laid down by osteoblasts, forming the early bony tissue, the

osteoid. It can also be broken down through the acidic action of osteoclasts on the

bone matrix. These two actions can be depicted by two reactions: the formation of

collagen by osteoblasts, and its resorption by osteoclasts.

Michaelis-Menten kinetics gives a framework to quantify kinetic rate enhancement

of a reaction due to the presence of an enzyme. Here, the formation and resorption

of collagen are assumed to be mediated by bone cells in a process similar to reaction

catalysis. In this scope, the concentration of catalysts (Ob and Oc, around 10−4

pM) is much smaller than that of collagen (a few 10−3 M). Hence, the cell-mediated

collagen production rate (pβCol) is proportional to the concentration of osteoblasts and

its degradation rate (δβCol) is proportional to the concentration of osteoclasts. Thus

one can obtain the following expression of rate of collagen quantity evolution in the

RVE (vβCol) attributed to biological processes:

vβCol = pβCol − δβCol, pβCol = kpCObsV , (7.37)

δβCol = kdCOc sV .

where kp and kd are de�ned as positive coe�cients accounting for the actions of os-

teoblasts and osteoclasts, respectively and sV = ŝV (φ) represents the speci�c surface,

as surface availability is necessary for bone cells to resorb or deposit matrix. The

mathematical expression of ŝV is given in Appendix 7.D.

The number of moles of collagen in bone matrix is assumed not to depend on min-

eralization (mineral cristallizes and replaces water in unmineralized bone). Therefore,

one can write the evolution of porosity due to the presence of bone cells φ̇β as follows:

φ̇β = −κ vβCol, (7.38)

where κ is a proportionality constant.

In Eq. (7.36), the biological component driving the evolution of porosity resides in
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the external actions. Hence, the external action on porosity λoφ is de�ned as follows:

λoφ = sV (kresCOc − kformCOb), (7.39)

where kform = κkp and kres = κkd re�ect the actions of remodeling cells on the porosity

and the factor sV the dependency of external actions on surface availability.

Evolution of the mineral content Using Equations (7.26) � de�nition � and

(7.32) � remodeling law, one can infer the evolution of bone mineral volume fraction

ṁ as a function of the state variables as follows:

ṁ =
1

dm

(
λom −

∂ψmech
∂m

− µm
)
. (7.40)

It is assumed that the external action on mineral content λom depends on os-

teoclasts action λmOc (osteoclasts resorb mineralized bone by locally acidifying the

medium) and on the chemical environment through λχ:

λom = λmOc(φ,m,COc) + λχ, (7.41)

Here, λχ depends on the concentration of electrolytes in solution via their chemical

potentials µel and λmOc is proportional to osteoclasts concentration COc:

λmOc(φ,m,COc) = −αmOcCOc(1− φ)msV , (7.42)

λχ = αmχ
∑

el

νelµel, (7.43)

where αmOc and αmχ are activity coe�cients (positive real numbers), respectively in

mm.mol.m−3 and Pa.

The action of osteoclasts is assumed proportional to (1−φ)m, which is proportional

to the fraction of mineralized matrix. This assumption is supported by the fact that

osteoclasts preferentially resorb mineralized bone. The action of osteoclasts λmOc in

Eq. (7.43) is proportional to sV , the speci�c surface. This translates the fact that a
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small speci�c surface � which can be due to low or high porosity levels � results into

a lesser access of resorbing cells to bone surface. Moreover, the chemical action λχ

described in Eq. (7.43) is proportional to the weighted sum of the chemical potentials

of the reactives of the reaction of mineralization into hydroxyapatite crystals.

Evolution of cells concentration Equations (7.27), (7.28), (7.33) and (7.34) lead

to the formulation of the evolution laws of osteoblasts and osteoclasts populations:

ĊOb =
1

dOb

(
λoOb −

∂ψβ
∂COb

)
, (7.44)

ĊOc =
1

dOc

(
λoOc −

∂ψβ
∂COc

)
. (7.45)

The external actions on osteoblasts and osteoclasts concentrations are assumed

to originate from e�ects of soluble factors produced by bone cells. Hence, one can

separate autocrine regulation (biochemical processes a�ecting the cell type which

also regulates or produces them) and paracrine actions (processes a�ecting another

cell type). Note that only two cell types are considered, namely Ob and Oc, since

osteocytes are not explicitly described in the model. Based on previous works [101],

power laws are proposed to describe these regulations. Hence, exponents gxy are

de�ned to represent the processes a�ecting or regulated by osteoblasts (x, y = b)

and osteoclasts (x, y = c). Thus, the external actions related to osteoblasts (λoOb)

and osteoclasts (λoOc) are assumed to depend on osteoblasts (NOb = CObVRV E) and

osteoclasts (NOc = COcVRV E) numbers in the RVE, as follows:

λoOb = pObN
gcb
Oc N

gbb
Ob , (7.46)

λoOc = pOcN
gcc
Oc N

gbc
Ob , (7.47)

where pOb and pOc are regulation coe�cients of osteoblasts and osteoclasts, respec-

tively. Note that the exponents gxy can designate either autocrine (gxx) or paracrine

(gxy, x 6= y) processes.
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Using the derivative of the biological component of the free energy Eq. (7.19),

Equations (7.44-7.45) become:

ĊOb =
1

dOb
(pObN

gcb
Oc N

gbb
Ob − βObCOb) , (7.48)

ĊOc =
1

dOc
(pOcN

gcc
Oc N

gbc
Ob − βOcCOc) . (7.49)

Here, one �nds the same system of equations as one of the classical mechanobiol-

ogy works on bone remodeling, by Komarova et al. [101]. The parameters βOb and βOc

that stand for cells removal rates in the original work [101] are recovered as the result

of the variation of free energy. Note that the same structure of bone remodeling evo-

lution laws was used in similar mechanobiological approaches [110, 154, 172]. Hence,

cells turnover is regulated by the external work, here in the form of the action of

bone multicellular units, which competes with the variation of energy of the system,

that occurs through regulation of cell numbers. Note that, in order to implement

more complex quantitative mechanological approaches such as the work of Pivonka

and colleagues [122, 156], one could postulate a di�erent expression for external ac-

tions related to osteoblasts and osteoclasts concentrations, therefore leading to new

evolution laws.

Osteocytes are di�erentiated bone cells embedded in the matrix that have the

ability to sense mechanical stimuli and modulate their signals to remodeling cells.

Mathematically, osteocytes mechanosensation is integrated into Equations (7.48-7.49)

via the parameters of the external actions λoOb and λoOc. In particular, in line with

previous work [122], two mechanically sensitive signalling pathways are accounted for,

relying on the production of two molecules by osteocytes:

• The production of sclerostin, inhibited by an increase in mechanical stimulus,

down-regulates osteoblasts proliferation through a competitive binding to os-

teoblast Wnt receptors.

• The production of nitric oxide, inhibited by a decrease in mechanical stimulus,

inhibits osteoclasts proliferation by inhibiting RANKL production by osteoblas-

tic (precursor) cells.
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From these considerations, autocrine (ĝbb(ς)) and paracrine (ĝbc(ς)) functions are

de�ned, which modulate the in�uence of osteoblastic cells on remodeling via the

mechanical stimulus assumed to be the strain energy density which, in turn, depends

on the remodeling state of the material ς = ψ̂mech (R,E, φ,m). The autocrine and

paracrine functions read as follows:

ĝbb(ς) =




g0bb + 0.2 fHill(ς − ς0) if ς > ς0,

g0bb otherwise,

(7.50)

ĝbc(ς) =




g0bc + 0.2 fHill(ς − ς0) if ς < ς0,

g0bc otherwise,

(7.51)

where fHill(∆) =
∆2

K2
Hill + ∆2

is a second-order Hill function, classically used to model

the action or behavior of a ligand [151], and here to model the role of mechanics in

cells dynamics. The steady-state value of the mechanical stimulus is given by ς0. The

values of the mechanobiological parameters are given in Table 7.1. Autocrine (gbb,

blue) and paracrine (gbc, red) mechanobiological functions are illustrated in Figure

7.2.

Table 7.1: Mechanobiological and biochemical regulation parameters .

Symbol Value Unit

pOb 4 day−1

pOc 3 day−1

g0bb 0 -
g0bc −0.5 -
gcb 1 -
gcc 0.5 -
kres 4.1 · 106 N.
kform 2.0 · 103 N

KHill 50 Pa
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Figure 7.2: Evolution of biological mechano-sensitive parameters gbb (blue) and gbc
(red) with respect to mechanical stimulus Ψ̂.

7.2 Results and Discussion

This section presents simulations illustrating the dynamics of bone remodeling in

terms of mineralization, porosity and cells turnover. For all simulations, a uniaxial

macroscopic compressive stress S = σ(t)e⊗ e (σ(t) < 0) is applied to the RVE along

the material axis (see Appendix 7.B for the homogenization of material properties).

Unless otherwise speci�ed, the stress magnitude is constant and equal to its initial

value σ(t) = σ0 (see Table 7.2).

The presented results are obtained from computational simulations using Matlab R©

R2017b ODE solver [3]. Unless otherwise stated, the initial values displayed in Table

7.2 were used for the system state variables, and Table 7.3 for material properties.

Note that the values of initial remodeling variables were obtained with a simulation,

by �nding a steady-state corresponding to the imposed stress σ0. Moreover, the
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homeostatic stimulus ς0 was calculated arbitrarily as the strain energy of trabecular

bone with a macroscopic porosity φ = 0.8 and mineral fraction in bone matrixm = 0.3

under the imposed stress σ0.

Additionally, one may recall here that microstructure rotation is not accounted for

in the simulations of this study to focus on the novel elements of the present theory.

Table 7.2: Initial values of remodeling variables and parameters.

Symbol Value Unit

φ 0.823 -
m 0.390 -
COb 247 mm−3

COc 0.955 mm−3

σ0 −10 MPa
ς0 57.9 · 103 Pa

7.2.1 Separate in�uences of chemistry, mechanics and biology

First, chemo-mechanics and mechanobiology are analyzed separately, respectively in

Figures 7.3 and 7.4. First, in Figure 7.3, the biological contribution is set to zero

with the condition: ∀t ≥ 0, COb(t) = 0, COc(t) = 0. Therefore, the external actions

on porosity λoφ and mineral content λom = λχ are only chemical and the variations of

free energy with respect to porosity ∂ψ
∂φ

and mineral content ∂ψ
∂m

depend on chemistry

and mechanics:

λoφ = 0, (7.52)

λom = λχ, (7.53)

∂ψ

∂φ
= µφ +

∂ψmech
∂φ

, (7.54)

∂ψ

∂m
= µm +

∂ψmech
∂m

. (7.55)

Without any cells, the material naturally tends to mineralize, proportionally to

the di�erence between external actions λχ (via the chemical potential of the reactive

species in solution for precipitation) and the variation of free energy with respect
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Table 7.3: Material properties of bone tissue and external actions parameters: dissi-
pation coe�cients (Diss. coe�.) relative to speci�c turnovers (turn.), chemical con-
centrations (conc.) and potentials, activity coe�cients, composition volume fractions.
Values were either set by calibration (C) or recovered from literature (L).

Symbol Value Unit De�nition Source

fCol 0.30 - Collagen vol. frac. in matrix L [79]
fMB
m 0.45 - Mineral vol. frac. in MB L [79]
dφ 1.0 · 105 MPa.day−1 Diss. coe�. (matrix turn.) C
dm 1.6 · 103 MPa.day−1 Diss. coe�. (mineral turn.) C

[Ca2+] 2.5 · 10−3 mol.L−1 Calcium conc. L [73]
[PO3−

4 ] 1.3 · 10−3 mol.L−1 Phosphate conc. L [8]
[OH−] 2.5 · 10−7 mol.L−1 Hydroxyde conc. L [8]
νCa2+ 5 - Stoechiometric coe�. L [58]
νPO3−

4
3 - Stoechiometric coe�. L [58]

νOH− 1 - Stoechiometric coe�. L [58]
µCa2+ −5.5 · 102 kJ.mol−1 Chemical potential L [89]
µPO3−

4
−1.0 · 103 kJ.mol−1 Chemical potential L [89]

µOH− −1.6 · 102 kJ.mol−1 Chemical potential L [89]
µ̂∗

SMB
−1.0 · 103 J.m−3 Chemical potential C

µ̂∗SO −1.0 · 103 J.m−3 Chemical potential C
βOb 0.020 N Osteoblastic force L [101]
βOc 0.20 N Osteoblastic force L [101]
dOb 1.0 MPa.day−1 Diss. coe�. (Ob turn.) L [101]
dOc 1.0 MPa.day−1 Diss. coe�. (Oc turn.) L [101]

αmOc −1.8 · 106 mm.mol.m−3 Activity coe�cient C
αmχ 2.0 · 10−3 Pa Activity coe�cient C

to mineral content m (Eq. (7.40)). Moreover, one can note that the variation of

free energy with respect to porosity is strictly negative (Figure 7.3(b)), leading to

an increase in macroscopic porosity with time. This remark matches the observation

of Sansalone and coworkers, who noticed a decay in biological tissue properties in

the absence of an �external stimulus� (attributed to biochemistry) [98]. Note that,

for high porosities, the present model may reach the limits of its application as the

mixture theory for the material properties homogenization (see Appendix 7.B) would

be inadequate.

In Figure 7.4, the focus is set on mechanobiology. Cell dynamics are analyzed by
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Figure 7.3: Evolution of the system without the in�uence of cells (COb = 0, COc = 0):
variation of porosity φ and mineral content m (a) and contributions of mechanical
and chemical energy (b).

prescribing the mechanical stimulus ς(t):

ς(t) =





1.05 ς0, if 50 day ≤ t ≤ 100 day,

0.95 ς0, if 150 day ≤ t ≤ 200 day,

ς0, otherwise.

(7.56)

Here, the in�uence of di�erent values of the Hill coe�cient KHill on the evolution

of osteoblasts and osteoclasts numbers is evaluated in parallel with the mechanical

stimulus ς (a) and the autocrine and paracrine mechano-sensitive parameters gbb and

gbc (b). In line with early theories on bone remodeling [26, 27, 62] and later numer-

ical works [83, 172], the catabolic response (towards bone resorption) to a decrease

in mechanical loading is much stronger than the anabolic response (towards bone

formation) in case of overload. Mathematically, this phenomenon is represented by

the choice of the mechanobiological parameters βOb and βOc driving the cell popula-
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of osteoblasts and osteoclasts numbers driven by the mechanical
stimulus ς with respect to time (a) and biological mechano-sensitive parameters gbb
and gbc with respect to time (b).

tions evolutions. As there is a slower response by osteoblasts than by osteoclasts, the

coe�cient βOc is set much larger than βOb (βOc = 10 βOb) (Figure 7.4(a)). Finally,

one can also note that the Hill parameter KHill regulating the cellular response has
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a small e�ect on both the evolution of cell populations and the mechano-sensitive

parameters gxy (the curves corresponding to KHill = 5MPa and KHill = 50MPa are

superimposed in Figure 7.4).

7.2.2 Combined in�uences of mechanics, chemistry and

biology

This subsection presents results of the full model (still without microstructure rota-

tion) and analyze the e�ects of a modi�cation of the environment, in terms of chemical

concentrations, mechanical loading and biological turnover.

Modi�cation of the chemical environment Here, a decrease in calcium serum

concentration is simulated over a given period of time [Tstart, Tend] (Tstart = 100 day,

Tend = 500 day). In this context, one can observe the biological (a) and microstructural

(b) responses, as presented in Figure 7.5. During the period highlighted in gray

[Tstart, Tend], the concentration of calcium is reduced by 20%.

One can see that during the low calcium period, the mineral fraction m decreases,

and then slowly recovers after reinstatement of the homeostatic calcium ions con-

centration. Hence, as expected, a decreased amount of serum calcium shifts the

equilibrium of the mineral precipitation reaction, leading to a decrease of the mineral

content.

Cells concentrations are also slightly modi�ed with a small decrease in osteoclast

numbers and increase in osteoblast numbers, most likely as a response to the loss

of bone sti�ness with mineral dissolution (Figure 7.5(a)). One can also note the

decrease in porosity, to a lesser extent. This decay is a consequence of the change in

osteoclasts and osteoblasts concentrations, triggering an augmentation of bone matrix

volume fraction.

Modi�cation of the mechanical environment and impact on mechanobi-

ology The bone tissue is now submitted to a decrease in the mechanical stress S

during a de�ned period of time [Tstart, Tend], where Tstart = 100 day and Tend = 500 day.
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of osteoblasts (dashed, blue) and osteoclasts (dash-dotted, red)
concentrations (a) and bone mineral fraction m (thin, green) and porosity (thick,
black) (b). Calcium concentration is reduced by 20% between Tstart = 100 day and
Tend = 500 day (gray-shaded areas).
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To perform this numerical simulation, the following law for the macroscopic stress is

implemented:

σ(t) =





0.9σ0 if Tstart ≤ t ≤ Tend,

σ0 otherwise.

(7.57)

Figure 7.6 depicts the evolution of cell concentrations (a) and microstructural

properties (b) during the simulation.

Results show that, following the decrease in mechanical stress, there is a peak

in osteoblasts and osteoclasts numbers (Figure 7.6(a)). This peak is observed also

when changing the function describing the variations of the stress σ(t) by smoothing

the step at Tstart via the implementation of a ramp over one or a few days to get to

the lower value σ(t) = 0.9σ0 (data not shown). In fact, the sudden increase in bone

turnover may be due to the decrease of mechanical loading that promotes osteoblastic

and osteoclastic activity, as stated in earlier theories [60, 62]. Here, disuse leads to an

increase in bone turnover via the osteoblasts-mediated Wnt and RANKL pathways

[122].

The increase in osteoblasts and osteoclasts numbers results in a rapid increase in

porosity and decrease in mineral content (Figure 7.6(b)). If the homeostatic load is

not reinstated, the porosity and mineral fraction stabilize at di�erent values than the

initial ones. As expected, in line with Wol�'s law [208] and later similar theories [27,

60], the model retrieves that mechanical properties of the tissue eventually decrease

as a result of a reduced mechanical demand. Here, the mechanobiological model

structure (power law in Equations (7.46)-(7.47)) drives cell numbers back to their

initial values, therefore preventing the long-term positive mechanical feedback. The

use of another mechanobiological model could account for long-term cells turnover

changes (see for example [156]), unlike Komarova et al.'s model which represented

single remodeling events [101].

Reuse, simulated by reinstating the initial stress σ0, leads to an increase in min-

eral fraction and decrease in porosity. Note that cell numbers and microstructural

properties evolve towards their initial values during reuse.
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Figure 7.6: Percent changes in osteoblasts (dashed, blue) and osteoclasts (dash-
dotted, red) concentrations (a) and bone mineral fractionm (thin, green) and porosity
(thick, black) (b).Mechanical loading is reduced by 10% between Tstart = 100 day and
Tend = 500 day (gray-shaded areas).
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7.3 Conclusions

This section presented a novel multiscale approach of bone remodeling bridging

mechanobiology, chemistry and macro-scale mechanics.

By introducing a free-energy depending on these three above-mentioned phenom-

ena and developing consistent formulations for external actions, the model was able to

catch the interactions between the di�erent physics. In particular, a lack of calcium

modi�ed mineralization reaction kinetics, triggering mineral dissolution.

Additionnally, the decrease of mechanical loading leads to an increase in bone cells

turnover and an increase in bone macro-pores fraction (φ). These preliminary results

are encouraging and could be associated in the future with a more comprehensive

framework of mechanobiological dynamics as presented by Martin and coworkers [122].

Ultimately, the joint study of mechanobiology and chemistry aims at capturing

complex metabolic dynamics, as the role of mineralization can be essential to the

understanding of bone turnover in the context of pathologies and their treatments (see

the recent work of Martinez-Reina and Pivonka on a model of bone mineralization

and remodeling in the context of an anti-catabolic treatment of osteoporosis [125]).

Appendices

7.A Deriving the evolution of the free energy

As de�ned in Eq. (7.6), the mechanical term ψmech of the free energy is the classical

(macroscopic) strain energy density that depends on four variables: E, R, φ and

m. Classically, one can assume that the mechanical free energy ψmech has a total

derivative, leading to:

ψ̇mech =
∂ψmech
∂E

: Ė +
∂ψmech
∂R

: Ṙ +
∂ψmech
∂φ

φ̇+
∂ψmech
∂m

ṁ (7.58)

If one isolates the terms relative to the evolution of displacement and orientation,
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the derivative becomes now:

dψmech
dt
|φ,m =

∂ψmech
∂E

: Ė +
∂ψmech
∂R

: Ṙ. (7.59)

From the de�nition of the rotated small strain tensor EC = RTER, Eq. (7.6)

becomes:

ψmech =
1

2

(
R(C0 : EC)RT

)
: E =

1

2
(C0 : EC) : EC. (7.60)

Therefore, one can derive the following developments for the time derivative:

dψmech
dt
|φ,m =

1

2

(C0 : EC) : EC)

dt
|φ,m

=
1

2

∂((C0 : EC) : EC)

∂EC :
d(RTER)

dt

= (C0 : EC) :
(

(Ė)C + ṘTER + RTEṘ
)

= (C0 : EC) :
(

(Ė)C + (−RTṘRT)ER + RTEṘ
)

=
(
R(C0 : EC)RT

)
:
(
Ė− (ṘRT)E + E(ṘRT)

)

=
(
R (C0 : EC)RT

)
: Ė

−
((
R(C0 : EC)RT

)
E + E

(
R(C0 : EC)RT

))
:
(
ṘRT

)

=
(
R(C0 : EC)RT

)
: Ė− [E,R(C0 : EC)RT] :

(
ṘRT

)
, (7.61)

where the brackets denote the commutator operator: ∀ (AB) ∈ Lin, [A,B] = AB−BA.

Then, one can derive the second part of the mechanical free energy. To this end,

one can isolate the terms relative to the evolution of chemical composition (via φ and

m) in Eq. (7.58):

dψmech
dt
|E,R = 1

2
φ̇ (C0,φ : EC) : EC + 1

2
ṁ (C0,m : EC) : EC. (7.62)

C0,φ and C0,m are the derivatives of the elastic tensor C0 with respect to porosity φ

and mineral volume fraction m, respectively.

Finally, the partial derivatives of the mechanical component of the free energy

ψmech from Equations (7.61) and (7.62) read:
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∂ψmech
∂E

= R (C0 : EC)RT, (7.63)

∂ψmech
∂R

=
[
E,R (C0 : EC)RT

]
.R, (7.64)

∂ψmech
∂φ

=
1

2
(C0,φ : EC) : EC, (7.65)

∂ψmech
∂m

=
1

2
(C0,m : EC) : EC. (7.66)

7.B Homogenized material properties

In the present study, in order to account for the variations of bone elastic properties

with respect to porosity and mineralization, a law of mixture is proposed as follows:

Ĉ0(φ,m) = φCw + (1− φ) (mCHA + (1−m)CSO) , (7.67)

where Cw, CSO and CHA are respectively the fourth-order sti�ness tensors of water

(pores), osteoid (collageneous unmineralized matrix) and hydroxyapatite (mineral).

The individual tensors read as follows:

Cw = 3 kwJ + µwK, (7.68)

CSO =
1

3
Cw +

2

3
CCol, (7.69)

CHA = 3 kHAJ + µHAK, (7.70)

CCol = 3 kColJ + µColK, . (7.71)

where the parameters kX and µX are respectively the bulk modulus and the shear

modulus of the phase X, J is the volumetric part of the fourth-order unit tensor I,

and K is its deviatoric part: K = I− J. Water, mineral and collagen are assumed to

be isotropic materials.

The parameters used in the previous Equations (7.68)-(7.70) are listed in Table

7.4.
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Table 7.4: Initial values of remodeling variables and parameters.

Symbol Value Unit

kw 2.3 kPa
µw 0 kPa
kCol 5.8 kPa
µCol 3.8 kPa
kHA 82.6 GPa
µHA 44.9 GPa

7.C Deriving the evolution of the chemical free en-

ergy

The fractions of osteoid (SO) and solid fraction of mineralized bone (SMB) in the

RVE verify:

m(1− φ) = fMB
m φMB, (7.72)

φSO + φMB + φ = 1, (7.73)

φSMB = (1− fMB
w )φMB, (7.74)

where fMB
m and fMB

w are the volume fractions of mineral and interstitial �uid in min-

eralized bone φMB, respectively.

This leads to:

φMB =
m(1− φ)

fMB
m

, (7.75)

φSMB =
1− fMB

w

fMB
m

m(1− φ), (7.76)

φSO = 1− φ− m(1− φ)

fMB
m

. (7.77)

Stemming from Equations (7.13) and (7.14), one can write the �uid component
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of the change in chemical energy as follows:

∑
el

µel dnel = VRV E
∑
el

µelcel

[
(1− fMB

w

fMB
m

m)dφ+
fMB
w

fMB
m

(1− φ)dm

]
. (7.78)

Note that the change in chemical free energy in the representative volume of

tissue Ψχ is linked to the chemical energy density ψχ in a material point, which can

be interpreted as an average quantity over the representative element: Ψχ = ψχVRV E.

Hence, the density ψχ of chemical free energy veri�es:

dψχ =
1− fMB

w

fmmin

µ∗
SMB

Vm,SMB

d (m (1− φ))

+
µ∗SO
Vm,SO

d

(
1− φ− m(1− φ)

fmmin

)

−
∑

el

µelcel

[(
1− fMB

w

fMB
m

m

)
dφ+

fMB
w

fMB
m

(1− φ)dm

]
, (7.79)

where Vm,SMB and Vm,SO are respectively the molar volume of the solid fraction of

mineralized matrix and osteoid.

This leads to the time-derivative of the density of the chemical free energy:

ψ̇χ = µφφ̇+ µmṁ, (7.80)

where

µφ =− 1− fMB
w

fmmin

µ∗
SMB

Vm,SMB

m+
µ∗SO
Vm,SO

fCol(
m

fmmin
− 1)

−
∑

el

µelcel

(
1− fMB

w

fMB
m

m

)
(7.81)

µm = (1− φ)

(
1− fMB

w

fmmin

µ∗
SMB

Vm,SMB

− fCol
fmmin

µ∗SO
Vm,SO

− fMB
w

fMB
m

∑

el

µelcel

)
. (7.82)
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7.D Speci�c surface

In his original 1984 work, Martin performed measurements of speci�c surface in func-

tion of porosity [123]. From these experimental results, a �fth order polynomial �t

was proposed (see Eq. (7.83)). Therefore, following earlier works [155], the following

approximation is used, to account for the dependency of speci�c surface on porosity:

sV (φ) = a φ+ b φ2 + c φ3 + d φ4 + e φ5, (7.83)

where a = 32.3mm−1, b = 93.9mm−1, c = 134mm−1, d = 101mm−1, and e =

28.8mm−1.





Chapter 8

Future perspectives: bone remodeling

in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis

A clinical preliminary study

Bone turnover is key to several skeletal diseases. In line with previous works [129, 180],

one may postulate that its interactions with mechanics may lead to scoliotic defor-

mity progression. In particular, given the close connection between bone biology and

mechanics highlighted earlier in this thesis (Chapter 2), there is a motivation to inves-

tigate the interplay between the scoliotic abnormal loading and bone microstructure.

The present chapter describes the objectives and protocol of a clinical application de-

veloped to assert whether there is a correlation between in vivo loading conditions in

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) patients and their bone composition and micro-

architecture, and quantify that link. This study received approval from Children's

Health Queensland (number HREC/2018/QCHQ/45601) and Queensland University

of Technology's O�ce of Research Ethics and Integrity (number 1800001128).

Aetiology and prevalence of AIS Scoliosis is the most common spinal deformity

a�ecting children and adolescents. Scoliosis is a three-dimensional deviation of the

spine, characterized by lateral curvature exceeding 10◦, rotation of spinal column

and loss of the normal sagittal spine pro�le. In many cases, this condition is a

progressive deformity that cannot be explained by one of the known potential scoliosis
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causes (congenital, neuromuscular or mesenchymal). If known causes are excluded,

the scoliosis is classi�ed as idiopathic. Most of idiopathic scoliosis cases in children

fall within the subgroup of AIS, developing at the age of 11-18 years [102]. Konieczny

et al. identi�ed an overall prevalence of 0.47-5.2% in children from various studies

from four di�erent continents [102].

Progressive and severe curves in the growing adolescent, if left untreated, typically

lead to an increased mortality rate (about twice that of the general population), as

reported in Wong and Tan's 2010 review [209]. The latter also reveals that this

higher mortality is most likely due to disabling diseases resulting from the scoliosis

(backache, cardiopulmonary diseases, mental health deterioration). For the more

severe and progressive cases, the only e�ective treatment option is surgical correction

and fusion of the a�ected region of the spine, with the use of structural metal implants.

Bone histomorphometry in AIS Over the past decades, several studies have

assessed the trabecular bone micro-architecture and mineral content in adolescent

idiopathic scoliosis using iliac crest biopsies [30, 197, 214]. In 2008, Li et al. un-

dertook a comprehensive literature review of such studies, revealing that there is a

consensus on the correlation of low bone mineral density (BMD) with AIS [113], al-

though Cheng et al. found that the presence of a lower BMD was not correlated to

the severity of the scoliosis [30]. There are only a couple of studies analyzing the

role of micro-architectural properties in such pathologies [30, 183, 197]. Wang et

al. [197] used HR-pQCT (high-resolution peripheral quantitative computed tomog-

raphy, for 3D imaging) to investigate trabecular structure and quality in iliac crest

bone biopsies, showing a structural and mineralization abnormality in AIS patients'

bone tissue [197]. They reported a reduced bone volume fraction (-5%), trabecular

thickness (-0.7%) and trabecular number (-4%).

Among the research reporting bone histomorphometry in AIS, there is little data

on the properties of vertebral bone [30, 183]. In those studies, the biopsies were

obtained from the spinous processes of AIS patients scheduled for posterior corrective

spinal surgery. Cheng et al. reported reduced bone resorption and apposition rates

in AIS patients, both in iliac crest and spinous processes biopsies [30]. They inferred
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that the di�erence in bone turnover might be at the origin of the deformity, and not

a result of the deformity. In the same vein, Hung et al. demonstrated that low bone

mass in hip and spine was one of the key factors in the risk of curve progression [85].

Objectives of the study and protocol The aim of this study is to assess the

links between AIS, bone remodeling and mechanics. In particular, vertebral bodies

are subjected to a signi�cant load and the asymmetrical mechanical loading envi-

ronment in the AIS spine directly a�ects these tissues and their remodelling. With

posterior approaches to correction surgery, former studies were not able to access ver-

tebral bodies, and only retrieved tissues where the impact of the atypical curvature on

the mechanical environment was not as signi�cant (spinous process, iliac crest). The

surgeons of the Biomechanics and Spine Research Group (BSRG) are highly experi-

enced in performing anterior approaches to scoliosis correction surgery, providing a

unique opportunity to collect biopsies from vertebral body bone. This study enables

the investigation of the links between the spinal deformity and bone adaptation in

AIS: the goal is to discover bone architectural and content parameters for AIS ver-

tebral bone and how they correlate with mechanical loading. To this end, a surgical

protocol was designed, enabling the acquisition of the vertebral bone samples. This

study also includes samples analysis and the comparison of experimental results with

patient-speci�c simulation results of bone remodeling. Figure 8.1 depicts the clinical

and experimental steps of the work�ow.

Surgical procedure In order to address the research question, bone biopsies are

retrieved from the vertebral bodies of AIS patients during their planned scoliosis

correction surgery, provided they gave their informed consent. Unlike existing studies

[30, 197], surgeons do not excise spinous processes or use iliac crest samples, but

instead retrieve vertebral bone cylindrical cores.

Bone samples are acquired from AIS patients treated surgically at the Queens-

land Children's Hospital. Samples are taken intra-operatively from 3-4 vertebral

bodies (thoracic or lumbar) using a bone biopsy tool during the spinal instrumen-

tation surgery. Anterior spinal fusion surgery for scoliosis correction requires that
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Figure 8.1: Work�ow overview for vertebral bone characterization in AIS. Credits:
Laure Stickel (QUT & BSRG intern).

screws are inserted into the vertebral bodies. Standard surgical practice for inserting

vertebral screws during anterior fusion surgery requires a `starter' or pilot hole to be

created through the vertebra laterally, creating a path through which the vertebral

screw will be inserted. The pilot hole is typically produced by a bone awl and the

bony material discarded.

In this study, the pilot hole for 3-4 screws at the apex (vertebra with the farthest

deviation from the midline of the body) of the spinal deformity is created using a

commercial bone biopsy tool in place of the bone awl. The outer diameter of the

pilot hole created with the biopsy tool is comparable to that created using the bone

awl. Figure 8.2 depicts the collection of the bone core from the biopsy tool.

A preliminary study investigated the pull-out force of vertebral screws to compare

the standard and new surgery protocols in fresh sheep bones. To this end, vertebral
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Figure 8.2: Samples collection: a bone core is taken out of the biopsy tool. The
sample will be notched at the end (see micro-CT reconstruction in Figure 8.1) to
mark the orientation.

screws were inserted in vertebrae with pilot holes (standard procedure) or where a core

was taken out prior to insertion (new procedure). This study is illustrated in Figure

8.3. The results � not shown in the present thesis � did not depict a modi�cation of the

structural stability of the bone-implant system, therefore con�rming the feasibility of

the study in human.

(a) Sheep thoracic vertebra, where a

vertebral screw was inserted.

(b) Pull-out test of a vertebral screw in a T8 thoracic

sheep vertebra.

Figure 8.3: Pilot study: pull-out force in implanted sheep vertebrae.
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Samples analysis Following surgeries, the biopsies are �xated and analyzed us-

ing several techniques. The properties of the AIS bone are quanti�ed using micro-

computed tomography (micro-CT), Raman spectroscopy, quantitative back-scattering

imaging (qBEI) and histology. Histomorphometric data, as well as bone anisotropy

and mineral content is retrieved using these techniques and the correlation with the

severity of the scoliotic curve is calculated.

Patient-speci�city and 3D mechanical modeling The present study implies

the conception of a model that can be adapted in function of patient data. In par-

ticular, here, thoracic and lumbar vertebral bone reconstructions is developed from

the MRI of an adolescent healthy subject. In function of the scans obtained from

patient data, patient-speci�c boundary conditions are determined and implemented

in a �nite-element model based on the 3D reconstructions of healthy vertebral bones.

Figure 8.4 presents the 3D reconstruction of a human healthy thoracic vertebra.

Figure 8.4: 3D reconstruction of a human healthy thoracic vertebra (female, 18 years
old).

Conclusions The collaboration with highly skilled orthopaedic surgeons, in par-

ticular with respect to anterior approaches to scoliosis correction surgery, gives us
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a unique opportunity to access vertebral body bone. As a result, this world �rst

study will provide a better understanding of AIS by characterizing vertebral bone

tissue properties in these patients. Additionally, with this study, biopsies of bones

that experience a pathological mechanical environment that is directly linked to the

deformity will be retrieved: the in�uence of the curvature on the stresses in vertebral

bodies is substantial, especially when compared to the spinal process and iliac crest

tissues. Therefore, the results of this study will give insights as to the connection

between the mechanical environment (impacted by the curvature phenotype) and its

link to mineral content, bone density and anisotropy. Hence, this will provide an

application for an existing computation model of bone remodeling (Chapter 7). Fi-

nally, this study will not only be useful in the understanding of AIS, but also has the

potential to shed light on other bone-related diseases and conditions, enabling the use

of the previously-developed model for the development of better treatment options.

To summarize, the study presented in this chapter provides a unique perspective

to the work outlined in this thesis and a �rst step towards more applications.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and perspectives

The study of bone, in particular as a living tissue, dates back to the 19th century when

bone cells lineages were identi�ed. Bone complex architecture, as well as its ability

to modify its structure and composition through bone remodeling has been studied

widely since then. In the present work, di�erent concepts were studied, aiming at

representing the role of mechanics in this process or, in other words, mechanomics of

bone remodeling.

In this dissertation, several approaches were presented for the modeling of bone

continuous microstructural evolution, bone remodeling. First, a mathematical frame-

work based on mechanobiology was proposed, and in particular integrating osteocytes

mechanosensivity. In this context, bone cells turnover was regulated by osteocytes bio-

chemical signalling and, in turn, modi�ed tissue porosity and, consequently, the cells

mechanical environment. Because this �ne description catches underlying signalling

mechanisms of bone remodeling, the model was able to integrate the e�ects of the

administration of a post-menopausal osteoporosis drug based on an anti-sclerostin an-

tibody, romosozumab. This mathematical formulation, validated for various dosages

and bone sites, provides quantitative insights as to the e�ects of a certain dosage

on bone gain, which could therefore enable the speci�c adaptation of treatments to

patients.

Then, a macroscopic framework of bone remodeling was introduced, which is based

on generalized continuum thermodynamics. In this theory, bone tissue was repre-
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sented by a collection of material points whose kinematics was not only described

by their displacement, but also microstructural properties. First, using the original

formulation of DiCarlo et al. [42], rotary remodeling was investigated by enriching

the continuum description with a remodeling variable accounting for microstructure

rotation. In this framework, a relationship between strain energy variations and re-

modeling equilibrium states was found. In particular, analytical developments demon-

strated that stable rotary remodeling equilibrium states correspond to local minima of

the strain energy (in strain-controlled loading conditions). Additionally, in line with

Cowin's observations [35], the alignment of principal stress and strain was shown to be

a necessary condition for equilibrium. However, in contrast to Cowin's original �nd-

ings, theoretical developments demonstrated that material axes are indeed collinear

to strains and stresses in remodeling equilibrium states only under speci�c conditions

on material properties. This framework was then used to study 2D benchmark mod-

els using an algorithm based on an iterative �nite-element analysis. This model was

applied to the classic example of the proximal human femur.

Furthermore, stemming from both microscopic and macroscopic points of view de-

veloped earlier, a bridging framework was proposed, enabling the description of bone

remodeling encompassing biology, chemistry and mechanics. Hence, DiCarlo et al.'s

original formulation was enriched with new microstructural information. Therefore,

additionally to the original rotary remodeling variable, several remodeling variables

were introduced, giving indications on cellular activity and bone tissue composition.

This novel formulation uses cellular dynamics equations proposed by Komarova et al.

[101] who simpli�ed autocrine and paracrine cellular regulations using a small num-

ber of parameters to describe globally the e�ects of signalling pathways. While sound

results are obtained with this novel formulation, a more comprehensive and stable

framework could be obtained by integrating cellular population dynamics as per the

mechanobiological concepts presented earlier.

The main interest of this thesis is to provide insights to better understand bone

remodeling and quantify the e�ects of mechanics, especially in the context of patholo-

gies or peri-implant remodeling. These questions are particularly critical in adolescent

idiopathic scoliosis, where patients vertebral bodies undergo abnormal loading condi-
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tions. In this thesis, the �rst steps of a clinical study were outlined, coupling surgery,

material analysis and 3D �nite-element simulations. The multiphysical model de-

veloped in this thesis, which integrates bone mechanobiology, may help targeting

signalling pathways and designing less invasive treatments. For this purpose, future

work will involve the clinical application of this work to bone remodeling in AIS

and the extension of the developed unifying model to capture the dynamics of drug

treatment options in osteoporosis.
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Synopsis (Français)

La structure et la composition chimique de nos os changent au cours de la vie : c'est le

remodelage osseux. Ces modi�cations dépendent de multiples facteurs d'origine mécanique

ou chimique. En e�et, les cellules osseuses vivant dans les pores du tissu osseux sont sen-

sibles aux variations de leur environnement. Dans ce contexte, nous nous intéressons en

particulier au mécanome, c'est-à-dire à la description de l'action de la mécanique sur les

tissus biologiques.

Pour ce faire, nous approfondissons plusieurs approches de modélisation mécanistique

du remodelage osseux : l'une aborde la question à l'échelle cellulaire, l'autre à l'échelle

macroscopique de l'organe. Nous proposons �nalement une association de ces points de vue

dans une théorie uni�catrice couplant les stimuli biochimiques et mécaniques du remodelage

pour décrire l'évolution du tissu osseux. En�n, nous présentons les premières étapes d'une

application clinique dans le contexte de la scoliose idiopathique de l'adolescent.

Synopsis (English)

The structure and chemical composition of our bones change over the course of life through

a process called bone remodeling. These modi�cations depend on diverse factors of mechan-

ical or chemical origin. Indeed, bone cells living in the pores of bone tissue are sensitive

to variations in their environment. In this context, we are particularly interested in the

mechanomics, which is the description of the action of mechanics on biological tissues.

Hence, we explore several approaches to mechanistic modeling of bone remodeling: one

addresses the question at the cellular level, the other at the macroscopic level of the organ.

We �nally propose a combination of these points of view in a unifying theory coupling the

biochemical and mechanical stimuli of bone remodeling to depict the evolution of the bone

tissue. Finally, we present the �rst steps of a clinical application in the context of adolescent

idiopathic scoliosis.
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